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PREFACE – PURPOSE AND SCOPE

This nation was shocked by the tragedy of student violence at Columbine High School in Colorado in the spring of 1999. One month later, six students at Heritage High School in Conyers, Georgia, suffered injury at the hands of a fifteen-year old classmate. As this report was in preparation, a Nebraska high school student, reportedly removed from school and suspended for driving his car on the school's football field on New Year's Day 2011, returned to shoot and kill the Assistant Principal. In March, 2011 an Indiana middle school student returned to the school after being removed and shot a classmate. In April, 2011, a kindergartner in Houston, Texas, brought a loaded gun to school which accidently discharged injuring that student and two others.

Understandably, school administrators around the country have searched for ways to assure that their students can come to school and learn in a safe environment. Many decided to address this challenge by adopting a tougher approach to student discipline including the institution of "zero tolerance" policies. Such policies mandatorily require the initiation of disciplinary action and can result in the imposition of harsh sanctions without regard to the student's intent, prior disciplinary history, or other mitigating factors.

Some observers have argued that these more rigorous approaches to student discipline have overreached, resulting in unintended consequences. Incidents of severe punishment for minor or inadvertent violations of student codes of conduct have been reported from around the country and in Georgia. These include the ten-day suspension of an eleven-year-old in Cobb County, Georgia, for her possession of a "Tweety Bird" key chain and the arrest and suspension of a ten-year old Newton County boy who brought a small cap gun to a "show and tell" about the civil war.

Late in 2009, a fourteen-year old student in Morgan County misplaced his regular school backpack one morning. He picked up one that he used on camping trips as a substitute. On the way to school, he realized that the backpack contained a fishing knife. He quickly disclosed this mistake to the principal. Ultimately, however, the matter was reported to law enforcement authorities. The boy was taken into custody and was suspended from school.

The Morgan County incident motivated a Georgia state senator to introduce a bill designed to limit the consequences of such behavior. This legislation developed strong bipartisan support and was passed by the General Assembly on the last day of the 2010 legislative session. Another bill passed affecting the law that has been used to charge a student with a violation of the prohibition against "disrupting" a public school.
The Georgia Appleseed *Effective Student Discipline: Keeping Kids in Class* project has collected and reported information that should be helpful to all stakeholders involved in any assessment of the effectiveness of Georgia's public school system student discipline process.

In our Phase I Report issued in June 2010¹, we presented our preliminary findings, which included:

(a) an analysis of student discipline data collected from the schools and school districts by the Georgia Department of Education,

(b) a review of the student discipline polices in place in a representative sample of sixty schools in fifteen school districts located throughout the state, and

(c) an assessment of the current state law concerning public school student discipline.

In addition, we offered a first look at alternative approaches for managing student behavior that can supplant harsh and often ineffective disciplinary actions.

Following publication of the Phase I Report, we initiated a more detailed Phase II review and analysis of the now seven years worth of student discipline data reported by Georgia's public schools. In addition, we coordinated interviews with over 200 stakeholders whose positions in our state and local educational system require them to be committed both to the safety of Georgia's students and to the reasonable opportunity for each student to obtain a quality high school education that will prepare him or her for the work force or for further education. These stakeholders included district superintendents and administrative staff, school administrators, counselors and teachers, school resource officers, and juvenile court judges and other participants in the juvenile justice process. In addition we sought the input of parents and students through an online survey instrument.

The results of these Phase II efforts, along with our Call to Action suggesting specific steps that can be taken to improve student discipline practices and outcomes in Georgia's K-12 public school system, are presented in this Report.²

---


² Those readers who have read the Phase I Report will note that several portions of that report are repeated here either without change or with appropriate updates. We elected to create a single stand-alone document to reduce the need for continued cross-references between this report and our earlier publication.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction

All of us became vividly aware of the tragic consequences of school place violence as we watched the chilling events unfold at Columbine High School in Colorado over a decade ago. More recent shooting events at Nebraska and California schools serve as continuing reminders that our schools must maintain an environment for all students that assures their physical safety and provides a setting that is conducive to teaching and learning. It is also vitally important that schools provide each individual student, even one who may present disciplinary challenges, with a reasonable chance to complete a quality high school education. After all, in many states, access to primary and secondary public education is a constitutional right. In Georgia, for example, the state constitution imposes upon the state the primary obligation to assure that all students are provided with an adequate education.

Some have argued that many school systems have reacted to the threat of school violence and to the need for an orderly learning environment by applying overly rigorous disciplinary practices which needlessly force kids out of class and increase their likelihood of dropping out permanently. These include certain "zero tolerance" policies, expanded use of law enforcement personnel in school discipline, and other policies and practices. Recent studies carried out in Florida, Texas, Louisiana, and the City of Philadelphia revealed the extensive use of serious disciplinary action for relatively minor misbehavior. In addition, disciplinary action is being imposed on African-American students at a rate significantly greater than that group's percentage of the public school population. The latter phenomenon was also noted in a 2005 report issued by the Georgia Department of Education ("GaDOE").

The adverse individual and societal impacts associated with an elevated high school drop out rate are enormous. The existence of the "school to prison pipeline" is beyond reasonable debate. In this Twenty-First Century, a young person who does not obtain at least a quality high school education will have enormous difficulties in becoming gainfully employed and potentially may be more susceptible to engaging in unlawful behavior. This is particularly true if the person is introduced into the criminal justice system prematurely.

Thus, school administrators and teachers face a very difficult task in balancing two potentially conflicting obligations: the right of all students to have a safe and effective school learning environment and the right of each student to have a reasonable chance to obtain at least a quality high school education.

Effective Student Discipline: Keeping Kids in Class

The Georgia Appleseed Effective Student Discipline: Keeping Kids in Class project has collected information that will be helpful to all stakeholders who are involved in assessment of the effectiveness of Georgia's public school system student discipline process. In this report, we present our findings and recommendations which include:
- A review and analysis of student discipline data collected from the schools and school districts by the GaDOE;

- a review of the student discipline policies in place in sixty schools in fifteen school districts located throughout the state;

- a summary of “Voices from the Field” compiling the results of interviews with over 200 educators and other stakeholders and of surveys of several hundred parents and students;

- an assessment of the current state law concerning public school student discipline.

- a summary of critical Keys to Effective Student Discipline;

- a suggestion for careful reconsideration of district zero tolerance policies, and

- a Call to Action

Disciplinary Action Data Review & Analysis

Georgia Appleseed, in cooperation with the Atlanta office of a Big Four accounting firm, reviewed and assessed student disciplinary data collected by school districts and compiled by GaDOE for seven years (school years 2003-04 through 2009-10).

Our key findings include:

- In School Year 2009-10, 8.1 percent of students in Georgia's K-12 public school system received at least one out of school suspension ("OSS") disciplinary action. This reflects an overall reduction from the 9.3 to 9.5% rate experienced in the first five years of the period under review.

- During the most recent school year for which credible national data are available (2005-06), Georgia ranked tenth highest among all states and the District of Columbia in the rate of OSS discipline.

- Use of exclusionary discipline is highly variable among the school districts in Georgia. In some districts, its use is rare. Other school districts consistently impose OSS on more than 20 percent of the school population annually. In some individual schools, the percentage of OSS actions can affect up to 40 percent of the students per year.
• OSS rates and graduation rates are negatively correlated. That is, schools with relatively high OSS rates tend to have lower than average graduation rates. For example, in School Year 2009-10, the cohort of schools with the highest OSS rates for the seven year period that we analyzed had an average graduation rate of 74.8 percent. This was six points lower than the reported state average graduation rate of 80.8 percent. It was also almost 15 percentage points lower than the average reported graduation rate (i.e., 89.4 percent) of the group of school districts with the lowest OSS rates during the same period.

• The vast majority of OSS actions were taken for nonviolent actions. For example, in School Year 2009-10, 69 percent of the OSS actions were imposed for such behavior. A very substantial percentage of the incidents were not described with specificity but were categorized as "other discipline incident."

• Male students received two-thirds of the OSS actions and three-quarters of the expulsions during the period under review.

• African-American students were consistently more than three times as likely to receive an OSS than students of other racial classifications. This is a state-wide phenomenon with more than 90 percent of all school districts regularly reporting OSS data suggesting potential disproportional use of this disciplinary action. Poor African-Americans were markedly more likely to receive OSS than more affluent African American students.

• Other student subgroups may also be disproportionately subjected to OSS discipline:
  • Students eligible to participate in the free or reduced meal payment program (a status often used as a surrogate for children in poverty) and English Language Learner students were subject to OSS discipline at a rate more than twice as high as students who were not in these subgroups.
  • Special Needs Students received OSS at a rate slightly higher than 1.5 times the rate experienced by General Education students.
District/School Policies

In cooperation with the Atlanta office of the law firm of Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough, LLP, Georgia Appleseed carried out an examination of the publicly available disciplinary policies of fifteen Georgia school districts plus individual public schools within those districts. The analysis focused on identifying any zero tolerance policies in place but also more generally assessed the disciplinary policies.

Key findings include:

- All of the districts reviewed imposed zero tolerance policies for the limited number of student behaviors for which such discipline is mandated by state law.

- Districts often impose zero tolerance or similar policies for various types of behavior beyond state mandates. There is wide variation in the types of offenses covered.

- The overarching characteristic of the policies of the districts reviewed is the broad discretion granted to school officials in the handling of most of the day-to-day disciplinary challenges faced by teachers and administrators.

Voices from the Field

During the fall of 2010, Georgia Appleseed volunteers conducted interviews throughout the state with over 200 student discipline stakeholders. These stakeholders were school district staff members (including several district superintendents) along with principals and assistant principals, teachers, counselors and other staff members with student discipline responsibilities from elementary, middle and high schools. A total of 17 school resource officers (“SROs”), i.e., law enforcement personnel whose “beat” is a school or school system, were also interviewed. We also talked with a number of attorneys who regularly advise school boards on student discipline.

In addition, we met with stakeholders from outside the school system who deal with student discipline matters that involve referrals to the juvenile or criminal justice system. Juvenile court judges, intake officers, probation officers, prosecuting attorneys and defense lawyers participated.

Finally, Georgia Appleseed distributed an electronic survey instrument designed to elicit the view of the two other key stakeholder groups involved in student discipline issues—students and their parents. This survey was created and distributed in close cooperation with the Georgia PTA.
The large number of often widely varying views expressed cannot be readily summarized in this Executive Summary. The reader is encouraged to review the “Recurring Themes” outlined at pages 63-74 and 77-78 below.

**Legal Setting**

Most of the statutory law related to public school student discipline is found in Title 20, Chapter 2, Article 16, Part 2 of the Georgia Code. The current statute reflects the substantial revision of the law in this area that occurred when the Georgia General Assembly passed the "Improved Student Learning Environment & Discipline Act of 1999." Some vestiges of the earlier law remain in force and the 1999 legislation has been subject to some amendments.

**Local Control**

Perhaps the overarching theme of Georgia's student discipline law is the strong reliance on local control in the development of overall discipline policies and the application of those policies in individual cases. Thus, primary responsibility for student discipline policy development and implementation rests with the local school districts and the schools are subject only to a limited number of state mandates or minimum standards. Districts are mandated to "…provide for disciplinary action against students who violate student codes of conduct." In addition, districts are directed to provide for parental involvement in developing and updating the codes.

The student codes of conduct must address a long list of behaviors that may occur on school grounds, at school-related activities, or on school buses. These behaviors range from physical assault and weapons offenses to "disrespectful conduct" and truancy. Each district must send a copy of its adopted policies to the GaDOE in order to be eligible for state education funding but the law makes no mention of any substantive review by GaDOE.

Georgia law continues the theme of local control by emphasizing the authority of the individual classroom teacher to maintain order. The teacher also has broad authority to remove from the classroom a student who repeatedly or substantially interferes with the teacher's ability to teach, subject to oversight and review by the local school principal.

**Limited State Mandates**

Georgia law does include a limited number of provisions establishing minimum standards or other requirements that are to be implemented by local school districts. Some of these provisions arguably weigh in favor of imposing a zero tolerance approach to student discipline. Other provisions, however, seem to point the way to a more nuanced discretionary approach.

For the most part, Georgia law defers to the districts the responsibility for determining the appropriate level of disciplinary response to violations of student codes of conduct. In a limited number of situations, however, the General Assembly has mandated certain minimum disciplinary responses which can be interpreted as "zero tolerance." Specifically, these provisions
can be activated by bringing a firearm to school, by multiple incidents of bullying, or by committing an act of physical violence against a teacher or other school personnel.

On the other hand, a number of statutory provisions arguably require the exercise of sound discretion in the development of school disciplinary policy. Of particular interest is the provision that requires that the district discipline policies include a "progressive discipline process." This process is defined as one designed to create the expectation that the degree of discipline will be in proportion to the severity of the behavior leading to the discipline, that the previous discipline history of the student being disciplined and other relevant factors will be taken into account, and that all due process procedures required by federal and state law will be followed. This provision can be read to prohibit any sort of zero tolerance or other policy that would limit the discretion of a school disciplinary official to take into account the factors listed in the statute.

In addition, a few statutory provisions require that codes of conduct be "age appropriate." At least implicitly, this is recognition that codes of conduct should provide sufficient discretion to take into account the relative culpability of students of significantly different levels of maturity.

The following language appears at several points in the school discipline statute: "It is the policy of this state that it is preferable to reassign disruptive students to alternative educational settings rather than to suspend or expel such students from school." This language would seem to be a clear statement that, at least as to "disruptive" students, out of school suspensions or expulsions alone should be an option of last resort. The law also authorizes training programs in conflict management and resolution and in cultural diversity for voluntary implementation by local boards of education for school employees, parents and guardians, and students. Finally, GaDOE is required to provide assistance upon request to school districts seeking to establish a "climate management program." One of the purposes of such a program is to decrease "… student suspensions, expulsions, dropouts, and other negative aspects of the total school environment."

**Keys to Effective Student Discipline**

An effective student discipline program in a school is one that properly balances the need to maintain an environment for all students that is safe and conducive to learning with the right of each student to have a reasonable opportunity to obtain an adequate education. While there are circumstances that warrant the imposition of disciplinary action that removes a student from the classroom, such action should be taken only after a reasonable effort is made to address the student’s behavior through less stringent measures unless immediate action is required to protect the safety of the student or others.

Based upon our interviews with educational stakeholders from around the state and our independent research and analysis, Georgia Appleseed has identified the following attributes of an effective student discipline program. Many of these attributes are the same as those that contribute to a school’s overall educational excellence. This is not surprising since effective
student discipline does not exist in its own discrete “box” but rather must part of an integrated learning delivery strategy.

In the report, we address and discuss in detail the need for:

- Focused and Intentional Leadership
- Committed and Well-Trained Teachers
- Parental/Community Engagement, and

- An Integrated Approach involving equally robust attention to all four required elements of a student code of conduct:
  - Standards of Behavior
  - Progressive Discipline Process
  - Student Support Process
  - Parental Involvement Process

We also spend substantial time in the report discussing the potential implementation of the “positive behavioral interventions and supports” (“PBIS”) framework as at least one avenue to an integrated approach to effective student discipline and behavior management. A PBIS effort recently initiated in one Georgia school district was described as follows:

Positive Behavior Support, commonly referred to as PBS, is a proactive school-wide approach to discipline. In essence, it's a way to stop misbehavior before it starts through a systematic process of teaching, modeling, and reinforcing expected school behavior. PBS focuses on the creation of effective and positive learning environments as a means of increasing academic achievement. PBS methods are research-based and have a strong track record of significantly reducing the occurrence of problem school behaviors. Results include increased academic performance, increased safety, and more positive school climates.

A Perspective on Zero Tolerance

Many Georgia school districts have adopted zero tolerance policies designed to deter and punish various types of misbehavior. These policies mandate out-of-class discipline (and sometimes court referrals) for the prohibited behaviors without regard to the student’s intent or other mitigating circumstances. Several of the educators who participated in our interview process strongly support such policies and argue that they have been effective in limiting undesirable behavior such as fighting and drug use. Others argue against the use of these policies or at least urge that some level of discretion be exercised in their application. Doubters
point to numerous examples of absurd results that can be the unintended consequences of strict adherence to zero tolerance.

School districts have substantial authority to re-evaluate and modify any zero tolerance policies that go beyond state mandates. Furthermore, with regard to the state-mandated policies, two of the three expressly apply only to intentional acts so that the issue of intent must already be addressed in applying these policies. Avenues also exist to allow for the application of some discretion in the context of the firearms in school statute.

Given the strong divergence of views on this issue, Georgia Appleseed urges each school district to initiate a process to review carefully its zero tolerance policies. In particular, we suggest that districts consider whether it would be appropriate to make it clear that such policies apply only to knowing and intentional actions. This effort could be undertaken as part of the annual review of the student code of conduct carried out by most districts.

Call to Action

Georgia Appleseed has assessed student disciplinary data submitted by all schools in Georgia for the last seven complete school years. Georgia Appleseed has comprehensively analyzed the student discipline requirements imposed on and guidance provided to school systems by the General Assembly and by the state Department of Education. We have considered the findings of researchers who have assessed student discipline in other states. We have heard the voices of hundreds of education stakeholders through our interviews and the parent/student survey. Based on these efforts, Georgia Appleseed makes the following recommendations for action by state education policy makers and the parents of Georgia's current and future public school students.

Public Education as “Priority No. 1”

Public policy in an era of limited resources mandates the establishment of clear governmental spending priorities. Assuring quality public education for all of Georgia’s children should be Priority No. 1.

The investment that we make in our children today will pay a significant return in the form of the personal enrichment of each individual's life, the enhanced capacity of each individual to participate meaningfully in our democracy, and the heightened potential economic productivity of each individual. In addition, society will collectively benefit from reduced costs for social services and prisons. If we do not commit to this level of effort, however, even in the face of limited economic resources, we face the grim reality of a growing permanent underclass with all its associated economic and societal costs.
Georgia Appleseed recommends that each public school be required to make full public disclosure annually of its student discipline performance using data that is required to be collected under existing law. Specifically, the school should report incidence rates for in-school suspensions, out-of-school suspensions, and expulsions (with and without an alternative education setting placement). The incidence rates (i.e., percentage of students at the school and in the district receiving such discipline) should be compared to the state average incident rate and to the range of incident rates statewide for the school year in question. The data should be presented for all students and for individual subgroups based on grade level, gender, race, students with disability status, and eligibility for free and reduced lunch.

**Assessment of Alternative Education Settings**

The need for more and better alternative education options for students who do not perform well in the traditional general education setting was a recurring theme in our education stakeholder interviews. Georgia Appleseed recommends that the Georgia Department of Education carry out an assessment of the alternative education settings currently in place in Georgia and issue a report to the General Assembly and the public. The report should assess the quality of the educational experience in such settings based upon criteria to be developed by the Department. The report should also include recommendations as to actions that should be taken to assure that every alternative education setting provides a quality education opportunity to each assigned student.

**Training and Support**

**Effective Behavior Management**

The General Assembly should assure that adequate resources are provided so that training and support services are available to assure that every school that wishes to implement an integrated student behavior management program should be able to do so within the next five years.

**Special Education Students**

Another recurring theme, especially in survey comments from parents, was that general education teachers were often ill prepared to manage the behaviors of students with disabilities assigned to their classroom. A detailed study of the extent to which general education teachers receive such specialized training and the feasibility of expanding such training opportunities were beyond the scope of this report. Because of the prevalence of these comments, however, Georgia Appleseed recommends that the Georgia Department of Education evaluate any such need for increased training.
Statutory Revisions

School Disruption

Section 20-2-1181 of the Georgia Code makes it unlawful "... for any person to knowingly and intentionally or recklessly disrupt or interfere with the operation of any public school, public school bus, or public school bus stop." A violation of this provision is punishable as a misdemeanor of a high and aggravated nature.

Based on our review of a number of juvenile court records this “disruption” statute is widely used and sometimes reflects the highest number of individual counts filed. Despite a recent amendment, this law provides too great an opportunity for unnecessary criminalization of behavior that should be handled at the school level rather than by the court system. Any serious misbehavior by a student can still be charged under a wide variety of specific statutory provisions.

Since the statute may well have a legitimate purpose if applied to someone who is not a student at the school, we suggest that language be added to the statute to make it clear that it does not apply to a student who is enrolled in the public school or is assigned to the school bus or bus stop where the disruption occurs.

Tribunal Witness Subpoenas

Before a long term suspension or an expulsion is imposed, the student may dispute the proposed action at an administrative hearing or "tribunal." In tribunal proceedings, due process for students includes, among other rights, the ability to present evidence relevant to the disposition of the disciplinary matter. Georgia law provides that school boards have the authority to summon witnesses. Students and their parents periodically request that subpoenas be issued to witnesses to compel their presence at tribunal hearings. A recent Georgia appeals court ruling concluded that such summons were not enforceable. As a matter of fundamental fairness, we urge the General Assembly to enact legislation as soon as possible to make school board subpoena power enforceable.

Student Discipline Reporting Matters

Our analysis revealed that school referrals to juvenile and adults courts are not being consistently reported by all school systems. In addition, many school systems make extensive use of an identifier code designated “other discipline incident” which makes it difficult to assess the reported data meaningfully. It is important to all of Georgia's K-12 public education stakeholders that student discipline data be accurately and consistently reported at the school, district and state level. We urge GaDOE to work with the stakeholders to:

- Add appropriate codes to the student discipline data reporting guidance to assure accurate reporting of disciplinary referrals to alternative education programs;
● Clarify the scope of the requirement to report court referrals from the schools;

● Clarify the circumstances in which the Discipline Incident Type Code 24 ("Other Discipline Incident") may be used.

_It Takes a Parent_

In most Georgia school districts, the student codes of conduct focus much more on standards of behavior and progressive discipline procedures than they do on student supports and parental involvement. We urge the school systems to address this issue through the implementation of an integrated behavioral management approach that gives proper effect to all four co-equal requirements for the student code of conduct.

**This call, however, is directed to parents.**

Georgia Appleseed recognizes that many parents are already deeply and effectively involved in the education of their children. Many parents, however, are not. Georgia Appleseed is also fully aware of the many obstacles to effective parental involvement especially for low income or single parent families or for parents who are English Language Learners or are from cultures where direct involvement in schools is not the norm.

The unfortunate truth, however, is that systemic change will not likely occur in many school districts without an effective demand for such change by a broad cross section of parents. Therefore, we urge parents who review this report to become aware of the disciplinary practices and outcomes in their district and school and to advocate for change in circumstances where the system relies excessively upon out of class disciplinary actions.

Georgia Appleseed hopes to be able to facilitate a response to this call for enhanced parental involvement. We will advocate for the full disclosure of disciplinary action data as discussed in this Call to Action. We also plan to present the findings of this report to groups of parents around the state. Such presentations will be tailored to present data relating to the district and schools in the locale where the presentation is being made. In cooperation with other stakeholder and advocacy groups we will also seek to inform parents as to effective means to coalesce on a “grassroots” level and present their views to decision makers at the state, district and school level.

Many important players must be involved to assure that Georgia students have both a safe school environment and a meaningful opportunity to obtain a quality high school education. One thing is sure though: It takes a parent!
INTRODUCTION – THE ANALYTICAL CONTEXT

A substantial body of commentary has developed over the last decade on issues related to student discipline practices and the effects of such practices on dropout rates. We do not intend here to provide a comprehensive literature review. Rather, outlined below are several of the key findings of researchers and commentators for the purposes of establishing the context in which we have carried out our analysis in Georgia. An extensive bibliography of pertinent research material and other commentaries is attached as Appendix A.

I. High School Dropout Consequences

At the outset of this analysis it is important that we recognize why it is vitally important that we keep kids in class. The existence of the "school to prison pipeline" is beyond reasonable debate. In this Twenty-First Century, a young person who does not obtain at least a quality high school education will have enormous difficulties in becoming gainfully employed and potentially may be more susceptible to engaging in unlawful behavior. This is particularly true if the person is introduced into the criminal justice system prematurely. In 2003, The Civil Rights Project at Harvard University reported:

Adult prisons and juvenile halls are riddled with children who have traveled through the school-to-prison pipeline. Approximately 68 percent of state prison inmates in 1997 had not completed high school. Seventy-five percent of youths under age eighteen who have been sentenced to adult prisons have not completed tenth grade. An estimated 70 percent of the juvenile justice population suffers from learning disabilities, and 33 percent are reading below the fourth grade level. The single largest predictor of subsequent arrest among adolescent females is having been suspended, expelled or held back during the middle school years.3

As will be discussed in greater detail below, the failure to keep kids in class and out of the school to prison pipeline may have an even more alarming impact on children of color whose discipline rates significantly exceed their percentages of the public school population.4

In the fall of 2009, the Center for Labor Market Studies at Northeastern University issued a detailed report on the link between dropping out of high school and economic status and incarceration rates.5 Based on 2006-2007 data, the report concludes that, among incarcerated


4 Id.

young persons (sixteen to twenty-four years of age), high school dropouts are institutionalized at a rate sixty-three times higher than young college graduates and six times higher than high school graduates. In addition the report noted: "Nearly 1 of every 10 young male high school dropouts was institutionalized on a given day in 2006-2007 versus fewer than 1 of 33 high school graduates." The report also presented data showing the dramatic negative economic consequences for students who fail to complete a high school education.

In Georgia, the state Department of Corrections reported that, of the 19,486 persons admitted to prisons in the state in Fiscal Year 2009 for whom educational data was reported, 13,335 (or 68.4%) had less than a high school education or GED.

II. Safe Schools v. Individual Student Opportunity: A Difficult Balance

It is imperative that our schools maintain an environment for all students that assures their physical safety and provides a setting that is conducive to teaching and learning. It is also vitally important that schools provide each individual student, even one who may present disciplinary challenges, with a reasonable chance to complete a quality high school education. After all, in many states, access to primary and secondary public education is a constitutional right. In Georgia, for example, the state constitution imposes upon the state the primary obligation to assure that all students are provided with an adequate education.

Thus, school administrators and teachers face a difficult task in balancing these two potentially conflicting obligations. Their approaches to this "balancing act" have been subject to increasing scrutiny in the last several years both here in Georgia and at the national level. In 2006, the Georgia Children & Youth Coordinating Council wrote:

Over the past decade, Georgia's schools have faced a daunting challenge as they seek to ensure the safety of students and staff in an era of intense public concern over ... school safety in light of events such as those which occurred in Columbine, Colorado. Faced with public pressure to take every possible step to ensure safe and orderly school environments, many school systems in Georgia, and across the nation, have adopted more punitive disciplinary practices providing for sanctions against students for any action that might be interpreted as a threat to school safety.

At the same time, the desire to avoid perceived legal liability and possible accusations of discriminatory or unfair actions against students has led many systems to develop rigid disciplinary codes

---

6 Id. at 8.
7 Id. at 9.
8 GA. DEP’T OF CORR., INMATE STATISTICAL PROFILE: INMATES ADMITTED DURING FY2009 44 (2009), available at http://www.dcor.state.ga.us/Reports/Annual/pdf/inmadmFY2009.pdf. The actual total number of prison admissions was 20,737. Id.
9 GA. CONST. art. VIII, § I, p. I.
with prescriptive penalties for student misbehavior without regard to individual circumstances.\textsuperscript{10}

A 2009 \textit{New York Times} article discussed the balancing act faced by teachers and school administrators in dealing with student discipline. The article focused on the case of a first grader in Delaware who was so excited at joining the Cub Scouts he brought a camping utensil that contained a knife, fork and spoon so he could eat his lunch with it. He was referred to "reform" school for 45 days for violating the district's zero tolerance policy regarding bringing knives to school.\textsuperscript{11}

This incident and numerous other examples of arguable overreaction to relatively innocuous behavior lead many critics to call for a greater exercise of discretion on the part of school administrators when making disciplinary decisions. Others argue, however, that the collective safety of all students is of paramount concern and that it is appropriate to err on the side of being overly punitive rather than take a chance that could result in tragedy. Furthermore, advocates of zero tolerance assert that discretion can be exercised in a way that can lead to claims of disparate treatment based, for example, on the race, ethnicity, or other status of the child.

### III. Potential Factors in Student Discipline Decisions

As noted above, one of the causes of the reported increase in removal of students from the mainstream classroom over the last decade is the pressure to assure safe schools, which has reportedly led many school districts to adopt a "zero tolerance"\textsuperscript{12} approach to relatively minor misconduct. Some have characterized the zero tolerance approach as an inappropriate outgrowth of the "get tough" policy on drugs arising in the 1980s and of the severe punishments mandated for possessing firearms at school mandated by federal law in the mid-1990s.\textsuperscript{13}

Commentators have also suggested other causes for the increase in diverting students out of the classroom. Some argue that an increased reliance by school administrators on local police or school resource officers can lead to an increased criminalization of student behaviors.\textsuperscript{14}

\textsuperscript{11} Ian Urbina, \textit{It's a Fork, It's a Spoon, It's a . . . Weapon?}, \textsc{N.Y. Times}, Oct. 11, 2009, at A1. This punishment was subsequently rescinded in response to widespread criticism. \textit{Id}.
\textsuperscript{12} Narrowly defined, the term "zero tolerance" refers to the practice of mandatorily initiating disciplinary actions with the potential for harsh sanctions for a particular set of behaviors without regard to mitigating factors such as intent or the prior disciplinary history of the student. Some commentators have used the term more generally as a surrogate for all actions that may lead to the removal of students from the classroom. As discussed in this section, however, a zero tolerance policy is only one of several factors that may be responsible for the reported increased use of out of school suspensions, expulsions and referrals to the court systems in school disciplinary actions.
\textsuperscript{14} \textit{Id.; see also} Udi Ofer, et al., \textsc{N.Y. Civil Liberties Union & Annenberg Institute for School Reform, Safety with Dignity: Alternatives to Over-Policing of Schools} (2009), available at http://www.annenberginstitute.org/pdf/Safety_Report
Others argue that inadequate due process protection in school disciplinary actions, including lack of meaningful access to legal counsel, is a contributing factor. Still others assert that the increasing pressure to achieve adequate yearly progress ("AYP") under the federal No Child Left Behind ("NCLB") law is an incentive to shunt underperforming students into alternative education settings or out of school altogether so that their scores do not count in the AYP calculation. In particular, a report issued in January 2010 by the Advancement Project argues strongly that "high stakes testing" is an important factor in the increasing flow of students through the school-to-prison pipeline. In March, 2011, the Advancement Project, jointly with a number of other education advocacy organizations, issued a position paper calling for several changes to NCLB "to begin dismantling the School-to-Prison Pipeline."

IV. Experience in Other Jurisdictions

A. Florida

The Florida State Conference NAACP Advancement Project carried out a statewide assessment of student disciplinary practices in that state in 2005 and issued a report, Arresting Development, in the spring of 2006. The report characterizes the situation in Florida as a "school discipline crisis."

Many Florida districts, like many districts in other states, have turned away from traditional education-based disciplinary methods—such as counseling, after-school detention, or extra homework assignments—and are looking to the legal system to handle even the most minor transgressions. Children are being criminalized, handcuffed, arrested, booked, and sent to court for minor misconduct in school.

Among the findings is the fact that 76% of the referrals from the schools to the juvenile justice system were for minor (misdemeanor) offenses. In addition, the use of out of school suspensions has risen from the 1999-2000 school year to the 2004-2005 school year at a rate significantly higher than the overall school population growth rate. Discipline was arguably exercised in a racially disproportionate manner in that African-American students received 46%

16 See ACLU Georgia, School to Prison Pipeline, http://www.acluga.org/schooltoprison.html (last visited June 1, 2010).
17 ADVANCEMENT PROJECT, supra note 11.
20 Id. at 6.
21 Id.
of out of school suspensions but comprised only 22.8 % of the school population. Students with disabilities were also disproportionately impacted by school discipline.22

B. Texas

Texas Appleseed23 has also carried out a statewide assessment of school discipline policies. In a report issued in October 2007, Texas Appleseed noted that nearly two-thirds of the referrals of students to alternative education settings in Texas are discretionary and are based upon nonviolent offenses. More than 100,000 students in Texas are referred to alternative discipline programs annually and such students have five times the dropout rate of students in mainstream settings.24

Thirteen percent of the total number of enrolled students in Texas public schools were given out-of-school suspension during the 2005-2006 school year while thirty-seven percent were given in-school suspension. (In Texas, in-school suspension does not generally involve any instructional content.) As in Florida and consistent with national trends, Texas Appleseed confirmed that African-American students are disproportionally subjected to more rigorous disciplinary action.25

The 2007 Texas Appleseed report focused on in-school and out-of-school suspensions and referrals to a Disciplinary Alternative Education Program. In April 2010, the organization issued follow up findings based upon an analysis of student expulsions.26 Texas Appleseed reports that African-American students are disproportionately subject to discretionary expulsions.27 In addition the report states that special education students make up only 10% of the public school population in Texas but accounted for 21% of all expulsions in school year 2008-09.28 The report notes that 71% of all expulsions in Texas in that school year were discretionary, arising out of conduct that was less serious than that which would trigger mandatory expulsion under Texas law.29

C. Louisiana

In Louisiana, a report issued in April 2010, by the National Economic and Social Rights Initiative and by Families and Friends of Louisiana's Incarcerated Children characterized the situation in that state as a human rights crisis.

22 Id.
23 Texas Appleseed is an independent affiliate in the national Appleseed network and one of Georgia Appleseed’s sister centers. For more information about Texas Appleseed, please go to its website at www.texasappleseed.net.
24 DEBORAH FITZGERALD FOWLER, TEXAS’ SCHOOL TO PRISON PIPELINE: DROPOUT TO INCARCERATION 10 (Janis Monger ed., Texas Appleseed 2007) [hereinafter "Texas Appleseed 2007 Report"].
25 Id. at 4.
26 Id.
27 Id. Texas law provides for mandatory expulsion for certain serious criminal behavior and for discretionary expulsions for more minor offenses committed when assigned to a DAEP. Id.
28 Id.
29 Id.
In Louisiana over 86,000 students are suspended out of school and over 7,000 are expelled each year. State laws and local school district policies rely on these punitive practices to respond to minor instances of disruption and conflict ranging from fighting to disrespecting school staff to “willful disobedience.” Suspensions and expulsions for these vague and subjective offenses are applied unevenly by schools, targeting students of color, students from poor communities and students with disabilities at higher rates. For example, Louisiana schools are more than twice as likely to suspend African-American students as white students. Schools also increasingly involve security guards and police in disciplinary matters, resulting in arrests for problems once dealt with by educators.  

This analysis formed the basis for a follow up report issued in January 2011 by the Southern Poverty Law Center which presents a series of profiles of students in the New Orleans Recovery School District. The report asserts that students in this district often are subject to abusive disciplinary measures which can lead to life long adverse consequences. On the other hand, ... other profiles of students who have participated in restorative justice circles --where schools work to solve disputes as opposed to removing children from their schools -- demonstrate the benefit of true innovations. These innovations include implementing research-based discipline practices, restorative justice and positive behavior interventions and supports.

D. City of Philadelphia

In January 2011, Youth United for Change and the Advancement Project issued a report highly critical of the School District of Philadelphia's significant reliance upon strict zero tolerance disciplinary policies. Key findings from the report include the following:

- Every year, tens of thousands of young people – and especially youth of color and students with disabilities – are being criminalized in Philadelphia schools or are being pushed out of school by the use of out-of-school suspensions, disciplinary transfers to alternative schools, and expulsions.

---

32 Id. at 2.
33 Id. at 3. See the discussion of positive behavioral interventions and supports infra at pp. ___.
Many, and perhaps most, of these harsh disciplinary actions are in response to low-level behavior that does not pose a serious threat to school safety and does not necessitate removal from school.

There is evidence to suggest that students of color are being punished more harshly than their peers for the same behavior.

There are strong negative relationships between the use of exclusionary discipline and both graduation rates and academic achievement rates, meaning that schools with high suspension and arrest rates are far more likely to have low graduation rates and low achievement levels.\(^\text{35}\)

The report also states:

Additionally, zero tolerance appears to be contributing to poor levels of academic achievement throughout the District. This should be unsurprising, given the massive amount of learning time lost due to these policies and practices. Moreover, while many policymakers around the City are rightfully concerned with the “dropout crisis” and the racial gap in academic achievement, what usually goes unnoticed is how inter-connected zero tolerance is with these problems, and how it actually makes them even worse. The students facing the devastating effects of zero tolerance are the same ones struggling academically in school, and they are overwhelmingly Black and Latino and youth with disabilities. These young people already have to struggle to catch up to peers who have been provided greater educational opportunities, and zero tolerance sets them back even further, not only with respect to their counterparts in Philadelphia, but outside the City as well. These young people are, in effect, being penalized for having the misfortune of attending schools that have set them up to fail.\(^\text{36}\)

This report was followed up by a companion piece issued in February, 2011, titled "Pushed Out: Youth Voices on the Drop Out Crisis in Philadelphia" which presents conclusions and recommendations based in large part on interviews with and surveys of affected students.\(^\text{37}\)

\(^{35}\) Id. at 5.

\(^{36}\) Id. at 3.

E. Around the Nation

The Florida, Texas, Louisiana, and Philadelphia studies are consistent with the findings contained in several earlier reports, which assessed disciplinary practices in a number of local school districts from around the country. The earliest of these evaluations was a comprehensive assessment of zero tolerance initiatives by the NAACP Advancement Project in cooperation with The Civil Rights Project at Harvard University. In a report issued in June 2000, the authors concluded:

School safety is a critically important issue. Recent tragedies have heightened the public's fear and led to legitimate calls for stronger preventive measures. However, we must remember that 'schools remain one of the safest places for children and youth.' Yet, the evidence gathered in this Report make clear that efforts to address guns, drugs, and other truly dangerous school situations have spun totally out of control, sweeping up millions of school children who pose no threat to safety into a net of exclusion from educational opportunities and into criminal prosecution.38

V. Initial Steps in Georgia

A. GaDOE 2005 Report

In June 2005, the Georgia Department of Education ("GaDOE") issued an analysis of statewide disciplinary actions in public schools based on data reported by local school districts for school years 2000-2001 through 2004-2005. 39 The report, discussed in more detail below, noted certain trends indicating potential disproportional application of discipline to African-American students. The report stated that this trend "... indicates a need for further research comparing the types of disciplinary actions by racial group to determine if disparities in the discipline data can be attributed to differential treatment of the various racial subgroups."40 Other findings in the report also triggered a suggestion for further study and analysis. To date, GaDOE has not followed up on these findings.

B. Recent Georgia Legislation

On the last day of the 2010 session of the Georgia General Assembly, the legislature passed Senate Bill 299. This legislation, primarily sponsored by State Senator Emanuel Jones,

---

40 Id. at 1-2.
was passed in direct response to the experience of a fourteen-year old student who was subjected to arrest and suspension from school for inadvertently bringing a fishing knife to school despite the fact that he promptly reported the mistake and turned over the knife to the principal upon arrival at school. The details of this law and a related bill are discussed below.\(^{41}\) The fact that a state legislator in the minority party was able to marshal bipartisan support for this bill may indicate growing legislative concern about zero tolerance issues. We expect that efforts may be undertaken in future legislative sessions to address student discipline issues in a comprehensive way.

VI. Summary

In summary, a number of studies from throughout the country have concluded that changes in school disciplinary practices since the mid-1990's have arguably caused significant negative unintended consequences. Racial minorities and children with disabilities appear to be adversely affected at a rate disproportionate to their overall presence in the student population. The limited assessments of the Georgia data have resulted in a call for further studies by GaDOE staff, but these studies have not been carried out. Furthermore, child advocates in Georgia report that Georgia is not immune from the same types of practices that have been reported in other states.

It is in this context that Georgia Appleseed has undertaken to evaluate student discipline practices and outcomes in Georgia's public schools. In Phase I of the project, we completed (a) a preliminary review of the reported data on student disciplinary actions applied to Georgia's children, (b) a summary of the published disciplinary policies of many Georgia school districts and individual schools, and (c) a comprehensive outline of the Georgia student disciplinary legal setting.

In Phase II, we completed a much more detailed analysis of the student discipline data reported by all of Georgia's public schools and we reached out to a large number of education stakeholders (district and school-level administrators, teachers, counselors, school resource offices, juvenile court judges, probation officers, school board lawyers, prosecutors and defense counsel, parents and students) to listen to their views on student discipline. In this report we summarize our data assessment findings, we report on what we heard from the "Voices from the Field", we present our views on the key elements of an effective student discipline system, and we issue a Call to Action.

\(^{41}\) See infra pp. 87-88. In addition, a bill amending Georgia's law prohibiting disruption of public schools was enacted. See infra p. 85.
SUMMARY OF PHASE I FINDINGS

I. Disciplinary Action Data Review & Analysis

Georgia Appleseed, with the pro bono assistance of the Atlanta office of a national accounting firm, reviewed and assessed student disciplinary data collected by school districts and compiled by GaDOE for six years (school years 2003-04 through 2008-09).42

Key preliminary findings were:

- Total disciplinary actions are trending slightly downward; however, assignments to alternative educational settings for disruptive students increased by 40% over the six-year period and expulsions increased by 19%. Corporal punishment actions declined by 31% and removals from class at teacher’s request declined 48%.

- There is wide variability among school districts as to incidence of discipline. For example, students in some school districts had Out-of-School Suspensions ("OSS") imposed at a rate 10 to 20 (or more) times the rate experienced by their counterparts in other school districts.

- In 2008-09, the high school graduation rates in the 20 school districts with the highest incidence of OSS were almost all below the reported state average and lagged markedly behind the graduation rates reported by the 20 school districts with the lowest incidence of OSS.

- Throughout the period of review, the vast majority of students subjected to OSS and expulsion had committed minor offenses. For example, in 2008-09, 71% of OSS actions and 59% of expulsions were premised on minor offenses.

- African-American students, special education students, and students eligible for the free or reduced lunch ("FRL") program are receiving discipline at a rate significantly in excess of their percentage of the public school population.

  - In 2008-09, African-Americans were administered 58.9% of the disciplinary action although they were only 37.7% of the student body. With regard to OSS, 66.3% of the students receiving OSS were African-American, and African-Americans received 63.4% of the expulsions.43

  - Despite only making up only 11% of the Georgia public school student body, special education students were the subject of 18.2% of the OSS imposed and 23.7% of the expulsions in 2008-09.

---

42 In our Phase II analysis discussed below, a seventh year of information (for school year 2009-2010) was added to the analysis.

43 Based on Phase I’s statewide data analysis, no other racial or ethnic group experienced out of school discipline at a rate in excess of its respective percentage of the student body population. In Phase II, we examined the data at more granular levels to allow us to address this issue in more detail. See infra p. 56.
FRL students composed 53% of the student population in 2008-09. In that year, however, 73% of students receiving OSS had FRL status.

Overall, in 2008-09, African-American students were subjected to OSS at a rate 76% greater than their percentage of the school population; special education students were subjected to OSS at a rate 65% greater than their percentage of the school population, and FRL students were subjected to OSS at a rate 38% greater than their percentage of the school population.

II. District/School Policies

In cooperation with the Atlanta office of the law firm of Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough, LLP, Georgia Appleseed carried out an examination of the publicly available disciplinary policies of fifteen Georgia school districts plus individual public schools within those districts. The analysis focused on identifying any zero tolerance policies in place but also more generally assessed the disciplinary policies. A copy of the report of findings is attached as Appendix B.

Key preliminary findings were:

- All of the districts reviewed imposed zero tolerance policies for the limited number of student behaviors for which such discipline is mandated by state law.

- Districts often impose zero tolerance or similar policies for various types of behavior beyond state mandates. There is wide variation in the types of offenses covered.

- The overarching characteristic of the policies of the districts reviewed is the broad discretion granted to school officials in the handling of most of the day-to-day disciplinary challenges faced by teachers and administrators.
RESULTS OF PHASE II ANALYSES

I. Disciplinary Action Data Review & Analysis

A. GaDOE 2005 Study

In June 2005, GaDOE issued an analysis of statewide disciplinary actions in public schools based on data reported by local school districts for school years 2000-2001 through 2004-2005. A copy of this report is attached as Appendix C.

1. Rate of Out-of-School Discipline

The report noted that during the reporting period approximately 80% of all reported disciplinary actions involved either in-school suspensions (approximately 50%) and out-of-school suspensions for less than 10 days (approximately 30%). More stringent disciplinary measures such as long-term suspensions, temporary or permanent expulsions, referrals to juvenile court, or assignments to alternative education, each constituted less than one percent of all disciplinary actions.

While this summary of the data is correct, it tends to underplay the significance of the shorter-term in-school and out-of-school suspensions. First, as will be discussed in greater detail below, many students receive multiple shorter-term suspensions during a school year so that cumulatively they are spending a significant amount of time out of their regular classroom. In addition, many researchers have concluded that:

Exclusion from the classroom for even a few days disrupts a child's education and may escalate misbehavior by removing the child from a structured environment, which gives the child increased time and opportunity to get into trouble. Studies show that a child who has been suspended is more likely to be retained in his or her grade, to drop out, to commit a crime, and to be incarcerated as an adult.

45 Id. at 5.
2. Racial Disparity

Another key finding in the 2005 GaDOE report states:

Although Black students represent 38% of the student population in Georgia, for many types of disciplinary actions, they represent over 50 percent of students who were assigned each type disciplinary action. For certain disciplinary actions, the percentage of Black students receiving certain types of disciplinary actions is more disparate than others. For example, Black students comprised 74 percent of the students who were assigned removal from class by teacher's request during the 2003-04 school year.47

The 2005 GaDOE report also shows that in school year 2004-05 approximately 67% of the students receiving short-term suspensions, 68% of the students receiving long-term suspensions and 62.5% of the students receiving permanent expulsion were African-American.48

The report goes on to state that this trend "... indicates a need for further research comparing the types of disciplinary actions by racial group to determine if disparities in the discipline data can be attributed to differential treatment of the various racial subgroups."49

Later, the report notes that, for a number of years, national data have indicated racial disparities in disciplinary practices. The report cites possible causes for such disparities to include: "... 1) cultural misperception and misrepresentation, 2) student defiance, and 3) lack of academic and social support."50

To better understand student discipline in Georgia, demographic data of the student, the teacher referring the student and the administrator who assigned the disciplinary action are needed. Data indicating the academic success of the student and the type of discipline infraction are also necessary. These data can be analyzed to determine if the trends in the discipline data of students in Georgia are similar to trends identified in the national literature. If so, changes in discipline policies and practices ... can be used to impact the disparities that exist in Georgia.51

To date, we have seen no indication that GaDOE has embarked on the further research referenced in the 2005 report.

47 Id. at 1 (citation omitted).
48 Id. at 13, 15.
49 Id. at 1--2.
50 Id. at 7.
51 Id. at 7--8.
B. Georgia Appleseed Review & Analysis

1. Overview - The Data

   a. Statutory Requirement

   Section 20-2-740 of the Georgia Code, enacted in 1999, requires each school district to file a report with GaDOE by August 1 of each year providing detailed information concerning disciplinary actions taken in the immediately prior school year. The report must address the following actions:

   (1) Actions in which a student was assigned to in-school suspension;
   (2) Actions in which a student was suspended for a period of ten days or less;
   (3) Actions in which a student was suspended for a period of more than ten days but not beyond the current school quarter or semester;
   (4) Actions in which a student was expelled beyond the current school quarter or semester but not permanently expelled;
   (5) Actions in which a student was permanently expelled;
   (6) Actions in which a student was placed in an alternative educational setting;
   (7) Actions in which a student was suspended from riding the bus;
   (8) Actions in which corporal punishment was administered; and
   (9) Actions in which a student was removed from class pursuant to subsection (b) of Code Section 20-2-738.52

The statute requires that each district report the number of students who were subject to each type of disciplinary or placement action listed above as well as the age and grade level of such students; their race and gender; and the number of affected students who were eligible for free or reduced price meals under federal guidelines.53 This information is collected at the school level and typically is reported to the district electronically pursuant to detailed student record data collection protocols.54

   GaDOE is required to evaluate these data annually "for the purpose of determining trends in discipline" and to submit a report on this evaluation to the General Assembly.55 The GaDOE 2005 Report discussed above was issued in response to this mandate.

52 O.C.G.A. § 20-2-740(a) (1)-(9).
53 Id. § 20-2-740(b).
54 See, e.g., GA. DEP’T OF EDUC., FY 2010 STUDENT RECORD DATA COLLECTION DATA ELEMENT DETAIL (Feb. 15, 2010) and FY 2011 STUDENT RECORD DATA COLLECTION DATA FILE LAYOUT-DISCIPLINE FILE LAYOUT (Sept. 9, 2010).
55 O.C.G.A. § 20-2-740(c).
b. Phase I Data Sets

In our Phase I effort, we reviewed data sets provided to us by GaDOE covering six school years, i.e., 2003-04 through and including 2008-09. Although the 2005 GaDOE report assessed data from the three prior school years, we were advised that those data were no longer in existence.\(^{56}\)

These data were provided to us by GaDOE in a format designed to maintain the confidentiality of individual student information.\(^{57}\) As we discussed in the Phase I Report,\(^{58}\) the redacted nature of the data imposed limitations on our ability to assess student discipline practices. In particular, it was necessary to do most of the analyses based on total disciplinary actions even though very often a single student may be the subject of multiple disciplinary actions in a year. In addition, we were limited in our ability to do multi-variable analysis. In other words, we could determine how many OSS actions were administered to female students, for example, but we could not simultaneously determine what type of behavior by a female student most often triggered an OSS.

c. Phase II Data Sets

Following publication of the Phase I Report, Georgia Appleseed initiated discussions with GaDOE representatives concerning the possibility of obtaining more robust access to student discipline data so as to enhance our research efforts. The Department readily agreed and worked with Georgia Appleseed and our pro bono national accounting firm collaborator to develop and execute a detailed Nondisclosure Agreement that authorized our receipt and use of un-redacted data subject to stringent requirements designed to assure that the data are held in confidence and that the management of the data and release of our report will not invade the privacy of any student or parent.

Thus, for this Phase II analysis we have had essentially full access to the student disciplinary history for each student\(^ {59}\) in Georgia's K-12 system for the last seven years.\(^ {60}\) This has allowed us to carry out the substantially more detailed and granular analysis summarized below.

A summary report on the data compilation and assessment process is contained in Appendix D. The complete data base is maintained on a confidential basis by our pro bono accounting firm collaborator. Detailed data reports supporting the findings summarized below are maintained in the offices of Georgia Appleseed. A more detailed report of data findings with associated back up information will be issued separately in the near future.

---

56 See e-mail from Mr. Mark Vignati, Operations Analyst, Georgia Department of Education, to Robert Rhodes, Director of Legal Affairs, Georgia Appleseed (May 11, 2010) (on file at the offices of Georgia Appleseed).
57 E-mails from Mr. Mark Vignati, Operations Analyst, Georgia Department of Education, to Robert Rhodes, Director of Legal Affairs, Georgia Appleseed (February 3, 2010) (on file at the offices of Georgia Appleseed).
58 Phase I Report at 22-23.
59 Of course, we do not know the individual identity of any such student.
60 The data for the 2009-10 school year became available in the latter part of 2010.
2. Preliminary Comments

The availability of a comprehensive set of student discipline data, though welcome, carries with it a new set of challenges. There are an almost unlimited number of ways in which the data can be analyzed. In the discussion below, we necessarily confined our analyses to a limited number of key issue areas. We view this undertaking, however, as a beginning rather than an end. We are committed to working with GaDOE so that the data base that we have compiled can be an ongoing, long term research resource to the Department, to district and school personnel, to parents and students, and to other public education stakeholders.

We focus primarily on exclusionary discipline actions, i.e., out of school suspensions ("OSS") and expulsions. In our discussion below, we discuss the data findings at multiple levels. In some cases, we present state-wide composite results. These data can be helpful in attempting to place Georgia in the national context or in identifying overall disciplinary trends. State-wide data, however, are of limited utility especially given the variability of student discipline actions among the 180 school districts in the state.

Accordingly, we also present some results for individual school districts. In addition, we discuss data at the school level, in particular when the school district is relatively large and we have identified significant intra-district variability.

We have identified individual school districts in some of our discussion below. When we discuss individual schools, we have elected not to identify any school with specificity. It is not our intention to "call out" any particular school districts. Each school district is presented with unique challenges and we believe that all district personnel in the state are committed to effective student discipline. Approaching this issue in the context of full disclosure and frank discussion at the district level, however, is the most effective way to develop mechanisms to address any significant student discipline challenges.

3. State Trends

a. OSS

(1) State-Wide Results

As a first step in our analysis we calculated the state-wide OSS per student ratio, i.e., the percentage of individual students in Georgia's K-12 system who received at least one OSS action of any duration in a school year. In school year 2010, for example, nearly 142,000 students comprising 8.1 percent of the total student enrollment received at least one OSS action.62

---

61 This is the school year beginning in August 2009 and ending in May/June 2010. The data analyses uses the year in which the school year ends to identify the school year under assessment and we will use that same convention in this report.

62 The enrollment figures used in this analysis reflect the total number of students who were enrolled in a district or school at any time during the school year and for any period of time. Thus, the enrollment figure differs from
As shown in Figure 1, the state-wide OSS per student ratio held fairly flat in the range of 9.3 to 9.5 percent in the period from 2004 through 2008, but has declined during the last two years in the period under review.

![OSS Per Student Ratio](image)

**Fig. 1**

(2) National Context

In an attempt to put the eight to nine per cent state-wide OSS per student ratio into context nationally, we assessed data and projections developed by the Office of Civil Rights (OCR) of the United States Department of Education. The most recent data available from this source are contained in a resource titled "2006 National and State Projections." The projections are described by OCR as being "… based on a rolling stratified sample of approximately 6,000 districts and 60,000 schools, and on reported data from those districts that responded to the survey." We were not able to identify any more recent OSS data at would allow a comprehensive comparison of state results.

Using the OCR OSS projection for Georgia for 2006, we calculated an incident rate of 10 percent which compares reasonably well with the 9.5 percent per student ratio we calculated for this school year using actual state-wide data. One explanation for any deviation may be that OCR excludes from its projections any OSS imposed upon children with special needs.

We then calculated the OSS suspension rates for all other states as projected by OCR. The national average OSS rate for 2006 was 7.9 percent. On Table 1, we present the projected
certain total enrollment figures reported by GaDOE which often reflect only a "snapshot" of the student population at a single point in time. Using this approach can mean that a student may be "counted twice" (or even more times) at the district or school level since a significant number of students change schools and even school districts during any school year.

64 [Id.](#)
OSS rates for the ten states with the highest calculated suspension rates and the ten states with the lowest OSS rates. Georgia ranked tenth highest in this analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10 Highest OSS Rate States</th>
<th>10 Lowest OSS Rate States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>North Dakota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.9%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>South Dakota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.9%</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>Wyoming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.3%</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>Iowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.3%</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>Utah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.3%</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>Idaho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.8%</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>Minnesota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.6%</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.4%</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>Vermont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1%</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>Nebraska</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0%</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1

With the exception of two small New England states, the states with the highest OSS rates tend to be clustered in the southeast. The data also revealed that several states with student population sizes similar to Georgia had OSS rates below the national average, e.g., Illinois (7.5 percent), New Jersey (6.6 percent), Ohio (7.2 percent). States which are generally regarded as having high quality secondary public schools tended to have relatively low OSS rates, e.g., Iowa (3.4 percent), Minnesota (4.3 percent), and Vermont (4.6 percent).

(3) Type of School

One of the potential pitfalls of the use of state-wide average data is demonstrated when the data are evaluated in terms of the different types of schools in Georgia's K-12 system, i.e., elementary schools, middle schools, and high schools. Intuitively, and based on anecdotal reports, we assumed that OSS actions would be substantially less prevalent in elementary schools than in middle and high schools. The data as depicted in Figure 2 confirm that assumption.
OSS student ratios for elementary schools ranged from approximately 3 to 4 percent over the seven-year period under review while middle school and high school ratios ranged from approximately 12 to 15 percent and from approximately 13 to 15 percent respectively. Note that in the early years of the period under review, middle school students were given OSS at a rate slightly higher than high school students but that situation has been reversed since 2007.

Accordingly, when we evaluate OSS prevalence at the individual school level, we will assess a school by comparing its OSS ratio to the school-type averages discussed above rather than the state-wide average.

---

65 The K-12 line on the graph reflects the reported data from the very small number of schools where all grade levels are served.
(4) Frequency and Duration

Of the students who are administered OSS disciplinary actions in a school year, most receive only one or two such actions. For example, the state-wide frequency of OSS actions per student for School Year 2010 is presented below in Table 2. These data indicate that 110,597 or 78 percent of the students subjected to OSS in that year only had one or two such discipline actions. Of course, this means that 22 percent of the disciplined students were the subject of three or more separate OSS actions. 66

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Students</th>
<th>OSS Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>83270</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27327</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13209</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7289</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4111</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2479</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1554</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>911</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>587</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>243</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2

The duration of the vast majority of individual suspensions were short term lasting one, two or three days. In 2010, however, approximately 20,000 five day suspensions were administered and just over 11,000 10-day suspensions were imposed. 67

66 Although not included in the listing in Table 2 because of confidentiality concerns, a very small number of students were reported to have received in excess of 20 individual OSS actions in School Year 2010 ranging up to 32 such separate actions.

67 In future analyses focused on specific districts or schools, our data base will allow us to "connect the dots" and determine the actual number of days any particular student was suspended from school during the academic year.
b. Expulsions

(1) *State-Wide Results*

As shown in Table 3, incidents of expulsion are substantially less prevalent than OSS with the affected number of students ranging from 3188 in school year 2004 to 4660 in 2007.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Year</th>
<th>Students</th>
<th>Incidents</th>
<th>Students-Expulsion</th>
<th>Student Discipline Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>1,640,215</td>
<td>3,324</td>
<td>3,188</td>
<td>0.194%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>1,676,517</td>
<td>4,031</td>
<td>3,853</td>
<td>0.230%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1,698,914</td>
<td>4,350</td>
<td>4,199</td>
<td>0.247%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>1,716,642</td>
<td>4,904</td>
<td>4,660</td>
<td>0.271%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>1,731,102</td>
<td>4,690</td>
<td>4,504</td>
<td>0.260%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>1,734,543</td>
<td>4,032</td>
<td>3,710</td>
<td>0.214%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1,744,250</td>
<td>3,727</td>
<td>3,556</td>
<td>0.204%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3

The average expulsion per student ratio was, of course, also very small. The state-wide expulsion rate trend depicted on Figure 3 followed the same recent downward trend as was found for OSS.
During the course of the interview process discussed below, some educators complained about the use of the "expulsion" discipline action code because such action is often assumed to mean removal from any educational opportunities. They asserted that most often students were offered an opportunity to attend an alternative school or to participate in a alternative education program rather than being "put out on the street."

In an attempt to assess this concern, we reviewed the data to determine how often students who are subjected to an expulsion action or to an OSS of 10 days or more were then referred to an alternative education setting for the same disciplinary infraction. Unfortunately, the current disciplinary data reporting system does not allow for an accurate assessment of this question.

As noted above, one of the statutorily required student discipline report elements is "...actions in which a student was placed in an alternative educational setting ... ." In Georgia, alternative education "settings" include both alternative education "schools" and alternative education "programs." The latter category of settings include on campus or off campus alternative education offerings where the student remains assigned to his or her home school for administrative and accountability purposes.

Unfortunately, the GaDOE student discipline data guidance only provides codes for referrals to various types of alternative education "schools." Based upon our analysis, the reported data indicate that an expulsion or long term OSS action is followed by a referral to an

---

68 FY 2011 STUDENT RECORD DATA COLLECTION DATA FILE LAYOUT-DISCIPLINE FILE LAYOUT 9 (Sept. 9, 2010).
alternative education school for only a relatively small percentage of such disciplinary actions. For example, of the 3556 students who were expelled in School Year 2010 only 229 or six percent were coded in the discipline records as having been referred to an alternative education school for the same disciplinary event. We assume that many other expelled or suspended students were referred to alternative education programs but we are unable to quantify this practice.69

As will be discussed below, Georgia law establishes a policy that it is preferable for students to be assigned to "alternative education settings" rather than be suspended or expelled. To allow for a more accurate assessment of the extent to which this policy is being implemented, we include in our Call to Action below a suggestion that GaDOE modify its student discipline data guidance to include codes that reflect situations in which students are referred to alternative education programs as a consequence of disciplinary action.

c. Court Referrals

The reported data on the number of students referred annually to the juvenile or adult court system is summarized in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCHOOL YEAR</th>
<th>STUDENTS</th>
<th>INCIDENTS</th>
<th>STUDENT REFERRED</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>1,640,215</td>
<td>2,265</td>
<td>2,100</td>
<td>0.1280%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>1,676,517</td>
<td>2,492</td>
<td>2,310</td>
<td>0.1378%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1,698,914</td>
<td>2,455</td>
<td>2,242</td>
<td>0.1320%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>1,716,642</td>
<td>2,486</td>
<td>2,232</td>
<td>0.1300%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>1,731,102</td>
<td>2,218</td>
<td>1,964</td>
<td>0.1135%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>1,734,543</td>
<td>1,901</td>
<td>1,746</td>
<td>0.1007%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1,744,250</td>
<td>1,959</td>
<td>1,793</td>
<td>0.1028%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4

These data indicate that only approximately 1700 to 2300 students per year are referred to court by schools state-wide. This is not correct. Based upon information provided to Georgia Appleseed by the DeKalb County Juvenile Court, that court alone received referrals from schools in school years 2004 through 2009 ranging from 4667 to 5898 individual students per year.70

69 Information concerning student participation in alternative education programs appears to be collected as part of the overall student data collection system. See GA. DEP’T OF EDUC., FY 2010 STUDENT RECORD DATA COLLECTION DATA ELEMENT DETAIL 34 (Feb. 15, 2010). These data, however, were not provided to us in response to our request for "discipline data." Furthermore, these codes are used for all referrals to alternative education programs including those not directly related to a disciplinary action.

70 E-mail from Jacinta Rawling, Clerk of Court, DeKalb County Juvenile Court, to Robert Rhodes, Director of Legal Affairs, Georgia Appleseed Center for Law & Justice (January 18, 2011) (on file at the offices of Georgia Appleseed).
School district reporting is very inconsistent in this area. For example, during the six-year time frame discussed immediately above, the DeKalb County School District reported court referrals of less than 10 students in each year. Gwinnett County, on the other hand, reported several hundred court referrals in each year. For example, for school year 2010, Gwinnett reported having referred 706 individual students to court. This compares reasonably well with the 814 referrals independently reported to us by the Gwinnett County Juvenile Court for that year. If one relied solely upon the reported student discipline data, one would conclude that Gwinnett County leads the state in court referrals when, in fact, that is not the case especially taking into account the fact that Gwinnett is the largest school district in Georgia.

Because of the significant uncertainty with regard to what types of court referrals are being reported, we have not used the juvenile court referral data in any of our more detailed analyses.

Court referrals are not among the student discipline actions that are specifically required to be reported by the state statute discussed above in Part B.1.a. Because of the potential significant impact such referrals have on students, reporting of all referrals should be required. In our Call to Action below, we urge GaDOE to clarify this matter to assure the collection of accurate and comprehensive court referral information.

4. Variability

One of the most striking characteristics of the exclusionary student discipline data under review is the substantial variability of incident ratios among school districts.

a. District OSS Ratios

During this period under review, the OSS ratios ranged from a high of 30 percent in one school district in one year to a low of well less than one percent. In school year 2010, 28 school districts had OSS ratios that were at least 50 percent greater than the state-wide average, i.e., greater than 12 percent. On the other hand, 33 school districts had OSS ratios in that year that were less than 50 percent of the state-wide average, i.e., less than 4 percent.

A critical question that must be addressed in any effort to assure effective student discipline and a quality educational environment for all of Georgia's public K-12 students is what factors exist that would cause exclusionary discipline in some school districts to be exercised at a rate that can be as high as 25 to 30 times the rate such discipline is applied in other school districts?

In broad terms the school districts with high OSS rates tend to be majority African-American and reflect relatively high poverty levels but there are numerous exceptions to this.
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71 E-mail from Jesse Lawler, Court Administrator, Gwinnett County Juvenile Court, to Robert Rhodes, Director of Legal Affairs, Georgia Appleseed Center for Law & Justice (January 18, 2011) (on file at the offices of Georgia Appleseed). One potential reason for the difference in the number reported by the school district and the number reported by the court may be that the court number included truancy referrals. Truancy is not one of the discipline incidents required to be reported by schools.
generalization. While race and poverty no doubt are key pieces in the solution to the effective student discipline puzzle, it is important not to reach overly simple conclusions based on these factors alone. Consider, for example the review of individual school variability in one school district discussed below in Part B.4.c.

b. OSS Ratios and Graduation Rates

Looking at OSS ratio data for the seven-year review period, we identified those school districts that ranked in the 20 highest OSS ratio school districts for at least four of the seven years under review. This generated a cohort of 17 districts.72 We also identified those school districts that rank in the 20 lowest OSS ratio school districts for at least four of the seven years under review. This generated a cohort of 16 districts.73

We then assessed the high school graduation rates for each of the school districts for school year 2010 and the five preceding years as reported on the GaDOE "K-12 Public School Scorecard."74 With relatively rare exceptions, the consistently low OSS ratio districts reported high school graduation rates that were above the reported state average while the high OSS ratio districts reported graduation results that lagged behind the state average. In 2010, for example, 15 of the 16 low OSS ratio districts reported graduation rates above the state average while only one high OSS ratio district (Hancock County) reported a graduation rate higher than the state average.

We also compared the average reported high school graduation rates for the two school district cohorts for each of the six school years reported on the Scorecard with each other and with the reported state-wide average graduation rate. As shown on Figure 4, the average graduation rates for the high OSS ratio cohort were below both the state average and the rates for the low OSS cohort.

72 These districts were: Bibb (7), Burke (7), Dougherty (7), Richmond(7), Terrell (7), Washington (7), Chatham (6), Talbot (6), Macon (5), Screven (5), Sumter (5), Baldwin (4), Dooly (4), Hancock (4), Stewart (4), Spalding (4), and Worth (4). The numbers in the parentheticals reflect the number of times out of seven years that the district was on the highest 20 OSS ratio list. The Baker County and Clay County districts also were on the highest OSS ratio list but were excluded from this analysis because they did not report graduation rates for all the years under review.

73 These districts were: Chickamauga City (7), Fannin (7), Forsyth (7), Houston (7), Union (7), White (7), Catossa (6), Gainesville City (6), Towns (6), Wheeler (6), Bremen City (5), Calhoun city (5), Dawson (5), Trion City (5), Echols (4), and Oconee (4). The number in the parenthetical reflects the number of times out of seven years the district was on the lowest 20 OSS ratio list. We excluded the district composed of State Schools for the deaf and blind from this analysis.

A wide variety of factors affect high school graduation rates and we do not assert necessarily a direct causal relationship exists so that a reduction in OSS rates will result in a proportional increase in graduation rates. It seems logical, however, that students who are excluded from class for significant periods are less likely to graduate than those who are not so excluded.

c. School OSS Ratios

We have also been able to dive deeper into the data to evaluate intra-district variability in discipline. For example, we examined OSS ratios for high schools in a mid-sized school district outside of the Atlanta metropolitan area which had an district-wide OSS ratio of approximately 11 percent in school year 2010. One high school had an OSS suspension rate of 30.1 percent which is more than double the state-wide high school average of approximately 14 percent for this school year. Three other high schools had OSS ratios greater than 20 percent. One high school had a OSS ratio close to the state average (15.5 percent) while four other high schools had ratios ranging from 1.1 percent to 6.2 percent.

The variability in these results cannot be readily explained by demographic differences. While the school with the highest OSS ratio had a student population that was 84 percent African-American and a relatively high population percentage eligible for free or reduced cost
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A wide variety of factors affect high school graduation rates and we do not assert necessarily a direct causal relationship exists so that a reduction in OSS rates will result in a proportional increase in graduation rates. It seems logical, however, that students who are excluded from class for significant periods are less likely to graduate than those who are not so excluded.

c. School OSS Ratios

We have also been able to dive deeper into the data to evaluate intra-district variability in discipline. For example, we examined OSS ratios for high schools in a mid-sized school district outside of the Atlanta metropolitan area which had an district-wide OSS ratio of approximately 11 percent in school year 2010. One high school had an OSS suspension rate of 30.1 percent which is more than double the state-wide high school average of approximately 14 percent for this school year. Three other high schools had OSS ratios greater than 20 percent. One high school had a OSS ratio close to the state average (15.5 percent) while four other high schools had ratios ranging from 1.1 percent to 6.2 percent.

The variability in these results cannot be readily explained by demographic differences. While the school with the highest OSS ratio had a student population that was 84 percent African-American and a relatively high population percentage eligible for free or reduced cost
meals, the high school with a 6.1 percent OSS ratio was 91 percent African-American with a similar free or reduced cost meals eligible population. Furthermore the high school with the lowest OSS ratio was a small "early college academy" with a student population that was 85 percent African-American.

On the other hand, a potential correlation between race and OSS experience is much more apparent in the data reported by one Metro-Atlanta school district. This district had an overall average OSS ratio of 8.22 percent in 2010, almost exactly the state-wide average. Yet the individual school results are widely divergent. Five high schools had OSS ratios ranging from 24.5 percent to 38.3 percent. In the highest ranking high school, this means that 940 students out a student population of 2453 were suspended at least one time during the year. On the other hand, nine high schools had OSS ratios ranging from 12.2 percent down to 0.3 percent. In other words all of these high schools had OSS ratios less than the state-wide average of approximately 14 percent and most of these schools had low single digit ratios.

The five high schools with the highest OSS ratios had populations that were at least 94 percent minority. In three of the high schools, the African-American population was 96 percent or greater. The low OSS ratio high schools were, without exception, substantially more diverse or had a student population that was predominantly white.

Further district-by-district, school-by-school analyses are beyond the scope of this report. Our purpose here is to highlight the types of data-based assessments that can and should be done by public education stakeholders to identify potential areas of concern in student discipline and seek solutions to such challenges.

d. Expulsions

District variability also exists with regard to the use of expulsions. The data show that in School Year 2010, for example, five school districts in that year expelled more than one percent of their students as compared to the state-wide average rate of 0.2 percent. At the low end of the spectrum many school districts did not expel any students in 2010.

5. Incident Types Triggering Discipline

In this section, we assess the discipline incident types that have triggered exclusionary student disciplinary actions. We have generally categorized the incident types into "violent" and "nonviolent" groupings. That is, of the 27 different incident types that can be reported, we grouped the following as nonviolent: alcohol offenses, computer trespass, drug offenses, tobacco offenses, trespassing, vandalism, and "other discipline incidents." All others have been categorized as violent.

Any effort to categorize discipline incidents can be subject to criticism. It is certainly not our intent to trivialize efforts to control the use of drugs, alcohol or tobacco at school or to
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75 Such eligibility is often used as a surrogate to evaluate the relative level of poverty in a school district or school. The effect of this status on student discipline is addressed later in this report.
address incidents of trespass or vandalism. We question, however, whether exclusionary discipline is the most effective way of addressing these challenges.

Furthermore, we arguably have been over inclusive in the "violent" category by including some types of misbehavior. For example, theft offenses by definition do not involve threat, violence or bodily harm.\textsuperscript{76} Also, it is likely that many of the "disorderly conduct" incident type actions do not involve violent behavior. GaDOE policy guidance specifically provides that, if the disorderly conduct involves a more serious incident (e.g., battery, serious bodily injury), the school is to report the incident under the code for the more serious behavior.\textsuperscript{77}

a. OSS

As depicted in Figure 5, for school year 2010, 69 percent of the students who received an OSS did so for categories of discipline incidents that we have categorized as nonviolent.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{oss_severity_comparison.png}
\caption{OSS Severity Comparison}
\end{figure}

Furthermore, despite the general downward trend of OSS discipline as a percentage of students over the seven school years under review, Table 5 demonstrates that the percentage of OSS discipline incidents for nonviolent incidents has increased over that time period.

\textsuperscript{76}GA. DEP’T OF EDUC., FY 2010 STUDENT RECORD DATA COLLECTION DATA ELEMENT DETAIL 21 (Feb. 15, 2010).
\textsuperscript{77}Id.
The data also reveal substantial school district variability in this analysis as well although, in most school districts, OSS actions issued for nonviolent incidents exceed those for violent incidents. It is interesting to note that districts with historically low overall OSS rates are not necessarily less likely to impose OSS for nonviolent incidents. For example in 2010, two small school districts with very low OSS rates issued a total of 60 and 80 OSS actions respectively. In the first district, 50 of these actions or 83 percent were for nonviolent incidents. In the second district, 72 of the OSS actions were issued for nonviolent incidents comprising 90 percent of the total.

On the other hand, two other somewhat larger school districts with similarly low OSS rates issued 147 and 302 OSS actions respectively. In these districts, however, violent incidents as a basis for OSS significantly outweighed nonviolent incidents. In the first district only 19 percent of the students were disciplined for nonviolent incidents. In the second district, the percentage was only 16 percent.

b. Expulsion

The expulsion experience generally tracks the trend observed for OSS although substantially fewer students are affected. In school years 2009 and 2010, 69 percent and 65 percent respectively of the students expelled were involved in what we have characterized as nonviolent behavior. During the previous five years this percentage ranged from 55 percent to 61 percent.

c. Use of the "Other Discipline Incident " Code

Our assessment of the incident type issue was confounded to some extent by the extensive use by schools of a single incident code identifier to describe the nature of the disciplinary incident for which exclusionary discipline was imposed. GaDOE guidance includes 27 separate discipline incident type codes to be used when reporting discipline data. One such code entry is "24 Other." This entry is apparently to be used when the incident is not covered by
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78 Id. at 20-21.
any of the other 26 incident identifiers. The only GaDOE guidance on the use of this particular code entry gives the following example:

If a student is assigned to In School suspension for repeated violations of a non-reported incident such as chewing gum in class, his/her record would have a Discipline Incident Code of ’24 Other Incident’ and a discipline Action code of ’20 In School suspension.

Our analysis revealed, however, that the "Other" code is far and away the most often used identifier. Sometimes this code entry is used in conjunction with other more specific incident codes when reporting on a single incident of misbehavior. In an attempt to quantify the significance of the use of the "Other" code entry, we identified only those situations in which the "Other" code was the only description of the incident type triggering an OSS disciplinary action. As is shown on Figure 6, during the period under review, well over half of the OSS disciplinary actions imposed on students were premised solely on some "Other" incident type. This percentage has grown during this time frame so that, in school years 2009 and 2010, over 61 per cent of OSS actions were given solely for this category of incident type.

![Figure 6](image)

79 The other codes are: 01-Alcohol, 02-Arson, 03-Battery, 04-Breaking & Entering-Burglary, 05-Computer Trespass, 06-Disorderly Conduct, 07-Drugs (except alcohol and tobacco), 08-Fighting, 09-Homicide, 10-Kidnapping, 11-Larceny/Theft, 12-Motor Vehicle Theft, 13-Robbery, 14-Sexual Battery, 15-Sexual Harassment, 16-Sex Offenses, 17-Threat/Intimidation, 18-Tobacco, 19-Trespassing, 20-Vandalism, 21-(omitted), 22-Weapons-Knife, 23-Weapons-Other, 25-Weapons-Handgun, 26-Weapons-Rifle, 27-Serious Bodily Harm, 28-Other Firearms. Id.
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During the stakeholder interview process discussed below, we attempted to determine why this incident type code was used so often. Most of the participants in the interview process did not have an opinion and stated that the Other category was not widely used in their school or district. For those who did offer an answer, the most common response was that the listing of incident types provided by GaDOE guidance was not comprehensive enough to encompass all of the types of behavior that trigger discipline.

The use of the Other code appears to be a state-wide phenomenon. While there is variability among the districts, 131 of 180 districts imposed OSS in school year 2010 based solely on an "Other" incident more than 50 percent of the time. Only eight districts imposed "Other only" OSS for less than 10 percent of all OSS actions.

In our Call to Action below, we call upon GaDOE to examine the extensive use of the "Other" incident type code. On its face, the exception appears to be "swallowing the rule." To the extent that there are recurring behaviors that are not adequately identified in the 26 other available codes, they should be identified and included in the guidance documents. Fundamental fairness in any disciplinary system mandates that prohibited behaviors be identified clearly so that the student has a chance to modify his or her behavior to avoid violating the prohibitions.

We suspect, however, that the extensive use of the Other category simply reflects the extensive use of exclusionary discipline for relatively minor student behaviors.

6. **Subgroup Assessment by Gender**

Over the entire period of record, on a state-wide basis, male students received 66 percent of OSS discipline (Figure 7) and 75% of the expulsions (Figure 8). Put another way, males were twice as likely to be suspended and three times as likely to be expelled than were females.
7. Subgroup Assessment by Age and Grade Level

On the average over the period under review, both OSS (Figure 9) and expulsion (Figure 10) disciplinary actions peaked for students at age 15. Figures 11 and 12 demonstrate that the
The peak grade level for these exclusionary disciplinary actions peaked in the ninth grade. These trends have not varied significantly over the seven school years under review.\textsuperscript{81}

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{OSS by Age}
\end{figure}
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\caption{Expulsions by Age}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{81} We suspect that these results are influenced to some extent by the fact that children in Georgia are no longer subject to mandatory education requirements after they reach age 16. O.C.G.A. § 20-2-690.1(a).
OSS by Grade Level

Figure 11

Expulsion by Grade Level

Figure 12
8. Subgroup Assessment by Race

Both the 2005 GaDOE Report discussed above and the Georgia Appleseed Phase I Report noted that African-American students were being impacted by disciplinary actions, especially exclusionary actions, at a rate significantly higher than their relative percentage of the student population. This finding was consistent with the results of many other detailed analyses of student discipline practices carried out in other states and cities in this country.

In this report, Georgia Appleseed explores this issue in greater depth in the hopes of setting the stage for collaborative efforts by student discipline stakeholders to address issues of racial disproportionality that may exist at the school, district, or state level.

Our earlier assessment of disproportionality was based on an assessment of the relationship between a particular racial group's percentage of the school-wide population and that group's share of a particular type of disciplinary action. For example we noted that African-American students comprised approximately 38 percent of the state's public school student population but were issued approximately 66 per cent of the OSS issued in a particular year. These types of comparisons can be helpful when assessing large populations but can become cumbersome as one seeks to dig deeper into the issue.

In the analysis that follows, we make use of a different technique to assess the existence of disproportionality, the "Risk Ratio." The risk ratio is calculated as follows:

Assume a student population of 1000 students of which 400 are African American. Further assume that in a particular year 260 OSS actions were taken with 200 being issued to African-Americans and the balance of 60 being issued to students in other racial groups.

1. First one calculates what is called the "Risk Index" for the racial group being evaluated, in this case the African-American students receiving OSS. The issue is what is the risk that any particular African-American student will receive an OSS? To calculate this, divide the number of African-American students who received an OSS (200) by the total number of African-American students. 200/400 = 0.5 or a 50% chance.

2. Next calculate the Risk Index for all other students at the school. There are 600 hundred other students and they received 60 OSS so their Risk Index is 60/600= 0.1 or a 10 percent chance.

3. Finally, you calculate the "Risk Ratio" by comparing the Risk Indices calculated above, i.e., divide the Risk Index for the group being evaluated (in this case African American students receiving OSS) by the Risk Index for all other students. 0.5/0.1 = 5. This means that, at

---

this hypothetical school, African-American students had a risk of receiving an OSS five times greater than all other students.

A calculated Risk Ratio of 1.0 means that a particular group's risk is exactly the same as that of all other students. The question arises as to what Risk Ratio level should trigger at least a closer look to assess whether racial disproportionality may be present?

The Risk Ratio tool is widely used by state educational agencies when they assess the possibility of racial disproportionality for special education student placement decisions and with regard to disciplinary actions imposed upon special education students. Such analyses are required by the federal Individuals with Disabilities Education Act ("IDEA"). Writing in this context, recognized experts in the area of disproportionality have stated:

National standards for disproportionality are still emerging; the most widely accepted standard is that a risk ratio discrepancy of 1.5 times is a level at which we start being concerned about over-representation. The precise definition of 'significant disproportionality' [under IDEA] is, however, left to individual states. Although the federal government has not defined a standard level for significant disproportionality, many states are defining a risk ratio between 2 and 2.5 times discrepant as an indicator of serious or significant disproportionality.

In our review below we have highlighted situations where calculated Risk Ratios exceed 1.5.

a. State-Wide

We summarize in Table 5 the OSS Risk Ratios for the three largest minority populations in Georgia's K-12 system for the seven-year period under review, i.e., African-American, Hispanic, and Asian students. This analysis reveals that the OSS Risk Ratio for African-American students has been 3.1 or 3.2 during each of these years while the Risk Ratio for Hispanic and Asian students has been well under 1.0. The Risk Ratio for White students has also been under 1.0 during this period. Thus, on a state-wide basis, African-American students have been more than three times as likely to receive an OSS disciplinary action than other students.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Black 2004</th>
<th>Hispanic 2004</th>
<th>Asian 2004</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At Risk Ratio</td>
<td>3.1 At Risk Ratio</td>
<td>0.6 At Risk Ratio</td>
<td>0.3 At Risk Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>16.16% At Risk Ratio</td>
<td>5.85% At Risk Ratio</td>
<td>2.56% At Risk Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non Black</td>
<td>5% Non Hispanic Hispanic</td>
<td>10% Non Hispanic Hispanic</td>
<td>10% Non Hispanic Hispanic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

83 See the discussion infra at __.
84 Gibb & Skiba at 4.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Black</th>
<th>Hispanic</th>
<th>Asian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At Risk Ratio</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>16.10%</td>
<td>5.64%</td>
<td>2.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non Black</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At Risk Ratio</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>16.27%</td>
<td>5.89%</td>
<td>2.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non Black</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At Risk Ratio</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>16.29%</td>
<td>5.85%</td>
<td>2.42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non Black</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At Risk Ratio</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>16.21%</td>
<td>5.94%</td>
<td>2.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non Black</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At Risk Ratio</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>15.27%</td>
<td>5.61%</td>
<td>2.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non Black</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At Risk Ratio</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>14.03%</td>
<td>5.52%</td>
<td>2.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non Black</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5
b. By District

When analyzed on a district-level basis, the race/ethnic risk ratio data reflect some variability but not to the extremes reflected in the overall OSS incident rates discussed above. For the period under review, in each year only 12 to 20 school districts had calculated risk ratios for African-American students of less than 1.5 and many of these districts had a very limited enrollment of African-Americans. Put another way, approximately 90 percent of Georgia's school districts consistently had OSS risk ratios for African American students that exceeded the level that experts say require further assessment to evaluate potential racial disproportionality.

On the other end of the scale, each year 12 to 15 school districts reflected risk ratios for African-American students greater than 4.0. These were not always the same set of districts but some districts regularly were in this category.\(^8\)

We also evaluated risk ratios for other racial/ethnic classifications. While there were some limited situations in which the risk ratios for Hispanic students exceeded the 1.5 threshold, we were unable to identify any district level recurring or systemic patterns affecting non-African American minorities. In the future, we intend to review this issue at the school level to determine risk ratio levels at schools that host relatively high numbers of Hispanic or Asian students.

c. Impact of Nature of Incident Type

In an attempt to evaluate further the issue of potential racial disproportionality in student discipline, we wondered whether the nature or type of incident had any impact on this issue. In particular, we wanted to test the possibility that African-American students might be more likely to be subjected to exclusionary discipline for disciplinary incidents that were relatively "subjective" in nature allowing the school administrator more discretion in determining whether disciplinary action should be taken.

To test this hypothesis, we identified three relatively subjective discipline incident types, i.e., disorderly conduct, threat/intimidation, and "other discipline incident." In other words, we assumed that a teacher or administrator would often have to make a subjective evaluation as to whether the behavior in question reached the level of disorderly conduct, constituted a threat or effort to intimidate, or amounted to an "other" incident. We then categorized all the other discipline incident types as "objective." In other words, for the most part, incidents such as theft, fighting, tobacco and drug use, etc. either occurred or they did not so that little discretion is exercised in deciding whether an offense occurred.

Looking at 2010 School Year data, a total of 118,031 students received an OSS for a "subjective" incident as we have defined the term. Of these students, 79,514 or 67 percent were African-American. A total of 57,175 students received an OSS for an "objective" incident.

\(^8\) Districts who had risk ratios of 4.0 or greater for each of the seven years under review included Atlanta Public Schools, Fulton County, Thomasville City and Valdosta City.
36,511 or 65 percent of these students were African-American. While the percentage of affected African-Americans was slightly higher for the subjective offense category, we do not think that the difference is sufficiently great to support the subjective/objective hypothesis on a state-wide basis.

We realize that this was a fairly simplistic approach to this issue and we look forward to working with stakeholders in the future to developed a more nuanced analysis.

9. Assessment of Other Student Subgroups

a. FRM Eligibility

Eligibility to participate Free or Reduced Cost Meals ("FRM") is often used as a surrogate measure to reflect the poverty of the eligible student group.\(^86\) Therefore, to test the correlation between poverty and discipline, we carried out an Risk Ratio analysis comparing the likelihood that students who are FRM-eligible would receive an OSS as compared to students who are not so eligible.

Figure 13 demonstrates that, on a state-wide basis, FRM-eligible students are more than twice as likely to receive an OSS disciplinary action than their more affluent counterparts. The risk ratio has been trending upward during the seven years under review.

---

\(^86\) In 2010, 56 percent of the K-12 student population in Georgia was FRM-eligible. http://www.gsci.org/ReportCenter/reportcenter.jsp
b. FRM Eligibility and Race

In the stakeholder interviews summarized later in this report, we asked for views on the apparent disproportional imposition of exclusionary discipline on African-Americans as outlined earlier in this report. Several respondents commented that they thought the issue was not race but poverty. To at least begin the process of testing that premise, we divided the student population up into two separate cohorts--those who are FRM-eligible and those who are not. We then calculated the OSS risk ratio ("RR") for the racial/ethnic groups in each of the two cohorts. The results for African-American students are reported in Table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Year</th>
<th>FRM-Eligible RR</th>
<th>Non-FRM Eligible RR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6

This analysis reveals that the OSS risk ratio for the relatively less affluent FRM-eligible African American students is markedly higher than that of their relatively more affluent counterparts. Indeed the calculated risk ratio for non-FRM-eligible African American students is below the 1.5 threshold of concern and is trending toward 1.0.

We do not believe, however, that this analysis supports the proposition that the disproportionality issue is one of poverty rather than race. Rather it underscores the complex interrelationships between race and socio-economic status that must be assessed if we are to achieve effective student discipline and desired educational outcomes for all students.

c. ELL Status

A small but growing percentage of students in our public schools have limited English proficiency and are designated "English Language Learners" ("ELL"). Figure 14 demonstrates that, on a state-wide basis, ELL students, similar to FRM-eligible students, are more than twice as likely to receive an OSS disciplinary action than their English proficient counterparts. Again, the risk ratio has been trending generally upward during the seven years under review.

---

87 In 2010, six percent of the student body statewide were ELL. http://www.gsci.org/ReportCenter/reportcenter.jsp
d. Special Needs Status

Ten to eleven percent of the students in Georgia's K-12 systems over the seven-year review period are children with a disability. Disciplinary disproportionality assessments (among others) are required under federal law for these "special needs" children. As set forth in Figure 15, the OSS risk ratio on a state-wide basis that we calculated for this group of students has hovered between 1.59 and 1.69 for the period under review, i.e., only slightly over the 1.5 threshold of concern.

---

88 See Appendix E at 13-15 for definition of terms and a discussion of the special rules applicable to this group of students.
10. Summary

The foregoing analyses only begin to scratch the surface of the complex inter-related issues that affect student discipline outcomes in Georgia. Our hope is that we trigger dialogues around this state on these issues and on how the robust data base that we have developed can be used to help understand and meet the challenges that education stakeholders face in assuring effective student discipline. Our commitment is to participate in these dialogues in a constructive and collaborative way.
II. Voices from the Field

A. Introduction

During the fall of 2010, Georgia Appleseed volunteers conducted interviews throughout the state with over 200 student discipline stakeholders. These stakeholders were school district staff members (including several district superintendents) along with principals and assistant principals, teachers, counselors and other staff members with student discipline responsibilities from elementary, middle and high schools. A total of 17 school resource officers (“SROs”), i.e., law enforcement personnel whose “beat” is a school or school system, were also interviewed. We also talked with a number of attorneys who regularly advise school boards on student discipline.

In addition, we met with stakeholders from outside the school system who deal with student discipline matters that involve referrals to the juvenile or criminal justice system. Juvenile court judges, intake officers, probation officers, prosecuting attorneys and defense lawyers participated.

Finally, Georgia Appleseed distributed an electronic survey instrument designed to elicit the view of the two other key stakeholder groups involved in student discipline issues—students and their parents. This survey was created and distributed in close cooperation with the Georgia PTA.

Recurring themes heard from these voices from the field are summarized below.

B. Methodology

1. Process

While a Georgia Appleseed staff member carried out a number of interviews, most were done by volunteer lawyers and support staff from law firms located in Atlanta and elsewhere in the state. All volunteers were briefed on the purpose of the project and on the interview process -- most by attending one of several in-person or telephonic training sessions convened by Georgia Appleseed. Detailed written instructions were also provided to all volunteers.

To assure consistency in the scope of the interviews, each interviewer was provided with lists of interview questions. The lists were tailored depending on the category of interviewee. That is, although there were a number of questions common to all lists, different questions were addressed to different groups of interviewees depending upon their particular role in the student discipline process.

A copy of the pertinent question list was sent to each interviewee in advance of the interview. For the most part, the interviews were carried out in-person and one-on-one. In some cases, to accommodate scheduling issues, the interviewees participated in groups or were interviewed by phone. Following the interview, the interviewer prepared a written summary (generally using a common format), which was forwarded to the interviewee with a request for
review and comment. Once final, the summaries were forwarded to our lead pro bono law firm for compilation.

The survey document was distributed electronically by the Georgia PTA to parents and older students throughout the state. In addition, several stakeholder groups including, for example, JustGeorgia, the Georgia School Councils Institute and the Interfaith Children’s Movement, circulated the survey instrument to their constituents. Finally, a few of the school districts participating in the interview process described above made the survey available to parents and students. All survey responses were received and compiled by the Georgia PTA.

2. Sample Limitations

a. Interviews

Georgia Appleseed does not assert that the interview or survey results summarized below represent the views of a “representative sample” of stakeholders in a statistical sense. While the interview process was a major undertaking, the total number of interviewees is still a very small percentage of the total number of these stakeholders on a statewide basis.

In a strategic attempt to obtain a broad range of views, we identified 21 school districts as potential participants in the interview process. (To obtain frank responses to our questions, we assured the candidate districts that the identity of the participating school districts and of the individual participants would be maintained in confidence. Thus, in our summary below we identify our sources only generically.)

These candidate school districts were identified to reflect statewide diversity by focusing on differing student population size, rural and urban districts, relatively affluent and relatively poor districts, districts with varying student racial and ethnic demographics, and districts from various geographic regions of the state. We also included in the candidate list seven districts with historically relatively high out of school suspension (“OSS”) rates and seven districts with historically relative low OSS rates.89

Sixteen school districts initially agreed to participate. The remaining five districts did not affirmatively decline but simply failed to respond to numerous contacts. Four of these five nonparticipating districts were in the relatively high OSS rate district category. Subsequently, four of the original participating districts reconsidered and declined to participate -- two affirmatively and two by being unresponsive to numerous follow up requests. Three of these districts were among the relatively high OSS rate district category. Therefore, while we believe that the 12 participating school districts do reflect the desired broad range of diversity elements related to size, location, demographics, etc., unfortunately none of them is a high OSS rate district while five are low OSS rate districts.

It should also be noted that we were dependent throughout this effort on the voluntary cooperation of the school districts and of the individual interviewees, whose desire to contribute to the public good through their participation in this project is commendable and deserving of

our sincere gratitude. Once a school district agreed to participate, district personnel identified for us the school principals that we interviewed and the principals, in turn, identified the schoolteachers and staff to be interviewed. It is likely that this process may have skewed the results to some extent since we suspect that the district staff and principals selected individuals that would best represent the school system. Certainly we were uniformly impressed with the quality and commitment of the individuals we interviewed.

b. Survey

A total of 630 parents and 98 students responded to the survey. Although we had at least one response from each of 52 different school districts, over 60 percent of the respondents responded to a request to fill out the survey by four school districts that participated in the interview process discussed above with 26.7% of the respondents being from one large Metro Atlanta participating school district.

The parent survey recipients were overwhelmingly female (85%) and married (79%). Almost eighty percent of the respondents stated that they worked outside of the home on a -time or part-time basis. The respondents did not mirror the statewide public school population. In particular, 67 percent of the respondents were white and 20 percent were African-American compared to a public school population in school year 2009-2010 that was 46 percent white and 38 percent black. In addition, the respondents appear generally to be more affluent than average with over 60 percent reporting annual income in excess of $50,000.

c. Summary

Despite the foregoing caveats, we believe that the insights gleaned from the interviews and survey responses, which are presented below, are valuable and should be carefully considered by all stakeholders as we work toward assuring effective student discipline in Georgia’s public schools.

C. Insights from Interviews

1. Disciplinary Practices

a. Class Room Management

Many interviewees commented that effective classroom behavior management by teachers was a key element of efforts to keep kids in class. Principals almost unanimously reported a preference for allowing most misbehavior to be dealt with in the classroom. Certain categories of misbehavior, such as "zero tolerance" offenses, however, require an office referral and are not allowed to be handled in the classroom.

In elementary schools, a number of interviewees reported that teachers work with their students to establish specific classroom behavior expectations and consequences so that the students have a “buy in” to the process. Often, “behavior cards” or other graphic records are maintained on a daily basis to track misbehavior and to reflect positive behavior.
Incidents of misbehavior are addressed in the context of the district and school’s progressive discipline policy as discussed below. The initial step is usually a warning. A recurrence may then result in some sort of effort to deny the child a privilege such as imposing a “silent lunch.” One elementary school teacher discussed the use of the “wisdom walk” where a student is required to walk around the playground at recess contemplating his/her behavior. If the behavior does not cease, then a parental contact is initiated. Classroom misbehavior results in an office referral only if the behavior recurs after all other classroom management efforts are not fruitful.

b. In-School Suspensions

The management of in school suspensions ("ISS") was similar among all the participating school systems. In middle school and high schools, ISS students were assigned to a separate classroom, which is generally managed by a paraprofessional although some schools use certified teachers. The classroom teachers are notified that the student is being assigned to ISS and are required to send work for the student to the ISS room. In turn the students are required to complete the work. Some systems report that if the work is completed the ISS supervisor can supply additional work.

In elementary school, there is often no separate ISS room and other strategies are employed. For example, several systems reported that a student would be sent to a separate active classroom to do his/her work (e.g., a third grader would be sent to a kindergarten class). Teachers in a large Metro Atlanta district reported that they do not have an ISS system at all because the district perceived that some students were actively seeking to be placed in ISS. They now use number of other interventions to eliminate the need for ISS.

One high school math teacher in a small north Georgia system said that ISS is detrimental because it is particularly hard for a student to keep up in math if the regular teacher is not around in real time to answer questions.

c. Out-of-School Suspensions ("OSS")

1. OSS Incidence Rate Management

We interviewed a number of stakeholders in school districts with historically very low OSS incidence rates. We explored with them the factors that lead to these results. The factors identified included:

- High Expectations for Students

In one school district, the principal's motto is “Failure is Not an Option.” It does not matter where the child comes from, according to this leader's philosophy; enrichment and support will make that child successful.

In another school system, a high school teacher quoted the principal as regularly stating: “There is no un-teachable child.”
On the other hand and perhaps proving the point, one Assistant Principal in yet another school system (which is not among the low OSS category) stated: “We are a Title I school and therefore have more discipline referrals.”

- **Dedicated High Quality Teachers**

  One superintendent noted that the affluence of the school district allowed it to attract well-qualified teachers and excellent administrators. In addition they provide high quality professional development training.

  Another principal noted that a school would have fewer disciplinary problems if the kids are kept engaged and at work all the times by an effective teacher.

- **Effective Parental/Community Involvement**

  Some of the school districts noted that because their parent base was relatively financially well off and highly educated, they were able to support their children and the school. Indeed one superintendent noted that families move to his district “because of the schools.”

  Effective parental support, however, was not limited to affluent school districts. One rural and relatively poor North Georgia school district boasts extremely low OSS rates and admirable graduation rates. There, also, school personnel list strong community support as a key factor.

2. **OSS Policies**

We have focused on OSS in many of our analyses because missing class can often make it difficult for students, especially those who are already struggling academically, to maintain pace with their classmates. In our interviews we have noted that some districts rigorously apply a policy that prohibits a suspended student from making up work and provides that the student will get a zero as a daily class grade while on suspension. One principal vigorously supported this policy as necessary to support the deterrent effect of a threatened OSS.

Other districts either do not have such a policy or do not rigorously enforce the policy. One elementary school teacher said that the consequence of misbehavior should not be an academic penalty. A middle school teacher in the same district said that make up work was provided and noted that, if the student thinks he will be behind, he tends to give up and act out. An administrator in another district stated: "Most systems don’t allow it. But we allow them to make up all work. We don’t have double jeopardy – we don’t penalize the student academically. Our stakeholders are our students."

A middle school teacher in yet another district supported the concept of helping the student to keep up, but noted that the make up effort is problematic because of the burden on the
teacher to try to re-teach the assignment especially if the student is not self-motivated. If a student feels there is no hope of catching up then the student is very likely to give up.

d. Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports

Two school districts reported that they had adopted PBIS system wide. Other individual schools within the interview cohort reported that PBIS had been implemented for various lengths of time.

Many respondents referenced the “rewards” element of the program. In one of the districts employing PBIS, the elementary and middle schools use a daily behavior card to award “points” for positive behavior. The card is sent home for the parent’s signature. When the student reaches a certain point level, the student is given a treat. The high school awards “[mascot name] Bucks” for good behavior and has instituted a “student of the month” program. The program at the high school emphasizes relationship building.

In a Metro Atlanta district, an elementary school teacher reports that she and her colleagues reinforce positive behavior in the classroom through praise and rewards as well as through notes and calls to parents. Teams are established in classrooms to teach cooperation and to compete for awards for positive behavior such as keeping the room clean.

An elementary school teacher in another district talked about that school’s “chain” system. Each classroom builds its own chain by adding a link whenever one of its students does well. When the classroom chain reaches the floor, then they add a link to the school-wide chain. When the school chain reaches the floor, there is a celebration.

One school district superintendent in a system employing PBIS also discussed the data collection and assessment element of the program. PBIS software allows school administrators to sort the data in a variety of ways including by time of day and day of the week. They review this data and use it for prevention and intervention. For example, one year the data showed that an unusually high number of incidents were occurring during a certain time period each day. School personnel reworked their class and lunch schedules with positive results.

The same superintendent noted that the PBIS initiative was part of a larger comprehensive plan to remove barriers to learning. This plan is carried out in collaboration with a major university’s mental health center. The district has access to more counselors and social workers than the minimum number required and paid for by the state. These counselors and social workers coordinate involvement in the community, try to increase parent involvement, and attempt to identify and remove barriers. They provide family intervention and help students and their families find resources for a variety of issues that may be interfering with the student’s ability to attend to and focus on school (e.g., mental health counseling, sexual abuse, physical abuse, lack of financial resources, lack of stability, drug and alcohol abuse, and teen pregnancy).

Systems and schools that had relatively mature PBIS programs reported very positive results including a significant reduction in office referrals and a reduction in referrals to
alternative education settings. Other programs had only recently been initiated so the results were unclear.

One elementary school teacher said that effective implementation of a PBIS program required a substantial amount of training and the development of a different mindset for the teachers. For PBIS to be effective, this stakeholder said that the teachers “have to be positive all day.”

e. Progressive Discipline Policy

Georgia law requires each school district to implement a system of “progressive discipline.” All district and school representatives interviewed reported using a progressive discipline policy. Descriptions of how the policy is implemented focused upon the systematic approach to the level of discipline applied.

For example, a middle school principal stated that, for minor infractions, teachers can warn (“redirect”) the student, conference with the student, call the parent, have the student confer with the counselor, establish a behavioral contract, hold an in-person parent conference, or impose lunch detention, silent lunch, time out, or after school detention. Any more serious sanctions must go through the administration. The principal looks at discipline referral to see what steps the teacher/team took before referring the student. The principal then applies a progressive discipline policy: after-school detention is the lowest level disciplinary action, followed by “Saturday School” (a three-hour day when students have to come to school and work on their homework), in-school suspension, and out-of-school suspension for one to ten days. The final step would be to suspend the student pending a tribunal hearing to determine if a long-term suspension should be imposed. The principal reports that rigorous application of this policy has reduced the number of tribunal hearings from 41 when he first came to the school to nine last year -- most of which addressed drug offenses.

f. Response to Intervention

One school superintendent reported on a district-wide program called "Response to Intervention" ("RTI"). He described the program as a framework for the district to intervene academically and behaviorally from elementary school through high school. In this district, however, RTI is mostly implemented at the middle and high school levels. He discussed the four "tiers" and noted that there were rigorous data collection and assessment requirements built into the system. For example, the data must document repeated behavioral issues to justify moving a child to Tier 2, which involves a six-week period of working with the child to resolve the behavior issues. The superintendent noted that, prior to implementation of RTI, many behavioral incidents resulted in office referrals. The incidence of such referrals has been reduced as a result of early intervention through RTI.

An elementary school teacher in another district also described that school's RTI program. She reported that with this system in place she has referred only one child to the office in eight years. An elementary school counselor in the same district characterized the RTI program as more focused on academic performance than student discipline. The counselor noted
that the implementation of RTI has reduced the number of students referred for special education testing.

g. Zero Tolerance Policies

Later in this report we will discuss the “zero tolerance” concept and note that state law mandates a zero tolerance policy for only a very limited number of offenses. We also note that many school districts have independently enacted substantially broader zero tolerance policies in their codes of conduct. Some form of zero tolerance is imposed by many school systems for weapons possession (not just firearms as mandated by state law), drug or alcohol use, fighting, sexual offenses, any violence against a teacher or other school employee, gang-related activities, and other offenses.

No issue that we discussed in this process resulted in a starker dichotomy of views than the use of zero tolerance policies. Some stakeholders were vigorous supporters of tough zero tolerance policies. They argue that the clear articulation of consequences for certain types of behavior followed by consistent implementation of the policy has been an effective deterrent. Several respondents noted that some behaviors such as fighting and on-campus drug offenses became almost nonexistent after the first violators were taken to juvenile detention centers.

Others argue just as strongly that zero tolerance provisions are misguided and that school officials should have the discretion to evaluate all the relevant circumstances surrounding the student’s actions on a case-by-case basis including consideration of intent. Many cite examples of unintended consequences in which a “good kid” is suspended for unintentional actions. In particular in rural counties, teachers report that car searches often turn up a hunting knife used on a weekend outing and left in the trunk. A north Georgia juvenile court intake office noted the case of a farmer’s son who forgot about the knife in his pocket that he was using to cut the twine around bales of hay.

School teachers and administrators at the elementary school level, in particular, believe that, while zero tolerance may be effective in dealing with discipline issues in middle school and high school, these policies are not effective in their schools because their kids are simply too young to understand the concept.

h. Student Discipline Data

One school superintendent expressed concern about the requirement that the state student discipline data reporting system apparently requires the use of a code designated “expulsion” even if the student is assigned to the alternative school. He asserts that parents and others interpret the term “expulsion” to mean an exclusion from the system without any instruction. Another district staff person reports that they have had only one true permanent expulsion in over ten years. They urge the Georgia Department of Education to develop a code designation for long-term suspension when the student is allowed to attend an alternative education school or program.
In the Phase I report, we expressed concern about the extensive use of the “Other” category when entering the designation of the behavior giving rise to the disciplinary action in the state student discipline record system. Most of the participants in the interview process either had no views or stated that the “other” category was not regularly used in their school district. Some, however, noted that there might not be a sufficient number of choices available among the menu of offense options and teachers and administrators.

An attorney experienced in representing multiple school districts noted that there is a significant disconnect between (a) the specific offenses listed in the Georgia Code for which the school districts are required to impose discipline, (b) the listing of offenses found in many Student codes of Conduct, and (c) the offense coding system found in the student discipline data system.

2. Disciplinary Disproportionality

   a. Racial

We asked all interviewees what factors might contribute to racial disproportionality in the imposition of OSS and expulsions. In particular, we noted the over representation of black males in both of these disciplinary categories. (Our focus on black males was triggered by the statewide disproportionality for this group noted in the 2005 GaDOE report and the similar findings in our Phase I study and in prior studies in other jurisdictions. Statewide data in Georgia does not reflect a negative disciplinary disproportionality for Hispanic, Asian or other explicitly identified racial/ethnic groups. This issue is addressed in further detail in the discussion of our Phase II data assessment above.)

Despite data showing disproportionality on a statewide basis, most interviewees did not believe that there was such disproportionality in their own district or school. With regard to the question in general, many respondents opined that the issue was not one of race but of the socio-economic status of the students. They believed that the poverty level of the student was the key determinative factor.

Several respondents expressed the opinion that parental involvement and support for education was limited or nonexistent for many black students. In addition it was the impression of several of these respondents that many black students were living in single parent homes without effective role models. These students, thus, were without sufficient family discipline or structure systems, which made it very difficult for the students to function in the more rigorous school discipline and structure systems.

A School Resource Officer assigned to a mid-sized urban school district offered his view that black male students often have a more pronounced "macho attitude" and that they tend to give more "attitude" to authority figures.

Other respondents, however, cited other factors that may contribute to racial disproportionality in the application of discipline. For example a group of high school teachers
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in one large Metro Atlanta district stated that some administrators and teachers might misunderstand cultural differences. Also they said that they thought that there was a general expectation that black students will misbehave more often than other categories of students. An elementary school teacher in the same district stated that many educators are not trained to deal with African-American children. A black female counselor in the district asked: “Do the teachers match the culture? Does the curriculum match the culture of the students?”

District office personnel in another part of the state acknowledged a slightly higher application of OSS punishment to African-American students and stated that the district was trying to educate principals and teachers about the factors causing this situation. These interviewees felt that race had less to do with the higher application of OSS than did the poverty level of the students. The district is employing community mentor programs particularly seeking male African-American mentors to be involved.

A superintendent of a north Georgia school district noted differing cultural norms at home and at school for black students as opposed to other racial groups attending his schools. He shared his understanding that studies show that African-American students often learn better through oral instruction and that the relationship between a student and teacher is critical to success. In his view, it is important for teachers to understand the different needs and learning styles of African-American students but believes that most teachers are not so trained. Also, the Superintendent noted that, if the parents themselves had negative experiences when they were in school and do not trust the schools and the teachers, then they can instill that distrust in their own children, making it more difficult for teachers to develop good relationships.

A middle school teacher in a coastal Georgia district believes that some children must be disciplined differently based on cultural differences. She noted that “trust” can be a big issue for some African-American students and that teachers may need to be more nurturing to cultivate that trust.

In a predominantly white north Georgia school district, one high school teacher noted that the black students tended to sit together at lunch. She also observed that the African-American students tended to be more boisterous at their tables than did the white students at the other tables. She said that, technically, the black kids could be “written up” every lunch period but are not because the adults monitoring the lunch room recognize that the students are simply being themselves and are not intending to be disruptive.

b. Students with Disabilities

Our Phase I Report also noted an apparent disproportionality in the discipline rates for students with disabilities. Many respondents cited a need for more specialized training of classroom teachers to assist them in responding to the behaviors of students with disabilities.

A district level disciplinary tribunal hearing officer commented:

Although a proponent of inclusion and a parent of a special needs student, I strongly oppose the mandatory inclusion of “all” special needs students regardless of their exceptionality. Many special needs students require and are
better served both academically and in relation to socialization in non-traditional classroom settings. The vast majority of regular education teachers, even in the team teaching mode, simply are not adequately trained, equipped, or emotionally ready to understand and employ the best practices necessary to facilitate successful outcomes in the educational setting. Educators are asked to identify special needs students by 5th grade and place them in inclusion classrooms by 6th grade. This short time frame is simply inadequate to assess and address the individual needs of these students. The push for all special education teachers to be interrelated[ly] certified did away with schools having experts in EBD and MID, two very different student populations. The certification programs do not require these educators to have classes in these specific areas of expertise. It is effectively the same thing as going to see your general family medicine practitioner to operate on a brain tumor.

A juvenile court probation officer from the same district opined that there needs to be more education for teachers and other school staff members because in many cases they are under-qualified to handle the special education students. Specifically, she reports seeing an increase in students with autism and Asperger’s Syndrome in the court system. She thinks this increase is in large part due to the teachers and administrators within the school system not knowing how to handle these two conditions.

3. Other Perspectives

a. Juvenile Justice Perspectives

Juvenile justice stakeholders from outside the school system sometimes presented a relatively critical view of the practices in the school districts with which they interact.

One juvenile court intake officer questioned whether it was necessary to charge every child who gets into a fight. She suggested mediation or some sort of diversion program such as "Community Safety" where the child is required to write an apology. She also stated that the schools should not use the court as a mechanism to enforce school rules. Finally, she expressed her concern that students who are put on probation are subject to unfairly close scrutiny when they return to school. She gave as an example a situation when a student on probation "passed gas" in the classroom. The student was deemed to have been "disruptive" and was reported to the probation officer.

An Assistant District Attorney said that he has noted inconsistencies in the school's decision to refer a child to the juvenile court system. The ADA questioned if these inconsistencies were caused by the school's perception of the student as a "good kid" or a "bad kid" perhaps based on such factors as the student's economic status or the parents' status in the community. The same ADA also questioned whether students were being afforded due process in the system's tribunal process asserting that tribunal members often have made up their minds about the appropriate disciplinary action before the tribunal hearing is held. In addition, parents often cannot afford a lawyer to help in the discipline process.
A probation officer whose jurisdiction includes a north Georgia district expressed concern that there was a district wide approach to "get rid of bad kids" by quickly moving them through the discipline process and into alternative schools. She noted that students who get an early reputation for behavior problems might be stereotyped for the remainder of their school years.

Other juvenile justice stakeholders, however, reported on excellent cooperation and coordination with their school system and opined that that their districts effectively struck the right balance when deciding on court referrals.

b. School Resource Officers

Many of the school districts that participated in the interview process employed "school resource officers" ("SROs"), i.e., law enforcement personnel whose primary responsibility is to support safety and discipline at one or more public schools. Typically, SROs work full time in high schools and in some middle schools. The full time presence of an SRO at an elementary school is rare and SRO's typically are used in this setting to teach specific classes or are called in on an as-needed case-by-case basis.

Two basic organizational models are used. The most prevalent approach is for the school district to contract with a local law enforcement agency (Sheriff's Department or Police Department or both) to provide uniformed officers to serve as SROs. Sometimes the school district pays a portion of the salary or provides other payment to the law enforcement agency for this service. In this model, the SRO continues to work for the law enforcement agency and is part of that chain of command. While the SRO necessarily must consult and work with the school administration, the officer does not "work for" the school principal. The SROs receive regular performance reviews by their agency supervisor who obtains input from the school principal or district level personnel.

The other model in place in some larger school districts is to establish a separate SRO district police force. In this case, the cost of the SRO is a district expense. The district force is organized separately and typically is led by a chief or a director of safety who reports to the superintendent.

Several of the SRO's interviewed reported attending a multi-day specialized SRO training course. This does not appear to have been required by the school district, but by the law enforcement agency. The primary requirement imposed by the districts is that the SRO not be a “rookie” in handling school discipline cases.

While there was no absolute bright line, some SROs appeared to view themselves as primarily present to assure student safety and compliance with the law. Others agreed that these functions are key but also viewed themselves as more integrated into the overall school educational setting. All SROs reported efforts to build respect and trust with the students while providing a "presence" that could deter misbehavior and give the students and faculty a sense of safety and well being.
Almost without exception, district personnel, school administrators and teachers gave their SROs high marks and believed that the presence of SROs on campus had a strongly positive impact on safety and student discipline. A recurring theme was that students would confide in the SRO about threatened fights or about drug use. In addition, some respondents noted that SRO presence at parent/school administrator meetings was helpful in keeping participants calm and in defusing tense situations, especially when discussing difficult topics with particularly emotional parents.

4. Other Recurring Themes

a. Alternative Schools/Programs

One recurring theme was the need for more and different high quality alternative education schools or programs to accommodate students with academic and behavior management needs that are not being met in the traditional public school setting.

The District Superintendent in a north Georgia community reports that a relatively new “non-traditional” high school there is fully enrolled with a long waiting list. This option allows students to earn their high school diploma through blended learning and flexible scheduling. Students with a variety of challenges can benefit from this approach including those who lack transportation to school, who have different learning styles, who are teen mothers without day care, or who work during normal school hours.

A District Superintendent in another district expresses pride in that district’s alternative school. According to a teacher at the school, the school was a “mad house” when he arrived eight years ago. The administration instituted a program using the “Think Time” strategy, which has substantially reduced discipline issues. The main problem now is a lack of student motivation and the fact that many students lag far behind because of the time they spent out of school before being assigned to the alternative school. Both the District Superintendent and the Alternative School Principal state that their philosophy at the school is: “It is not the student’s last chance; it is the school system’s last chance.”

A number of interviewees commented on the problems with “over-age” kids. That is kids who may have been left back a time or two in elementary school but then are administratively passed into high school where they are two to three years older than the other students in their grade level. The alternative school addresses this issue by allowing a student to be placed “a grade above” so that they can start to catch up with their class if they want to return to their original school.

An Assistant District Attorney (“ADA”) working in another school district was significantly more critical of alternative education opportunities in that setting. Asserting the view that children should not be completely removed from school without an opportunity for an adequate education, the ADA asserts that the district’s alternative education options are too limited. Only a “specific kind” of student is allowed to attend and then may enroll only one time. The ADA also views the online home schooling alternative used in the district as
ineffective since it works only when used by a motivated self-starter—an attribute rarely found in at-risk youth.

An SRO in yet another district was highly critical of the outsourced alternative education program in that community. The largely web-based program had significant discipline problems and, since students were only in class for a half day session, the students were left unsupervised and at risk for continuing misbehavior during “prime burgling time,” i.e., during the day when adults were at work and away from home.

b. Bullying

The Georgia General Assembly amended the state’s anti-bullying law provisions in early 2010. Public awareness and concern about this issue have only increased since then as a result of national coverage of the tragic suicide at Rutgers University in late 2010. This issue was also on the minds of several of the interview participants.

A probation officer in a coastal county said that the school systems need to play catch up especially with the prevalence of cell phones being used to send threatening or sexually explicit messages.

Other interviewees expressed concern about an over-reaction especially if zero tolerance is going to be applied to a one-time event. Others argue that more explicit detailed definitions of what constitutes “bullying” should be developed.

D. Insights from the Survey

1. Student Discipline Experience and Perception

We asked the parents to provide information about the experience of their eldest child currently enrolled in a Georgia public school and sought responses both about any prior school and about their current school. More than fifty percent of the respondents (51.5%) reported that this oldest student had never been the subject of any disciplinary action while enrolled in public school.

a. Incidence Rates

With regard to prior schools, one quarter (25.6%) of the parents reported that their oldest child had received at least one "low level" disciplinary action and 10.6 percent reported that their oldest child had received at least one out-of-class disciplinary action to include in-school suspension ("ISS"), out-of-school suspension ("OSS") or expulsion. When asked to focus on the student's current school, the discipline incidence rate substantially increased with 44.6 percent of the parents reporting at least one low level disciplinary action and 24.4 percent reporting at least one out-of-class disciplinary action. The differential at least in part arises from the likelihood
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91 We also asked about a second child but the number of responses was limited so we focus here on the eldest child's experience.
92 Defined in the survey as detentions, silent lunches, time outs or similar actions that do not involved removal from class.
that the "prior" school was often an elementary school where out-of-class disciplinary actions are generally less prevalent than in middle and high schools.

It should be noted that black parents reported that 19.4 percent of their students received an out-of-class disciplinary action in the prior school while only 7.2 percent of white parents reported such action. At the current school, 33.3 percent of black respondents reported out-of-class discipline while 20.5 percent of white respondents reported such action. These data arguably reflect the apparent racial disproportionality in student discipline discussed elsewhere in this report.

b. Fairness

We asked the respondents to assess the fairness of the student disciplinary process. With regard to discipline imposed in the prior school, 56.9 percent of the respondents’ report that they believe their student was treated fairly in the process while 31.7 percent of the respondents do not think the process was fair. With regard to the current school, 59.8 percent of the respondents believe that their student was treated fairly, while 33.1 percent do not. While a majority of the respondents thus affirm the fairness of the administration of student discipline, it is troubling that nearly one-third of the respondents do not perceive the system as fair at any of the Georgia public schools with which they have had experience.

There are also some differences in the perception of fairness based on the race and gender of the child. For example, only 20 percent of the white student respondents report that they felt that the prior school did not act fairly while 52 percent of the black student respondents do not believe their prior school experience reflected fairness. Also, one third of the male students perceive the discipline at both the prior and current schools to be less than fair compared to one quarter of the females who feel the same way.

c. Other Discipline Issues

We also asked the respondents to weigh in on several questions related to school safety and student discipline. The questions and responses are summarized in Table 7.
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93 The remainder of the respondents were unsure.
94 With regard to existing schools, the racial differences are not as stark. 29.3 percent of white respondents and 33.3 percent of black respondents each perceived the existing school's action not to be fair.
The reported results show that 80 to 90 percent of the respondents have generally positive views about their child's safety at school, about the adequacy of the learning environment at the school, and about the job schools are doing informing students and parents about disciplinary expectations. A slightly smaller but still significant majority of parents (74.6 percent) support the presence of SROs at their school. On the other hand, only about 60 percent of the respondents believe that student discipline was being applied consistently at their school while 40 percent disagree or are unsure.

These results also suggest that, while small differences in perception do exist between respondents of different gender, race or age, those parents whose students have had a formal discipline encounter are the least likely to commend their school for its performance in these areas. This segment of the population is much less likely to agree that their child feels safe or that information is clearly shared among the administration, students and parents. This segment is also the least likely to agree that disciplinary efforts are consistently applied at their current school.
2. Narrative Comments

The respondents were given an opportunity to explain their responses on the fairness of the schools' student discipline process and to make recommendations for improvements to the student discipline system. Several hundred individual comments were generated in this process.

Consistent with the results of the survey discussed above, many respondents praise the disciplinary practices of their school district and school. A substantial number of respondents, on the other hand, are highly critical reflecting perhaps substantial variability in discipline practices among districts and schools. While we do not attempt here to provide a comprehensive summary of the comments, we highlight below certain recurring themes.

a. Inconsistency

Many parents opine that the student discipline system in their students’ schools is not applied in a consistent manner. Certain behaviors subject some students to discipline while the same behaviors are ignored for other students. Several reasons are put forward for this inconsistency. For instance, disciplinarians may allow student athletes greater latitude because of the students’ contributions to the teams on which they play. Another example may be a disciplinarian’s decision to ignore negative behavior by students who have special relationships with the administration or whose parents have high stature in the community. In related comments, many respondents assert that the teachers and administrators are unwilling to listen and consider the "side of the story" presented by the accused student.

b. Students with Disabilities

Another set of prevalent comments relate to the treatment of students with disabilities. Many commenters assert that their special education student has been improperly disciplined for behavior arising out of the student's disability. The asserted lack of adequate training of general education teachers to manage the behavior of special education children is also a common comment.

c. Bullying

Many commenters noted that bullying is a widespread and growing problem in their students' schools and are concerned that teachers and administrators are not effectively responding to reports of bullying incidents. The alleged failure of the schools to respond effectively gives rise to another commonly raised concern, i.e., "self defense." Many commenters argue that their student was simply defending himself/herself from a bully's aggression (often because teachers or administrators had failed earlier to intervene) but was punished nevertheless because of school policies that require both students in a fight to be disciplined. The commenters view this result as unfair.
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d. Zero Tolerance

A large number of respondents oppose zero tolerance policies and argue that discretion should be exercised to take into account all the circumstances on a case-by-case basis. They decry any sort of "one size fits all" approach to student discipline.

e. Class Room Disruption

On the other hand, many commenters have little tolerance for students who repeatedly disrupt the classroom dominating the teacher's attention and making it difficult for the other students to learn. They urge relatively quick removal of these children from the general classroom to other alternative settings.

f. Collective Discipline

A number of respondents object to the use of "collective discipline," i.e., the practice of some teachers to impose a disciplinary action such as a "silent lunch" on the whole class based on the misbehavior of one or a few students.

g. School Safety

While, as noted above, most respondents express a positive view of student safety while at school, numerous commenters assert major issues of safety at their schools including widespread drug use, gang-related activity, physical intimidation and assault, and inappropriate sexual activity. In particular several commenters report that their students were afraid to use the rest rooms at the school for fear of being attacked.
LEGAL SETTING - KEY THEMES

Most of the statutory law related to public school student discipline is found in Title 20, Chapter 2, Article 16, Part 2 of the Georgia Code. The current statute reflects the substantial revision of the law in this area that occurred when the Georgia General Assembly passed the "Improved Student Learning Environment & Discipline Act of 1999." Some vestiges of the earlier law remain in force and the 1999 legislation has been subject to some amendments.

A comprehensive summary of the major statutory provisions affecting Georgia public school discipline policies, practices and procedures is found at Appendix E. Here, we summarize some of the most important aspects of the law that may affect student disciplinary practices.

I. Local Control

A. School District Responsibilities

Perhaps the overarching theme of Georgia's student discipline law is the strong reliance on local control in the development of overall discipline policies and the application of those policies in individual cases. Thus, primary responsibility for student discipline policy development and implementation rests with the local school districts and the schools are subject to only a limited number of state mandates or minimum standards. The law provides that:

Each local board of education shall adopt policies designed to improve the student learning environment by improving student behavior and discipline. These policies shall provide for the development of age-appropriate student codes of conduct containing standards of behavior, a student support process, a progressive discipline process, and a parental involvement process. The State Board of Education shall establish minimum standards for such local board policies. The Department of Education shall make available for utilization by each local board of education model student codes of conduct, a model student support process, a model progressive discipline process, and a model parental involvement process.

Districts are mandated to "provide for disciplinary action against students who violate student codes of conduct." In addition, districts are directed to provide for parental involvement in developing and updating the codes. The student codes of conduct must
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97 In a different context, the Supreme Court of Georgia has very recently noted the "… fundamental principle of exclusive local control of general primary and secondary (K-12) public education … ." Gwinnett County School Dist. v. Cox, No. S10A1773, 2011 WL 1836092, at *1 (Ga. May 16, 2011).
99 Id. § 20-2-736(b).
100 Id. § 20-2-736(c).
address a long list of behaviors that may occur on school grounds, at school-related activities, or on school buses. These behaviors range from physical assault and weapons offenses to "disrespectful conduct" and truancy. Each district must send a copy of its adopted policies to the GaDOE in order to be eligible for state education funding but the law makes no mention of any substantive review by GaDOE.

B. Teacher Authority

Georgia law continues the theme of local control by emphasizing the authority of the individual classroom teacher to maintain order.

A teacher shall have the authority, consistent with local board policy, to manage his or her classroom, discipline students, and refer a student to the principal or the principal's designee to maintain discipline in the classroom. The principal or the principal's designee shall respond when a student is referred by a teacher by employing appropriate discipline management techniques that are consistent with local board policy.

The teacher also has broad authority to remove from the classroom a student who repeatedly or substantially interferes with the teacher's ability to teach, subject to oversight and review by the local school principal.

II. State Requirements

As noted above, Georgia law does include a limited number of provisions establishing minimum standards or other requirements that are to be implemented by local school districts. Some of these provisions arguably weigh in favor of imposing a zero tolerance approach to student discipline. Other provisions, however, seem to point the way to a more nuanced discretionary approach.

A. Zero Tolerance?

For the most part, Georgia law defers the responsibility for determining the appropriate level of disciplinary response to violations of student codes of conduct to the districts. In a limited number of situations, however, the General Assembly has mandated certain minimum disciplinary responses.

1. Weapons at School

Section 20-2-751.1 requires each district to adopt a policy requiring the expulsion from school for a period of not less than one calendar year of any student who is determined to have

101 Id. § 20-2-751.5; see Appendix E at pp. 3--4 for a complete listing of the offenses that must be addressed.
102 Id. § 20-2-741.
103 Id. § 20-2-738(a).
104 For a detailed discussion of the removal process, see Appendix E at pp. 5--8.
brought a weapon to school. For the purpose of this section, a "weapon" is defined as a firearm as that term is defined under federal law. The district, however, is authorized to modify such expulsion requirement on a case-by-case basis and a student violator can be assigned to an alternative education setting.

2. Bullying

Georgia's student "bullying" statute, Section 20-2-751.4, was amended in the 2010 session of the Georgia General Assembly. The revised provisions of the law are discussed in detail in Appendix E. Likely in response to recent highly publicized events in which bullying reportedly led to tragic consequences, the definition of where and how bullying may occur has been substantially expanded.

For the purposes of this analysis, however, the potential "zero tolerance" element of the law was not changed; that is, upon the third bullying offense in a school year by a student in grades six through twelve, the student must be assigned to an alternative school.

3. Physical Violence

Georgia law also mandates that districts adopt specific discipline policies for students committing acts of physical violence against a teacher, school bus driver, or other school official or employee. The term "physical violence" is defined to establish two categories, i.e., (1) intentionally making physical contact of an insulting or provoking nature with the body of another person; or (2) intentionally making physical contact which causes physical harm to another unless the student can make a valid self defense claim.

The law requires that a student accused of either category of physical violence must be suspended pending a disciplinary hearing. If a student is found to have committed Category 1 physical violence then the student may be disciplined by expulsion, long-term suspension, or short-term suspension.

If a student is found to have committed Category 2 physical violence, then the student must be expelled from the public school system for the remainder of that student's eligibility to attend public school. The district may, but is not required to, allow the student to attend an alternative education program for the period of expulsion. If the student is in kindergarten through eighth grade at the time of the offense, the district may allow the student to return to
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105 This provision was likely adopted in response to a mandate found in the federal Gun-Free Schools Act of 1994, 20 U.S.C. § 2151 (2009).
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110 SB 250 codified at O.C.G.A. § 20-2-751.4(b)(2).
112 The disciplinary hearing process is discussed in Appendix E at pp. 11–13.
public school for the ninth through twelfth grade if the tribunal holding the hearing so recommends.\textsuperscript{113}

Furthermore any student who is found to have committed Category 2 physical violence against a teacher, school bus driver, school official, or school employee must be referred to juvenile court with a request for a petition alleging delinquent behavior.

\textbf{B. Other Approaches}

It should be noted that the state mandates discussed immediately above, by their own terms, often allow some level of discretion to be exercised by the local school officials even for conduct that was deemed to be sufficiently egregious to warrant a special statutory provision. Other provisions of state law also call for the exercise of sound discretion in exercising disciplinary authority.

1. \textit{Age Appropriate}

A few statutory provisions require that codes of conduct be "age appropriate."\textsuperscript{114} At least implicitly, this is a recognition that codes of conduct should provide sufficient discretion to take into account the relative culpability of students of significantly different levels of maturity.

2. \textit{Progressive Discipline Process}

Georgia law requires that the district discipline policies include a "progressive discipline process."\textsuperscript{115} This process is defined as one

\begin{quote}
\ldots designed to create the expectation that the degree of discipline will be in proportion to the severity of the behavior leading to the discipline, that the previous discipline history of the student being disciplined and other relevant factors will be taken into account, and that all due process procedures required by federal and state law will be followed.\textsuperscript{116}
\end{quote}

Arguably, this provision explicitly prohibits any sort of zero tolerance or other policy that would limit the discretion of a school disciplinary official to take into account the factors listed in the statute.

3. \textit{Preference for Alternative Educational Setting Assignment}

The following language appears at several points in the school discipline statute: "It is the policy of this state that it is preferable to reassign disruptive students to alternative

\begin{footnotes}
\item[\textsuperscript{113}] In addition, if there is no alternative education setting in the district program for students in kindergarten through grade six, the local school board at its discretion may permit a student in kindergarten through grade six who has committed a Category 2 act of physical violence to reenroll in the public school system.
\item[\textsuperscript{114}] See, e.g., O.C.G.A. §§ 20-2-735(a); 20-2-751.5.
\item[\textsuperscript{115}] Id. § 20-2-735(a).
\item[\textsuperscript{116}] Id. § 20-2-735(d).
\end{footnotes}
educational settings rather than to suspend or expel such students from school.\textsuperscript{117} This language would seem to be a clear statement that, at least as to "disruptive" students, out-of-school suspensions or expulsions should be an option of last resort.\textsuperscript{118}

4. Training and Support

GaDOE is mandated to offer certain training and support services that recognize that student discipline problems may arise out of socio-economic or other factors that should be addressed prior to the time a discipline crisis develops.

a. Conflict Management/Diversity Training

Section 20-2-739 requires that GaDOE "... shall provide training programs in conflict management and resolution and in cultural diversity for voluntary implementation by local boards of education for school employees, parents and guardians, and students."

b. School Climate Management Program

Section 20-2-155 provides that GaDOE is to establish a "state-wide school climate management program" designed to assist local schools and systems requesting assistance in developing school climate improvement and management processes. Such projects are to be designed to optimize local resources through voluntary community, student, teacher, administrator, and other school personnel participation. These processes are also to be designed for, but will not be limited to, promoting positive gains in student achievement scores, student and teacher morale, community support, and student and teacher attendance, while decreasing student suspensions, expulsions, dropouts, and other negative aspects of the total school environment. GaDOE, upon request of a local school system, is authorized to provide the necessary on-site technical assistance to local schools and systems and to offer other assistance through regional and state-wide conferences and workshops, printed material, and such other assistance as may be deemed appropriate.

III. Other Statutory Provisions

A. Reports to/Involvement with Law Enforcement

One provision of Georgia law mandates an immediate report to law enforcement officials when a student is reasonably suspected of committing one of a list of serious offenses.\textsuperscript{119} Indeed the knowing and willful failure to make a report required under this section is a criminal misdemeanor.\textsuperscript{120}

\textsuperscript{117} Id. §§ 20-2-735(f); 20-2-751.5(d); 20-2-768(c).
\textsuperscript{118} We recognize that many observers question the quality of education received by students at many alternative educational settings in Georgia. A detailed assessment of that issue is largely beyond the scope of this Phase I analysis.
\textsuperscript{119} O.C.G.A. § 20-2-1184. See Appendix E at pp. 16--17 for a listing of the offenses subject to mandatory reporting.
\textsuperscript{120} Id. § 20-2-1184(d).
Another provision, however, grants broad discretionary authority to school officials to report "any alleged criminal activity by a student" to law enforcement. Critics argue that this discretionary provision is interpreted over broadly by some school officials resulting in unnecessary "criminalization" of relatively minor student misconduct.

B. School Disruption Statute

Prior to 2010, Georgia law made it a misdemeanor of a high and aggravated nature for "any person to disrupt or interfere with the operation of any public school, public school bus, or public school bus stop." In the 2010 session of the Georgia General Assembly, this law was amended as will be discussed below.

Some commentators have asserted that some school districts have historically used this rather broadly worded statute to criminalize a wide variety of relatively minor misbehavior. The then Director of the Georgia Children & Youth Coordinating Council reported in a paper issued in 2004:

No definition of 'disruption' is provided [in Section 20-2-1181] and this code section is interpreted in widely varying ways. Some schools rarely charge youth with this offense while other[s] frequently apply this law to behavior such as sleeping in class, talking loudly, and engaging in typical adolescent behavior. Thousands of youth are formally charged with this offense each year- 1600 in Fulton County alone last year.

To begin to quantify the frequency of the use of the school disruption statute as a basis for juvenile court referrals, Georgia Appleseed carried out an assessment of the records of charges filed in the following juvenile court systems:

Gwinnett County (for school years 2006-07 through 2009-10)
Clayton County (for school years 2003-04 through 2007-08 and 2009-10)
Chatham County (for school years 2003-04 through 2009-10)

In Gwinnett and Clayton Counties for all the years reviewed, the individual offense of disrupting a public school was the number one offense charged. In Chatham County,
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121 Id. § 20-2-1181.
122 See SB. 250.
123 PETER COLBENSON, CRITICAL SCHOOL SAFETY ISSUES RELATIVE TO LAW ENFORCEMENT, SCHOOL SYSTEMS, AND THE JUVENILE JUSTICE/CHILD WELFARE SYSTEMS IN GEORGIA 2 (2004).
124 E-mails from Mr. Jesse Lawler, Court Administrator, Gwinnett County Juvenile Court, to Robert Rhodes, Director of Legal Affairs, Georgia Appleseed (Mar. 22, 2010 and updated as of Jan. 2011) (on file at the offices of Georgia Appleseed).
125 E-mail from Mr. Ed Palmer, Information Technology Coordinator, Clayton County Juvenile Court, to Robert Rhodes, Director of Legal Affairs, Georgia Appleseed (Apr. 19, 2010 and updated as of Jan., 2011) (on file at the offices of Georgia Appleseed).
126 E-mail from Mr. John Beam, Chatham County Juvenile Court, to Robert Rhodes, Director of Legal Affairs, Georgia Appleseed (Sept. 8, 2010) (on file at the offices of Georgia Appleseed).
this offense was the most prevalent charge in five of the seven years reviewed including the five most recent years.

The counties did differ in the frequency of the disruption charge as compared to all offenses charged in the periods under review. In Gwinnett, disrupting a public school accounted for between approximately 16 and 19 percent of all offenses charged. In Chatham the range was between 8.0 and 21 percent although in the last four years the range was from between 17 and 21 percent. On the other hand, Clayton experienced a markedly higher frequency of disruption charges with 47.6% (in 2003-04), 42.3% (in 2004-05), 44.2% (in 2005-06), 41.3% (in 2006-07), 35.7% (in 2007-08), and 40% (in 2009-10).

It should also be noted that this analysis reviewed reports of offenses charged. In many cases, an individual is charged with more than one offense in the same filing. Therefore, we cannot determine the extent to which the charge of school disruption was the sole or primary basis for the filing.

As noted above, the disruption statute was amended in 2010 by a bill sponsored by Senator Bill Hamrick to add an "intent" requirement. The law now makes it unlawful for "any person to knowingly and intentionally or recklessly disrupt or interfere with the operation of any public school, public school bus, or public school bus stop." 127

In an attempt to assess the impact, if any, this amendment may have on the rate of charging students with school disruption, we reviewed the filing history in Gwinnett County for the period from August 1, 2010 through December 31, 2010, i.e., the first half of the school year following the effective date of the statute. A total of 434 offenses were charged in this time period and 64 were for disrupting public schools for a rate of 14.7 percent, which is within the historic range discussed above. We also looked at the same data points for August 1, 2009 through December 31, 2009, i.e., the year before the amendment to the statute was enacted. A total of 456 offenses were charged with 70 being for school disruption for a rate of 15.3 percent.

We performed the same analysis of charging information received from Clayton County for the two time frames. Both in the 2009 period under review and in the 2010 period, disruption offenses constituted approximately 40 percent of the total offenses charged. A similar analysis was carried out for Bibb County and showed no decrease in the percentage of disruption charges when the two time frames were compared. 128

Based on these short-term analyses, there is no indication that the change in the law has resulted in any immediate significant reduction in the number of charges filed under the school disruption statute.

127 SB 250, codified at O.C.G.A. § 20-2-1181(emphasis added).
128 Telephone conversations between Darcy Sutton, Clerk, Bibb County Juvenile Court, and Robert Rhodes, Gerogia Appleseed (January & February 2011).
C. Expulsion or Suspension for Felonies

Section 20-2-768(a) states:

Each local board of education is authorized to refuse to readmit or enroll any student who has been suspended or expelled for being convicted of, being adjudicated to have committed, being indicted for, or having information filed for the commission of any felony or any delinquent act under Code Section 15-11-28 which would be a felony if committed by an adult. If refused readmission or enrollment, the student or the student's parent or legal guardian has the right to request a hearing pursuant to the procedures provided for in Code Section 20-2-754.

On its face, the plain language of the statute seems to deal only with the proposed readmission or new enrollment of a student that has previously been suspended or expelled. Practitioners advise us that some districts are interpreting this provision as providing authority for initial suspensions. In any event, the language at least implies that a suspension or expulsion could be based not only upon conviction or adjudication but also solely upon having an indictment issued or information filed, i.e., pre-conviction, even though the student is entitled to the presumption of innocence until proven guilty or adjudicated delinquent.

The statute does provide for a disciplinary hearing but it is not entirely clear that the fundamental decision to deny admission is subject to review. Subsection (b) of this provision states that, if a student is denied enrollment, a tribunal "shall be authorized to place a student denied enrollment … in an alternative educational system as appropriate and in the best interest of the student and the education of other students within the school system." Thus, it is not clear if the tribunal could override the district's decision and find that the student should be enrolled in a "regular" school.

School districts also rely upon Section 20-2-751.5(c) when imposing suspension or expulsion upon students for felonious conduct. This section states:

Each student code of conduct shall also contain provisions that address any off-campus behavior of a student which could result in the student being criminally charged with a felony and which makes the student's continued presence at school a potential danger to persons or property at the school or which disrupts the educational process.

The statute, thus, requires two separate conditions to be met prior to imposing a suspension or expulsion: (i) conduct which could result in the student being criminally charged with a felony and (ii) a nexus between the conduct and the school system. With respect to the first requirement, because those in juvenile court are not “criminally charged,” the language would seem to indicate that the statute only applies to students who are eligible for trial in the

129 O.C.G.A. § 20-2-768(b).
adult criminal system. With respect to the second requirement, school systems arguably should be required to present evidence at a due process hearing demonstrating the relationship between the off-campus conduct and a disruption to the educational environment.

An experienced juvenile justice practitioner has asserted that many school systems have expanded the scope of the statutory language in several ways, for example by eliminating the requirement that the off-campus conduct be felonious.\textsuperscript{130}

IV. Recent Legislation - SB 299/HB 1103

As we have noted earlier in this report, in 2010, the Georgia General Assembly adopted SB 299, a piece of legislation that came to be referred to as the "zero tolerance" bill. This action was at least partially in response to the arrest and disciplinary action imposed upon a student who inadvertently brought a fishing knife to school in late 2009.

The student had not violated the weapons prohibition in Section 20-2-751.1 because that provision only relates to firearms.\textsuperscript{131} Section 16-11-127.1 of the criminal code of Georgia, however, forbids any person to carry, possess or control any "weapon or explosive compound" within a "school safety zone or at a school building, school function, or school property, or on a [school] bus ...." Under this statute, the definition of the term "weapon" includes not only firearms but also a number of other objects including any knife with a blade greater than two inches in length.\textsuperscript{132} The fishing knife in question had a blade longer than two inches, which meant that the student's physical possession of the fishing knife on school property put him in violation of Section 16-11-127.1.

As noted above,\textsuperscript{133} Section 20-2-1184 mandates that school officials report certain student behaviors to law enforcement officials and can be criminally charged if they do not do so. Included in the list of behaviors triggering mandatory reporting is any violation of Section 16-11-127.1. Thus, we surmise that, despite the student's lack of intent and his voluntary admission, a school official felt compelled to report the incident to local law enforcement.

Prior to the passage of SB 299, Section 16-11-127.1 provided: "A child who violates this subsection shall be subject to the provisions of Code Section 15-11-63." Section 15-11-63 is referred to as the "designated felonies" provision of Georgia's Juvenile Code. An adjudication that a child has committed a designated felony can result in the imposition of significantly more rigorous sanctions than may be imposed for other types of misconduct.

SB 299 addresses the designated felony provision by modifying the circumstances under which a violation of Section 16-11-127.1 would trigger the imposition of designated felony sanctions. Specifically, only a second offense would trigger designated felony status unless the first offense (a) involved an assault, (b) involved a firearm as defined by Section 16-11-131, or

\textsuperscript{130} E-mail from Randee Waldman, Esq., Director, Barton Juvenile Defender Clinic, Emory University School of Law, to Robert Rhodes, Director of Legal Affairs, Georgia Appleseed (May 31, 2010)(on file at the offices of Georgia Appleseed).

\textsuperscript{131} See supra pp. 35--36.

\textsuperscript{132} O.C.G.A. § 16-11-127.1(a)(2).

\textsuperscript{133} See supra pp. 38--39.
(c) involved a dangerous weapon or machine gun as defined in Section 16-11-121.134 In addition, the 2010 legislation modifies Section 16-11-127.1 to provide that a child who violates the prohibition "may" (rather than "shall") be subject to the designated felony provisions of the Juvenile Code.135

A separate bill introduced by Senator Emanuel Jones also passed. HB 1103 requires annual reporting by each school district on disciplinary actions taken with regard to any student determined to have brought a weapon to school.136

SB 299 and HB 1103, while relatively narrow in scope, may be viewed as important first steps in a comprehensive assessment of Georgia's student disciplinary practices.

V. Summary

Georgia law contains no clear requirement that school districts or individual schools adopt broad-based zero tolerance or other draconian student disciplinary policies. Indeed, certain provisions of the law encourage the development of policies that involve the use of sound discretion to assure that the "punishment fits the crime."

The broad and sometimes ambiguous language of the law, however, when combined with the overarching emphasis on deference to local control of public education can set the stage for the development of policies that can be applied in a way that moves kids out of the classroom and potentially on their way to unproductive lives or worse.

---

KEYS TO EFFECTIVE STUDENT DISCIPLINE

An effective student discipline program in a school is one that properly balances the need to maintain an environment for all students that is safe and conducive to learning with the right of each student to have a reasonable opportunity to obtain an adequate education. While there are circumstances that warrant the imposition of disciplinary action that removes a student from the classroom, such action should be taken only after a reasonable effort is made to address the student’s behavior through less stringent measures unless immediate action is required to protect the safety of the student or others.

Based upon our interviews with educational stakeholders from around the state and our independent research and analysis, Georgia Appleseed has identified the following attributes of an effective student discipline program. Many of these attributes are the same as those that contribute to a school’s overall educational excellence. This is not surprising since effective student discipline does not exist in its own discrete “box” but rather must part of an integrated learning delivery strategy.

Focused and Intentional Leadership

The success stories that we have observed in some districts and schools around the state almost without exception began with recognition by a district superintendent or a principal that the student discipline program in the district or school was not effective and that significant change was needed. This recognition was followed by the development of a plan of action which was implemented with continuing oversight and leadership of top level management coupled with clear benchmarks and accountability for the changes contemplated in the plan.

While this could be viewed as a truism out of “Management 101,” it is important to recognize that an effective student discipline program can only be developed if such a program is a high priority for the leadership in the district or school and only if clear metrics for success are established and measured and all participants in the program are held accountable for success.

Committed and Well-Trained Teachers

At the risk also of stating the obvious, it is hard to overstate the importance of the classroom teacher in any effective student discipline program. Students who are truly engaged by the teacher’s presentation of the curriculum are less likely to be disciplinary problems. Teachers who clearly establish and enforce behavior expectations and who build a relationship of mutual respect and trust with their students are less likely to face disruptive behaviors in the classroom.

As we discuss in our Call to Action below, we must provide our teachers with the training and other professional development opportunities necessary to implement effective discipline in the classroom and to deal with their often diverse array of students.
Parental/Community Engagement

In the interview process, those school systems that have experienced low OSS rates and high graduation rates often credited committed parental involvement as a key factor. In addition, the respondents, especially in smaller districts, referenced overall community support as an important positive factor in effective student discipline.

Integrated Approach

Georgia law requires each local school district to “… adopt policies designed to improve the student learning environment by improving student behavior and discipline.”\textsuperscript{137} The statute goes on to require the development of “age-appropriate student codes of conduct” which must contain (1) standards of behavior, (2) a student support process, (3) a progressive discipline process, and (4) a parental involvement process.\textsuperscript{138}

The statute describes the required content of each of these mandated elements of the code of conduct:

- **Student standards of behavior** developed pursuant to this subpart shall be designed to create the expectation that students will behave themselves in such a way so as to facilitate a learning environment for themselves and other students, respect each other and school district employees, obey student behavior policies adopted by the local board of education, and obey student behavior rules established by individual schools.

- **Student support processes** developed pursuant to this subpart shall be designed to create the expectation that the process of disciplining students will include due consideration, as appropriate in light of the severity of the behavioral problem, of student support services that may help the student address behavioral problems and that may be available through the school, the school system, other public entities, or community organizations.

- **Progressive discipline processes** developed pursuant to this subpart shall be designed to create the expectation that the degree of discipline will be in proportion to the severity of the behavior leading to the discipline, that the previous discipline history of the student being disciplined and other relevant factors will be taken into account, and that all due process procedures required by federal and state law will be followed.

- **Parental involvement processes** developed pursuant to this subpart shall be designed to create the expectation that parents and guardians, teachers, and school administrators will work together to improve and enhance student behavior and academic performance and will communicate freely their concerns about and actions in response to student behavior that detracts from the learning environment.\textsuperscript{139}

\textsuperscript{137} O.C.G.A. § 20-2-735(a) (2009).
\textsuperscript{138} Id.
\textsuperscript{139} Id. § 20-2-735(b)-(e)(emphasis added).
Thus, the statute clearly mandates that student codes of conduct must address on a co-equal basis each of the four policies described above. As we discuss below such an integrated approach to student discipline makes perfect sense and, indeed, is critical to the implementation of an effective student discipline program.

Unfortunately, in practice, these four key policies often are not implemented in an integrated manner. Most participants in our stakeholder interview process focused on the standards of behavior and the progressive discipline elements. Only rarely did interviewees refer to student support processes as being regularly used in their student discipline program. Parental involvement was more regularly mentioned but more in the context of a reactive call to a parent when misbehavior occurs as opposed to an ongoing effort to foster parental involvement in the overall effort to establish a positive learning environment in the school.

It is, of course, important that the student code of conduct establish clear expectations for student behavior and clear consequences for failure to meet these expectations. It is also important that the code follow the statutory mandate that these consequences be imposed pursuant to a progressive disciplinary policy. But these elements alone are not sufficient to assure effective student discipline.

GaDOE’s “Guiding Principles” for the state’s “progressive discipline process” makes clear the importance of an integrated approach to effective student discipline. For example, Guiding Principle No. 4 affirms the importance of parental involvement: “Parents are viewed as integral partners to be utilized when addressing students’ misbehavior.” Guiding Principle No. 5, in turn, cross references student support processes by stating: “Students who engage in continual minor acts of misconduct as well as those who engage in even a single act of more serious misconduct, are considered candidates for the school’s Behavior Support Processes.”

In discussing the student support process element of student discipline, GaDOE notes:

Students have changed as society has changed. Students today come to school with needs that seemingly are different from the needs of students in the past. Therefore, they need services that exceed what a regular classroom teacher can provide. These services must recognize the need for comprehensive and flexible support that is community based and available to all children and their families. The behavior support process must recognize and build on strengths that exist in all young people, their families and

---

140 GaDOE policy statements may contribute to the tendency to compartmentalize the multiple elements of effective student discipline. In a detailed discussion of student discipline policy, GaDOE includes a section that is titled “Student Code of Conduct” when the discussion is actually about the standards of behavior policy that is required to be part of a Student Code of Conduct. See http://www.doe.k12.ga.us/sia_titleiv.aspx?PageReq=SIAStudent. As discussed in the text above, however, a careful reading of the GaDOE policy statements underscores the integrated nature of the four elements of a student code of conduct.
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communities, creating a system of supports and opportunities that promote positive choices and behavior.\textsuperscript{144}

Many, if not most, school systems in the state employ a student code of conduct that includes robust standards of behavior and progressive discipline policies. For many students, these two elements will be sufficient. In other words, many students will respond well to clearly articulated behavior expectations and will be deterred from failing to meet these expectations by the disciplinary consequences of such action. For a wide variety of reasons, however, these two elements alone will not be effective in addressing the “different needs” of a substantial number of students. Absent an intervention that seeks to uncover and address the reasons for continued misbehavior, the standards for behavior and progressive discipline policies simply become a procedural mechanism for channeling these students out of class and out of school.

The student support and parental involvement elements of student discipline programs in many of Georgia’s school districts are not as fully developed as the standards of behavior and progressive discipline elements. This must change if we seek to assure that every child is afforded a meaningful opportunity to obtain a quality high school education.

**Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports**

While there can be many approaches to developing a comprehensive integrated student behavior management program, a number of Georgia schools are reporting significant improvement in student discipline outcomes and academic performance through the use of the Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports ("PBIS")\textsuperscript{145}, which effectively employs the four mandated elements in a balanced, co-equal manner.

*What is PBIS?*

GaDOE describes PBIS as "an evidence-based, data driven framework proven to reduce disciplinary incidents, increase a school's sense of safety and support improved academic outcomes."\textsuperscript{146} The U.S. Department of Education Office of Special Education Programs emphasizes that PBIS "is not a curriculum, intervention, or practice, but is a decision making framework that guides selection, integration, and implementation of the best evidence-based academic and behavioral practices for improving important academic and behavior outcomes for all students."\textsuperscript{147}

In layman’s terms, Georgia's Gainesville City school district described its planned implementation of PBIS as follows:

\textsuperscript{145}Also sometimes referred to as "PBS" (positive behavior support).
Although summer break for students and most staff of Gainesville City Schools arrived at the end of May, planning is underway this summer for implementation of system-wide Positive Behavior Support when school resumes in August [2009]. With assistance from the Georgia Department of Education’s Positive Behavior Support Unit, teams from each of the Gainesville City system schools participated in two full days of introductory training in mid-May to prepare them to implement this new initiative.***

Positive Behavior Support, commonly referred to as PBS, is a proactive school-wide approach to discipline. In essence, it's a way to stop misbehavior before it starts through a systematic process of teaching, modeling, and reinforcing expected school behavior. PBS focuses on the creation of effective and positive learning environments as a means of increasing academic achievement. PBS methods are research-based and have a strong track record of significantly reducing the occurrence of problem school behaviors. Results include increased academic performance, increased safety, and more positive school climates.

The initial training provided to each school team by the Georgia Department of Education included information on each component of the PBS framework. Each school team then generated unique ideas to meet the specific needs of their school. When staff and students return to school in August, teams will present their ideas to the rest of the staff, students and their families for feedback. School-level plans will be adjusted based on this feedback. ***

Each participating school is now in the process of developing school-wide rules and expectations for all areas of the school campus including classrooms, hallways, cafeterias, and playgrounds. These rules and expectations address all aspects of the school day, including the bus for those students who ride buses to and from school. Each rule and expectation will be taught and reviewed throughout the year. Discipline data will be gathered and analyzed throughout the year and will be guide the school's PBS team as they develop effective interventions to decrease inappropriate behavior and increase desired behavior across campus. The data analysis will allow the school teams to identify problem areas and to identify what rules and expectations to target. Students will receive various rewards and recognitions for demonstrating expected school behavior. Effective consequences
will be used to discourage and address inappropriate school behavior.\textsuperscript{148}

While PBIS is not a ready-made "one size fits all" program, the framework is premised upon certain core principles:\textsuperscript{149}

- **All children can be taught appropriate behavior.**

  This principle encompasses both the premise that appropriate behavior can and should be taught along with reading, math, science and other academic subjects and the premise that there are no "un-teachable" children provided the right teaching techniques and learning environments are in place.

- **Early intervention is very important.**

  Ideally, the teaching process should occur before targeted negative behaviors occur. Interventions are much more manageable in the context of affirming positive behavior rather than reacting to undesirable behavior.

- **A multi-tier model of service delivery should be used to reflect the varying needs of individual students.**

  Not all students learn at the same rate or respond optimally to the same teaching techniques. This is true both for academic subjects and for behavior. Thus, the PBIS framework contemplates a three-tiered approach to reflect these differences. The "primary" tier refers to the school-wide proactive teaching process that is provided for all students. Proponents of PBIS believe that this level of intervention should be effective to limit new cases of problem behavior for most (approximately 80\%) students. The "secondary" tier focuses upon that smaller percentage of students (estimated at 10-15\%) who are deemed at-risk and who may benefit from targeted group instruction or simple individual behavior plans. The "tertiary" tier is reserved for that still smaller group of students (estimated at 5-10\%) who exhibit high-risk behavior and require special individualized behavior management interventions.

- **Interventions should be research-based and scientifically validated.**

- **Student progress should be regularly monitored and decisions about effectiveness of the overall program and individual student interventions must be driven by data.**

\textsuperscript{148}Implementing Positive Behavior Support, HALL COUNTY MAGAZINE (July--August, 2009) at 37.

\textsuperscript{149}This discussion is derived from the discussion of "Primary Prevention" by the U.S. Department of Education Office of Special Education, available at http://pbis.org/school/primary_level/default.aspx.
What About RTI?

There are strong similarities between the PBIS framework discussed above and the structure of another proactive program called "Response to Intervention" ("RTI"). In Georgia, RTI is defined as

… a practice of academic and behavioral interventions designed to provide early, effective assistance to underperforming students. Research-based interventions are implemented and frequent progress monitoring is conducted to assess student response and progress. When students do not make progress, increasingly more intense interventions are introduced.

Although the definition quoted above makes reference to "behavioral interventions," all but a page and a half of the 86-page Georgia RTI guidance document addresses student academic performance evaluations and intervention. The relationship between academic performance and behavior management, however, is briefly discussed in a brief portion of the guidance document titled "RTI and Behavior" where GaDOE notes:

The problematic behavior of many students is directly related to academic deficits and their desire to escape difficult tasks. Therefore it is essential that academic performance be reviewed and any deficits be addressed in conjunction with providing behavioral interventions.

The RTI guidance document only makes an incidental passing reference to PBIS and the relationship between the two frameworks in Georgia is unclear. Presumably, in a system that is committed to implementation of RTI, the PBIS framework would well address the RTI behavior interventions element. Systems or schools using PBIS as a stand alone approach to student behavior management will no doubt need to consider the relationship between behavior and academic performance referenced in the comment by GaDOE quoted above.

History of PBIS in Georgia

In 2004, GaDOE allocated funds from a three year State Improvement Grant to implement a project titled, Effective Behavioral Interventions and Supports (EBIS). Contracted personnel from universities around the state provided training and coaching to develop and implement school-wide and classroom management systems based in Positive Behavior Supports principles to approximately 100 schools in Georgia.

---

151 GA. DEP’T OF EDUC., RESPONSE TO INTERVENTION: GEORGIA'S STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT PYRAMID OF INTERVENTIONS 13 (Oct. 23, 2008).
152 Id. at 36.
153 This discussion is based on information provided in a personal interview of Ginny O’Connell, Program Manager, Positive Behavior Supports, Georgia Department of Education, conducted by Robert Rhodes of the Georgia Appleseed Center for Law & Justice on October 14, 2010. A summary of the interview is on file at the offices of Georgia Appleseed.
In 2007-2008, at the conclusion of the grant, GaDOE initiated work on PBIS with training and support provided to Student Support Teams (SST) working with individual students exhibiting behavior/discipline problems. During the course of that school year, the GaDOE formed a State PBIS Leadership Team, developed a state action plan and began to receive technical assistance from the National PBIS Technical Assistance Center established by the Office of Special Education Programs, U.S. Department of Education. As training and support continued for SST teams, GaDOE recognized the continued need for PBIS efforts on a school-wide basis and utilized for the entire general and special education population.

Additional federal funding sources were accessed and a revitalized PBIS program was initiated in the summer of 2008 with the training of a number of school-wide teams. In particular, middle and high schools with high dropout rates that had identified student behavior and discipline issues as contributing factors sent school teams to PBIS training. Training programs continued in the following two summers and now personnel at 230-250 schools have been trained to use the PBIS framework. (A limited number of schools that received training opted not to implement school-wide PBIS. Also, some schools have done their own research and claim to be implementing PBIS but without full compliance with its balanced approach; e.g., these schools seem to rely only on a “rewards” program.)

Beginning in 2009, GaDOE required that districts interested in PBIS training first demonstrate a commitment to developing capacity and providing ongoing support to assure sustained implementation of the program. Evidence of such support includes showing the capacity to monitor data and interventions at the school level and to provide local support of school PBIS coaches.

Historically, personnel assigned to the Special Education Division have managed the PBIS program effort. Recently a cross-divisional Positive School Climate Committee has been formed at GaDOE to assure that all relevant programs (e.g., Safe & Drug Free Schools, Nutrition, Transportation, etc.) are at the table.

**Results**

Data are being collected to evaluate the effectiveness of the programs and the impact on discipline incidents at the school. During the first year of implementation and GaDOE support, schools are required to collect and monitor discipline data using the School Wide Information System (SWIS). SWIS is a web based progress-monitoring program that enables schools to identify the problem behaviors, the students involved, the time of day, the location of infractions, and the impact following interventions, as well as over 1,000 other reports. While SWIS is required for the first year, most schools have continued to use it for the concise, visual reports and the easy access to such important data. Schools also use PBIS Evaluations, an online assessment system to monitor and evaluate fidelity of school-wide PBIS implementation. GaDOE has access to these evaluations, which will enable it to produce annual reports.

Because implementation of the PBIS framework is a recent development, GaDOE does not yet have detailed publicly available data to assess the effectiveness of PBIS implementation.
Based on the anecdotal experience of schools that have implemented PBIS in Georgia and elsewhere, GaDOE reports that participating schools that implement PBIS with full fidelity (no shortcuts) have experienced up to a 50% reduction in office referral rates per year with a corresponding reduction in suspension and expulsion rates. In addition, schools using the PBIS framework report improved attendance rates, improved academic achievement, and improved staff morale.

**Obstacles to Use of PBIS**

Use of the PBIS framework requires that the participants be open to change and willing to work hard and with fidelity to the program. One teacher in a school that has just begun to use PBIS commented that it hard to stay "positive" all the time. Understandably, implementing fundamental change in any organization is a major challenge and can encounter many obstacles.

Some education stakeholders firmly believe that the standards of behavior and progressive discipline elements of the student codes of conduct should be sufficient to manage student behavior. In other words, they argue that using a series of increasingly serious discipline levels (upping the ante) is an effective means of behavior control and constitutes a “teaching tool.” As we have discussed above, such an approach may work in certain settings and with certain students. Many schools and districts with fully developed progressive discipline policies, however, still issue a relatively high level of out-of-class disciplinary actions. For those schools and for the affected students, the progressive discipline policy alone is simply not working.

Another obstacle is the lack of a full understanding of PBIS. Some educators see the framework as another layer of bureaucracy on top of an existing system as opposed to a fundamental systemic change. Others focus only on the "rewards" element of the framework that urges positive feedback when students exhibit desired behavior. These critics bridle against what they see "bribing kids to behave." Of course, positive support is only part of the PBIS framework and appropriate disciplinary consequences are still available to address inappropriate behavior.

The greatest current obstacle to PBIS is the lack of resources available to GaDOE and the school districts to expand implementation to new schools beyond those currently using the framework. Because Georgia Appleseed believes that use of the PBIS framework holds enormous promise for the development of effective student discipline outcomes (especially in those school currently in disciplinary distress) our Call to Action below urges that states and school districts assure that adequate funding is made available for PBIS training and support.

---

154 Similar comments have been made about RTI. See Elaine Mulligan, *RTI: Thoughtful, Effective Practice or 'One More Thing'*, LEADCAST BLOG (Dec. 15, 2010), [http://www.niusileadscape.org/bl/?cat=74](http://www.niusileadscape.org/bl/?cat=74).
Other Potential Effective Student Discipline Alternatives -- The Connecticut Experience

While, as noted above, Georgia Appleseed will urge that policy makers work toward implementation of PBIS in many school districts, we are also very aware that very few public policy challenges are amenable to a "one size fits all" solution. Accordingly, in this section, we present information on the response of another state faced with the challenge of improving the outcomes of its student discipline program.

In 2007, reacting to the high rate of OSS discipline in the Connecticut public school system, that state's legislature enacted a law that mandated the use of in-school suspensions ("ISS") for school misbehavior subject to certain limited exceptions.155 The law156 was originally to go into effect as of July 1, 2008, but subsequent amendments deferred the effective date until July 1, 2010.157

Despite the deferred effective date, several school districts initiated innovative programs in anticipation of the impending state-imposed limitations. These efforts were recently assessed by the Connecticut Appleseed center in a report issued in February 2011.158 This report concluded that OSS rates in Connecticut are already on a downward trajectory.159 The report also confirmed that school discipline in Connecticut disproportionately affects Black, Hispanic and special education students consistent with the findings in many other jurisdictions.160

The primary focus of the Connecticut Appleseed report, however, was on efforts that appear to be working to reduce OSS rates and to improve disciplinary outcomes.

Changed Approach to ISS

The Connecticut Appleseed report notes that several schools had adopted an approach to ISS that involves "ambitiously aggressive" combinations of instruction, mentoring and counseling.161 This approach can make an impression on the involved students.

Conversation with a middle school focus group was eye-opening -- disciplined students dread close monitoring. Their descriptions of in-school suspension: "They're so on you;" "It's like jail;" "You can't even move." ***

But confinement and close supervision seem to motivate behavioral change. As a whole the 8th grade students participating

156 CONN. GEN. STAT. § 10-233c(g).
158 Id.
159 Id. at 6.
160 Id. at 7--9.
161 Id. at 11.
in the middle school focus group -- each of whom had served at least six out-of-school suspensions in the 2009-2010 school year -- had not been so disciplined a single time during the first five weeks of the 2020-2021 school year.162

Behavioral Supports

The Connecticut Appleseed report noted that school systems or individual schools were using a variety of programs to reinforce positive behavior. The report characterized these efforts as ranging from a very low cost effort like establishing a chess club for disruptive students to a "moderate cost" effort such as the RTI effort employed in two relatively large urban school districts to the relatively high cost PBIS initiatives being undertaken in seven Connecticut school districts.163 With regard to PBIS, the report notes: "Overwhelmingly, in both formal and informal conversations, district officials spoke positively and optimistically about PBIS. Parents in our online survey also gave PBIS the most favorable possible ratings."164

Deterrence Best Practices

Several Connecticut schools have implemented programs designed to deter students from engaging in misbehavior. One group of these best practices are characterized as "interventions" and include the use of student participatory peer mediation processes and programs focused on de-escalation techniques. Other intervention programs enlist adult community leaders or the school faculty. One such program involves the use of "Juvenile Review Boards" composed of community members for first offenders to divert these students away from the juvenile justice system in a way that often involves "restorative justice" measures designed to heal or compensate a victim of the student's behavior. Another program pairs a student returning from suspension with a faculty member who can counsel and mentor the student to avoid future disciplinary action.165

Another type of program deterrence best practice is characterized in the Connecticut Appleseed report as "alternative sanctions." For example, some schools now mandate that certain student offenders attend a three-hour "Saturday School." Reportedly, students "rarely need to repeat" this sanction. Other schools impose community service obligations on kids after normal school hours. Finally, some school systems withhold certain privileges, e.g., the right to attend the prom, if the student accumulates too many points for inappropriate behavior.166

---

162 Id. at 7.
163 Id. at 12–13.
164 Id. at 13.
165 Id. at 13–15.
166 Id. at 15–16.
Other Potential Effective Student Discipline Alternatives -- Data-Based Analyses

Two education policy researchers very recently presented a summary report identifying a number of alternative non-punitive approaches to effective student discipline. The authors summarize their findings as follows:

This brief has highlighted several effective, nonpunitive alternatives to zero tolerance. Nonpunitive approaches towards negative behavior—such as targeted behavioral supports for at-risk students—have been shown to reduce violent behavior in school. Other alternatives to zero tolerance that take a largely preventive approach to violence and misbehavior—such as character education or social-emotional learning programs and School-Wide Positive Behavior Interventions and Supports—have also been shown through rigorous, experimental evaluations to have significant, positive impacts on student behaviors, as well as on academic achievement in some cases.

The authors also note that there has been very little rigorous scientific research to verify that zero tolerance policies are effective.

A. PERSPECTIVE ON ZERO TOLERANCE

I. The Zero Tolerance Debate

Many Georgia school districts have adopted zero tolerance policies designed to deter and punish various types of misbehavior. These policies mandate out-of-class discipline (and sometimes court referrals) for the prohibited behaviors without regard to the student’s intent or other mitigating circumstances. As we reported above in our summary of stakeholder interviews, several of the educators who participated strongly support such policies and argue that they have been effective in limiting undesirable behavior such as fighting and drug use. Others argue against the use of these policies or at least urge that some level of discretion be exercised in their application. Doubters point to numerous examples of absurd results that can be the unintended consequences of strict adherence to zero tolerance.

As recently as early in 2011, for example, Kansas City area school officials were criticized for imposing a three-month suspension on a fifth grade girl who was playing along with a number of other children with a clear plastic toy gun on the school playground on a Sunday. The 2009 incident in Morgan County in which a 14-year old accidentally brought a

168 Id. at 9.
169 Id.
170 Mary Sanchez, Zero Tolerance Policies are Failing Children, ATLANTA JOURNAL-CONSTITUTION, JANUARY 3, 2011 at A-8. See also supra pp. 24-25 for the recent extensive criticism of zero tolerance policies in the City of Philadelphia.
fishing knife to school triggered expressions of concern from some members of the Georgia General Assembly about zero tolerance policies. During our interview process, we heard a number of reports about “good kids,” especially in rural school systems, who have received zero tolerance discipline for inadvertently bringing hunting knives to school.  

II. Zero Tolerance and the Exercise of Discretion

State law mandates few of the district zero tolerance policies currently followed in Georgia. As we discussed in our review of the school discipline statutory setting, only three state laws arguably impose zero tolerance obligations upon the school districts. These laws address multiple acts of bullying, physical contact with a school official, and the possession of firearms at school. The bullying and physical contact statutes make it clear that the prohibited behaviors must be intentional.

The Georgia firearms law does not include specific intent language. The law simply provides for the imposition of a minimum one-year expulsion for “… any student who is determined, pursuant to this subpart, to have brought a weapon to school.” 172 This law was adopted in response to the federal Gun Free Schools Act which was originally enacted in 1994 and mandated that states that want to receive federal education aid must impose at least a one year expulsion on any “… student who is determined to have brought a firearm to a school, or to have possessed a firearm at a school.” 173

As authorized by the federal law, the state school firearms law provides that the local school board has the discretion to modify any expulsion requirement on a case-by-case basis. 174 Some states and school districts have enacted provisions specifically addressing the circumstance in which this discretion may be exercised. In Michigan, for example, the school board may elect not to impose the expulsion … if the pupil establishes in a clear and convincing manner at least one of the following:

---

171 Some of our interviewees also reported that students have been subjected to zero tolerance discipline when their cars were subject to random drug checks and hunting rifles or shot guns were discovered. It should be noted that the federal law was amended in 2002 as part of the No Child Left Behind law to add the following provision:

Exception: Nothing in this section shall apply to a firearm that is lawfully stored inside a locked vehicle on school property, or if it is for activities approved and authorized by the local educational agency and the local educational agency adopts appropriate safeguards to ensure student safety.

This provision has not been incorporated into state law but there now is no federal prohibition against exempting firearms locked in a vehicle on school property from triggering zero tolerance provisions if such storage is legal under state law.

172 O.C.G.A. § 20-2-751.1
174 O.C.G.A. § 20-2-751.1(b)(c)
(a) The object or instrument possessed by the pupil was not possessed by the pupil for use as a weapon, or for direct or indirect delivery to another person for use as a weapon.

(b) The weapon was not knowingly possessed by the pupil.

(c) The pupil did not know or have reason to know that the object or instrument possessed by the pupil constituted a dangerous weapon.

(d) The weapon was possessed by the pupil at the suggestion, request, or direction of, or with the express permission of, school or police authorities.175

A school district in Vermont has adopted a similar approach in its disciplinary policies:

A student found by the school board after a hearing to have brought a firearm to school shall be expelled for at least one calendar year. However, the school board may modify the expulsion on a case by case basis when it finds circumstances such as, but not limited to:
1. The student was unaware that he or she had brought a firearm to school.
2. The student did not intend to use the firearm to threaten or endanger others.
3. The student is disabled and the misconduct is related to the disability.
4. The student does not present an ongoing threat to others and a lengthy expulsion would not serve the best interests of the pupil.176

Thus, these jurisdictions have elected to address the situation in which a firearm is inadvertently brought to school by using the case-by-case discretion of the school board. This approach does have a potential drawback if the student is subjected to an out of school suspension pending the discretionary decision by the school board.

The Commonwealth of Kentucky apparently elected to address the issue more directly in its school firearms statute. After directing each school board to adopt a policy requiring the minimum one year expulsion, the law states177 that in determining whether a student brought a weapon to school, the board is to use a definition found in a separate statute which states, in part:

A person is guilty of unlawful possession of a weapon on school property when he knowingly deposits, possesses, or carries, whether openly or concealed, for purposes other than instructional or school-sanctioned ceremonial purposes, or … any firearm or other deadly weapon, destructive device, or booby trap device in any public or private school building or bus, on any public or

175 MICH. COMP. LAWS § 380.1311(2).
177 KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 158.150(2)(a)
private school campus, grounds, recreation area, athletic field, or any other property owned, used, or operated by any board of education, school, board of trustees, regents, or directors for the administration of any public or private educational institution.178

Rather than relying on the discretion of the school board, the Kentucky approach addresses the issue directly by imposing expulsion only for “knowing” possession.

III. A Suggested Approach

School districts have substantial authority to re-evaluate and modify any zero tolerance policies that go beyond state mandates. Furthermore, with regard to the state-mandated policies, two of the three expressly apply only to intentional acts so that the issue of intent must already be addressed in applying these policies. As discussed above, avenues also exist to allow for the application of discretion in the context of the firearms in school statute.

Given the strong divergence of views on this issue, Georgia Appleseed urges each school district to initiate a process to review carefully its zero tolerance policies. In particular, we suggest that districts consider whether it would be appropriate to make it clear that such policies apply only to knowing and intentional actions. This effort could be undertaken as part of the annual review of the student code of conduct carried out by most districts.

Another recurring issue arises in connection with zero tolerance policies for fighting. In some school districts, all participants are subjected to discipline and referred to the court system. In our survey, a number of parents questioned the fairness of this approach in circumstances in which they asserted that their child was acting only in self defense. We suggest that districts consider whether fighting policies should be modified to allow a determination that one of the participants was not the primary aggressor and was acting in reasonable self defense.

We anticipate that zero tolerance proponents will argue against considering these changes on at least two grounds. First, a key element in the potential deterrent effect of these provisions is that the consequences of the prohibited action be made clear and be consistently applied. Interposing an intent requirement could undermine this deterrent effect because the student may think that he or she can avoid discipline by simply saying, “I did not mean to.” Second, any ability on the part of the school administration to exercise discretion in the administration of zero tolerance policies (such as considering intent issues or determining who was the primary aggressor in a fight) leaves the administration open to claims of favoritism for or bias against a particular student or class of students.

Clearly established behavioral expectations and consequences for failure to comply with those expectations are important elements of any effective student discipline system. Georgia Appleseed does not believe, however, that zero tolerance provisions have much, if any, deterrent effect on truly inadvertent behavior. We also believe that spurious claims of inadvertence will not be difficult to discern and reject.

178Id. § 527.070(1)(emphasis added).
Georgia Appleseed also recognizes that strict zero tolerance provisions appear straightforward to apply and can, therefore, have the benefit of avoiding bias claims. Though the goal is to treat everyone “equally fairly,” we see the problem of also treating everyone “equally unfairly” and question the message we send to kids by using a system that does not have the capability of addressing patently unfair results. In any event, zero tolerance policies are only a small part of any district’s disciplinary toolbox. Teachers and administrators exercise discretion daily in the application of the rest of the discipline tools; therefore, there should be no serious objection to the application of discretion to avoid unfair results that common sense would indicate were unintended by the policymakers.

Although we have expressed Georgia Appleseed’s view on these issues, we do not presume to know the “right” answer for each individual school district in Georgia. Our purpose here is simply to encourage each school district to initiate a conversation about such policies among educators, other stakeholders such as juvenile justice officials and advocates, parents, and students. The outcome may be a decision to retain current policies unchanged or to modify them as suggested here or in some other way.
CALL TO ACTION

Georgia Appleseed has assessed student disciplinary data submitted by all schools in Georgia for the last seven complete school years. Georgia Appleseed has comprehensively analyzed the student discipline requirements imposed on and guidance provided to school systems by the General Assembly and by the state Department of Education. We have considered the findings of researchers who have assessed student discipline in other states. We have heard the voices of hundreds of education stakeholders through our interviews and the parent/student survey. Based on these efforts, Georgia Appleseed makes the following recommendations for action by state education policy makers and the parents of Georgia’s current and future public school students.

Public Education as “Priority No. 1”

While we do not believe that the specific recommendations outlined below will require an extraordinary expenditure of new monetary resources (or reallocation of existing resources), some costs will need to be incurred. As this report is being prepared, we are aware that the nation and the state (as well as a great many individual citizens) continue to face very difficult financial times and that governmental and individual resources are being stretched thin.

In the absence of increased revenues, spending cuts become the order of the day and many argue that all state programs should be required to “share the pain.” Georgia Appleseed believes, however, that public policy in an era of limited resources mandates the establishment of clear spending priorities. Assuring quality public education for all of Georgia’s children should be Priority No. 1.

To underscore the paramount importance of public education, we need look no further than the unanimous view on this issue expressed by the United States Supreme Court in Brown v. Board of Education:

Today, education is perhaps the most important function of state and local governments. Compulsory school attendance laws and the great expenditures for education both demonstrate our recognition of the importance of education to our democratic society. It is required in the performance of our most basic public responsibilities, even service in the armed forces. It is the very foundation of good citizenship. Today it is a principal instrument in awakening the child to cultural values, in preparing him for later professional training, and in helping him to adjust normally to his environment. In these days, it is doubtful that any child may reasonably be expected to succeed in life if he is denied the opportunity of an education. Such an opportunity, where the state
has undertaken to provide it, is a right which must be made available to all on equal terms.\(^{179}\)

These words were true in 1954 and they are even more true in the Twenty-First Century.

The quality of K-12 public education in Georgia must improve to increase the number of students who graduate with an adequate education and who can go on to obtain postsecondary or technical training which is more and more necessary to be successful in today’s economy. The quality of public education in Georgia also must be substantially improved if we want to be able credibly to assure potential new or relocating businesses that the state can provide them with an educated work force.

In the longer term, the investment that we make in our children today will pay a significant return in the form of the personal enrichment of each individual's life, the enhanced capacity of each individual to participate meaningfully in our democracy, and the heightened potential economic productivity of each individual. In addition, society will collectively benefit from reduced costs for social services and prisons. If we do not commit to this level of effort, however, even in the face of limited economic resources, we face the grim reality of a growing permanent underclass with all its associated economic and societal costs.

**Full Disclosure**

Georgia Appleseed recommends that each public school be required to make full public disclosure annually of its student discipline performance using data that is required to be collected under existing law. Specifically, the school should report incidence rates for in-school suspensions, out-of-school suspensions, and expulsions (with and without an alternative education setting placement). The incidence rates (i.e., percentage of students at the school and in the district receiving such discipline) should be compared to the state average incident rate and to the range of incident rates statewide for the school year in question. The data should be presented for all students and for individual subgroups based on grade level, gender, race, student with disability status, and eligibility for free and reduced lunch.

The underlying data necessary to create these reports are already reported annually to the Georgia Department of Education. Georgia Appleseed urges that each individual school be required to disclose the incident rate data discussed above in the same manner that the school currently reports on its Adequate Yearly Progress status under the federal No Child Left Behind Law. Georgia Appleseed believes that required public disclosure will afford parents and other affected stakeholders a more clear understanding of student discipline practices in their schools and may also encourage school administrators to evaluate more carefully the effectiveness of their disciplinary practices.

Assessment of Alternative Education Settings

The need for more and better alternative education options for students who do not perform well in the traditional general education setting was a recurring theme in our education stakeholder interviews. Georgia law provides: "It is the policy of this state that it is preferable to reassign disruptive students to alternative educational settings rather than to suspend or expel such students from school." Implicit in this expression of policy is that the alternative education settings should be capable of providing the assigned students with a constitutionally adequate educational experience.

An in-depth assessment of the Georgia alternative education schools and programs was beyond the scope of our Phase II effort. Based on our limited review, however, we believe that the quality of alternative education settings in Georgia is highly variable and it is likely that many such settings do not provide an opportunity for the assigned student to have a quality education experience. Often, according to education stakeholders who we interviewed, adequate resources are not available to assure accessibility to adequate alternative education settings.

Georgia Appleseed recommends, therefore, that the Georgia Department of Education carry out an assessment of the alternative education settings currently in place in Georgia and issue a report to the General Assembly and the public. The report should assess the quality of the educational experience in such settings based upon criteria to be developed by the Department. The report should also include recommendations as to actions that should be taken to assure that every alternative education setting provides a quality education opportunity to each assigned student.

Training and Support

Effective Behavior Management

In this report we have summarized some of the necessary components of an effective, comprehensive, and integrated student behavior management program. A critical part of such a program, in our judgment, is the establishment of school wide effective learning environments through the implementation of positive behavioral interventions and supports (or similar) initiatives. Administrators and teachers must be trained to use these tools and ongoing mentoring and coaching resources need to be available in the early stages of implementation. Data management systems must be provided so that results can be tracked and evaluated.

State law already provides for this level of effort. Section 20-2-155 requires GaDOE to establish a "state-wide school climate management program" designed to assist local schools and

180 O.C.G.A. §§ 20-2-735(f); 20-2-751.5(d); 20-2-768(c).
181 In the alternative, the Department of Audits and Accounts could be requested to carry out such an assessment similar to that recently completed for the Georgia Network of Educational and Therapeutic Support. See GA. DEPT OF AUDITS AND ACCOUNTS, Performance Audit 09•21 (Oct. 2010).
182 Georgia Appleseed notes that a number of school districts and individual schools are already making great strides toward implementing comprehensive integrated behavior management programs.
systems requesting assistance in developing school climate improvement and management processes. Such projects are to be designed to optimize local resources through voluntary community, student, teacher, administrator, and other school personnel participation. These processes are also to be designed for, but will not be limited to, promoting positive gains in student achievement scores, student and teacher morale, community support, and student and teacher attendance, while decreasing student suspensions, expulsions, dropouts, and other negative aspects of the total school environment. The GaDOE, upon request of a local school system, is authorized to provide the necessary on-site technical assistance to local schools and systems and to offer other assistance through regional and state-wide conferences and workshops, printed material, and such other assistance as may be deemed appropriate.

The General Assembly should assure that adequate resources are provided so that training and support services are available to assure that every school that wishes to implement an integrated student behavior management program should be able to do so within the next five years.

Special Education Students

Another recurring theme, especially in survey comments from parents, was that general education teachers were often ill prepared to manage the behaviors of students with disabilities assigned to their classroom. A detailed study of the extent to which general education teachers receive such specialized training and the feasibility of expanding such training opportunities were beyond the scope of this report. Because of the prevalence of these comments, however, Georgia Appleseed recommends that the Georgia Department of Education evaluate any such need for increased training.

Statutory Revisions

School Disruption

Section 20-2-1181 of the Georgia Code makes it unlawful "… for any person to knowingly and intentionally or recklessly disrupt or interfere with the operation of any public school, public school bus, or public school bus stop." A violation of this provision is punishable as a misdemeanor of a high and aggravated nature.

Based on our review of a number of juvenile court records, this “disruption” statute is widely used and sometimes reflects the highest number of individual counts filed. We understand though that often the disruption statute is included in a multiple count filing and may be used largely as a back up in the event that some problem is encountered proving the other counts.

This statute has been criticized as providing a broad and ambiguous vehicle for criminalizing incidents of schoolyard misbehavior. During our interview process, one school resource officer was asked whether he regularly enforced noncriminal aspects of the student code of conduct such as the dress code. He replied that he did not but that he might point out a
violation to a school official. He went on to say that if the student refused to obey the school official’s direction to remedy the dress code violation: “Then I’ve got him for disruption.”

The 2010 amendment to the law requiring that the disruption be carried out “knowingly and intentionally or recklessly” may serve to limit the use of the statute but it is unclear whether the intent requirement will be applied simply to the conduct of which the student is accused or whether it will be interpreted to require “intent to disrupt.” Our limited study revealed no recent change in the frequency of use of this charge.

In any event, this law continues to provide too great an opportunity for unnecessary criminalization of behavior that should be handled at the school level rather than by the court system. Any serious misbehavior by a student can still be charged under a wide variety of specific statutory provisions.

Since the statute may well have a legitimate purpose if applied to someone who is not a student at the school, we suggest that language be added to the statute to make it clear that it does not apply to a student who is enrolled in the public school or assigned to the school bus or bus stop where the disruption occurs.

**Tribunal Witness Subpoenas**

At administrative tribunals held in connection with long term suspensions or expulsions, due process for students includes, among other rights, the ability to present evidence relevant to the disposition of the disciplinary matter. Georgia law provides that school boards have the authority to summon witnesses. Students and their parents periodically request that subpoenas be issued to witnesses to compel their presence at tribunal hearings.

That is what occurred in 2009 when a student in Forsyth County applied to the school board for witness subpoenas to compel the testimony of witnesses the student thought would corroborate the student's denial of the behavior giving rise to a suspension. The school board issued the subpoenas but, when the school's Vice-Principal delivered the subpoenas to the prospective witnesses, she affirmatively told them as directed by the school's Principal that they were not mandatorily required to attend the hearing. Note that the subpoenas expressly ordered the recipient to appear "under penalty of law."

The disciplined student's parents ultimately sought a criminal arrest warrant against the Vice-Principal asserting that she had violated a provision of the criminal code making it a felony to engage in misleading conduct designed to induce a person not to attend a proceeding to which that person had been summoned by legal process. The trial court denied the application for a criminal warrant concluding that a school board subpoena was not "legal process" in the sense used in the criminal code provision. The parents appealed.

In March, 2011, the Georgia Court of Appeals affirmed the denial of the application for an arrest warrant but on grounds different than those articulated by the trial court. *McIntosh v. Gordy*, 2011 Ga. App. LEXIS 196 (March 15, 2011). The appellate court stated that, while the law does empower a school board to summon witnesses, the law does not contain any provision
providing for the enforcement of this power. Absent an express statutory provision providing such a enforcement mechanism, the court concluded that witnesses were not mandatorily required to testify in response to a school board subpoena. Since the Vice-Principal's statement to the witnesses that attendance at the hearing was not mandatory was true, she did not engage in any misleading behavior.

The result reached by the court is troubling. The right of students to present evidence at tribunal hearings is clearly articulated in Georgia law. Implicit in that right is the ability to call even reluctant witnesses. Why else would the statute empower a school board to summon witnesses? The right of students to present evidence and the power of school boards to summon witnesses have been rendered hollow by the appellate court's ruling. This is of particular concern since often witnesses adverse the student's position include teachers, school resource officers, or other administrators who will likely attend the tribunal without the necessity of a subpoena.

Georgia Appleseed recognizes the argument that school discipline tribunals are not intended to be full blown adversarial proceedings with all the trappings of a criminal trial. (For example there is no right for indigent students to have appointed counsel.) On the other hand, given the adverse impacts that long term suspensions and expulsions can and do have on students, the interests of the students and the school system demand that disputed facts be resolved on all relevant evidence.

Accordingly, we suggest that the General Assembly enact legislation as soon as possible to make school board subpoena power enforceable. One approach would be to include in Code Section 20-2-1160 which contains the school board authority to summon witnesses language that states that subpoenas issued by a school board "... upon application by a student or the local education agency to the Superior Court with jurisdiction over matters arising in the location of the main office of the local education agency, shall be enforced in the same manner provided by law for the service and enforcement of subpoenas in a civil action."

**Student Discipline Reporting Matters**

It is important to all of Georgia's secondary public education stakeholders that student discipline data be accurately and consistently reported at the school, district and state level. In our discussion above we point out some specific concerns in this area. We urge GaDOE to work with the stakeholders to:

- Add appropriate codes to the student discipline data guidance to assure accurate reporting of disciplinary referrals to alternative education programs;
- Clarify the scope of the requirement to report court referrals from the schools;
- Clarify the circumstances in which the Discipline Incident Type code 24 ("Other Discipline Incident") may be used.
It Takes A Parent

In Georgia, each student code of conduct is required to include parental involvement processes designed to create the expectation that parents and educators will work together to improve and enhance student behavior and academic performance. These processes must also enhance free communication of concerns about and actions in response to inappropriate student behavior. ¹⁸³

In 2006, following an extensive national study, the national Appleseed organization issued a report that found:

Effective and wide-ranging parental participation in the education of their children is one of the most important factors in a child's success in school and, correspondingly, a central characteristic of successful schools. Too frequently, however, schools and districts continue to face challenges that impede efforts to effectively advance parental involvement, especially for parents of students who have the greatest academic challenges and related needs. As one educator put it, in many cases there is a “remarkable level of disengagement” between parents and schools. Thus, parental involvement frequently is not the kind of priority that it should be for schools, districts and other policymakers, despite convincing research about its success in raising student achievement. ¹⁸⁴

In most Georgia school districts, the student codes of conduct focus much more on standards of behavior and progressive discipline procedures than they do on student supports and parental involvement. Elsewhere in this report, we urge the school systems to address this issue through the implementation of an integrated behavioral management approach that gives proper effect to all four co-equal requirements for the student code of conduct.

This call, however, is directed to parents.

Georgia Appleseed recognizes that many parents are already deeply and effectively involved the education of their children. Many parents, however, are not. Georgia Appleseed is also fully aware of the many obstacles to effective parental involvement especially for low income or single parent families or for parents who are English Language Learners or are from cultures where direct involvement in schools is not the norm. ¹⁸⁵

Sometimes a parent’s first meaningful interaction with the school will be in the context of a proposed disciplinary action. It is, of course, important that the parent be effectively involved

¹⁸³ O.C.G.A. § 20-2-735(b)-(e).
¹⁸⁵ Some of these impediments are discussed in greater detail in the It Takes A Parent report cited immediately above.
in such individual disciplinary actions. It would be much more desirable, however, if the school behavior management system operated in a way that individual disciplinary actions requiring the involvement of a parent were minimized.

The unfortunate truth, however, is that systemic change will not likely occur in many school districts without an effective demand for such change by a broad cross section of parents. Therefore, we urge parents who review this report to become aware of the disciplinary practices and outcomes in their district and school and to advocate for change in circumstances where the system relies excessively upon out of class disciplinary actions.

Georgia Appleseed hopes to be able to facilitate a response to this call for enhanced parental involvement. We will advocate for the full disclosure of disciplinary action data as discussed in this Call to Action. We also plan to present the findings of this report to groups of parents around the state. Such presentations will be tailored to present data relating the district and schools in the locale where the presentation is being made. In cooperation with other stakeholder and advocacy groups we will also seek to inform parents as to effective means to coalesce on a “grassroots” level and present their views to decision makers at the state, district and school level.

Many important players must be involved to assure that Georgia students have both a safe school environment and a meaningful opportunity to obtain a quality high school education. One thing is sure though. It takes a parent!

---

186 Georgia Appleseed has prepared a manual designed to assist a parent in addressing such individual disciplinary actions. See *When My Child is Disciplined at School*, available at [www.gaappleseed.org](http://www.gaappleseed.org) (also available in Spanish).
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction

All of us became vividly aware of the tragic consequences of school place violence as we watched the chilling events unfold at Columbine High School in Colorado over a decade ago. More recent shooting events at Nebraska and California schools serve as continuing reminders that our schools must maintain an environment for all students that assures their physical safety and provides a setting that is conducive to teaching and learning. It is also vitally important that schools provide each individual student, even one who may present disciplinary challenges, with a reasonable chance to complete a quality high school education. After all, in many states, access to primary and secondary public education is a constitutional right. In Georgia, for example, the state constitution imposes upon the state the primary obligation to assure that all students are provided with an adequate education.

Some have argued that many school systems have reacted to the threat of school violence and to the need for an orderly learning environment by applying overly rigorous disciplinary practices which needlessly force kids out of class and increase their likelihood of dropping out permanently. These include certain "zero tolerance" policies, expanded use of law enforcement personnel in school discipline, and other policies and practices. Recent studies carried out in Florida, Texas, Louisiana, and the City of Philadelphia revealed the extensive use of serious disciplinary action for relatively minor misbehavior. In addition, disciplinary action is being imposed on African-American students at a rate significantly greater than that group's percentage of the public school population. The latter phenomenon was also noted in a 2005 report issued by the Georgia Department of Education ("GaDOE").

The adverse individual and societal impacts associated with an elevated high school dropout rate are enormous. The existence of the "school to prison pipeline" is beyond reasonable debate. In this Twenty-First Century, a young person who does not obtain at least a quality high school education will have enormous difficulties in becoming gainfully employed and potentially may be more susceptible to engaging in unlawful behavior. This is particularly true if the person is introduced into the criminal justice system prematurely.

Thus, school administrators and teachers face a very difficult task in balancing two potentially conflicting obligations: the right of all students to have a safe and effective school learning environment and the right of each student to have a reasonable chance to obtain at least a quality high school education.
Effective Student Discipline: Keeping Kids in Class

The Georgia Appleseed Effective Student Discipline: Keeping Kids in Class project has collected information that will be helpful to all stakeholders who are involved in assessment of the effectiveness of Georgia's public school system student discipline process. In this report, we present our findings and recommendations which include:

- A review and analysis of student discipline data collected from the schools and school districts by the GaDOE;

- a review of the student discipline policies in place in sixty schools in fifteen school districts located throughout the state;

- a summary of “Voices from the Field” compiling the results of interviews with over 200 educators and other stakeholders and of surveys of several hundred parents and students;

- an assessment of the current state law concerning public school student discipline.

- a summary of critical Keys to Effective Student Discipline;

- a suggestion for careful reconsideration of district zero tolerance policies, and

- a Call to Action

Disciplinary Action Data Review & Analysis

Georgia Appleseed, in cooperation with the Atlanta office of a Big Four accounting firm, reviewed and assessed student disciplinary data collected by school districts and compiled by GaDOE for seven years (school years 2003-04 through 2009-10).

Our key findings include:

- In School Year 2009-10, 8.1 percent of students in Georgia's K-12 public school system received at least one out of school suspension ("OSS") disciplinary action. This reflects an overall reduction from the 9.3 to 9.5% rate experienced in the first five years of the period under review.

- During the most recent school year for which credible national data are available (2005-06), Georgia ranked tenth highest among all states and the District of Columbia in the rate of OSS discipline.
• Use of exclusionary discipline is highly variable among the school districts in Georgia. In some districts, its use is rare. Other school districts consistently impose OSS on more than 20 percent of the school population annually. In some individual schools, the percentage of OSS actions can affect up to 40 percent of the students per year.

• OSS rates and graduation rates are negatively correlated. That is, schools with relatively high OSS rates tend to have lower than average graduation rates. For example, in School Year 2009-10, the cohort of schools with the highest OSS rates for the seven year period that we analyzed had an average graduation rate of 74.8 percent. This was six points lower than the reported state average graduation rate of 80.8 percent. It was also almost 15 percentage points lower than the average reported graduation rate (i.e., 89.4 percent) of the group of school districts with the lowest OSS rates during the same period.

• The vast majority of OSS actions were taken for nonviolent actions. For example, in School Year 2009-10, 69 percent of the OSS actions were imposed for such behavior. A very substantial percentage of the incidents were not described with specificity but were categorized as "other discipline incident."

• Male students received two-thirds of the OSS actions and three-quarters of the expulsions during the period under review.

• African-American students were consistently more than three times as likely to receive an OSS than students of other racial classifications. This is a state-wide phenomenon with more than 90 percent of all school districts regularly reporting OSS data suggesting potential disproportional use of this disciplinary action. Poor African-Americans were markedly more likely to receive OSS than more affluent African American students.

• Other student subgroups may also be disproportionately subjected to OSS discipline:
  - Students eligible to participate in the free or reduced meal payment program (a status often used as a surrogate for children in poverty) and English Language Learner students were subject to OSS discipline at a rate more than twice as high as students who were not in these subgroups.
  - Special Needs Students received OSS at a rate slightly higher than 1.5 times the rate experienced by General Education students.
**District/School Policies**

In cooperation with the Atlanta office of the law firm of Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough, LLP, Georgia Appleseed carried out an examination of the publicly available disciplinary policies of fifteen Georgia school districts plus individual public schools within those districts. The analysis focused on identifying any zero tolerance policies in place but also more generally assessed the disciplinary policies.

Key findings include:

- All of the districts reviewed imposed zero tolerance policies for the limited number of student behaviors for which such discipline is mandated by state law.

- Districts often impose zero tolerance or similar policies for various types of behavior beyond state mandates. There is wide variation in the types of offenses covered.

- The overarching characteristic of the policies of the districts reviewed is the broad discretion granted to school officials in the handling of most of the day-to-day disciplinary challenges faced by teachers and administrators.

**Voices from the Field**

During the fall of 2010, Georgia Appleseed volunteers conducted interviews throughout the state with over 200 student discipline stakeholders. These stakeholders were school district staff members (including several district superintendents) along with principals and assistant principals, teachers, counselors and other staff members with student discipline responsibilities from elementary, middle and high schools. A total of 17 school resource officers (“SROs”), i.e., law enforcement personnel whose “beat” is a school or school system, were also interviewed. We also talked with a number of attorneys who regularly advise school boards on student discipline.

In addition, we met with stakeholders from outside the school system who deal with student discipline matters that involve referrals to the juvenile or criminal justice system. Juvenile court judges, intake officers, probation officers, prosecuting attorneys and defense lawyers participated.

Finally, Georgia Appleseed distributed an electronic survey instrument designed to elicit the view of the two other key stakeholder groups involved in student discipline issues—students and their parents. This survey was created and distributed in close cooperation with the Georgia PTA.
The large number of often widely varying views expressed cannot be readily summarized in this Executive Summary. The reader is encouraged to review the “Recurring Themes” outlined at pages 63-74 and 77-78 of the full report.

Legal Setting

Most of the statutory law related to public school student discipline is found in Title 20, Chapter 2, Article 16, Part 2 of the Georgia Code. The current statute reflects the substantial revision of the law in this area that occurred when the Georgia General Assembly passed the "Improved Student Learning Environment & Discipline Act of 1999." Some vestiges of the earlier law remain in force and the 1999 legislation has been subject to some amendments.

Local Control

Perhaps the overarching theme of Georgia's student discipline law is the strong reliance on local control in the development of overall discipline policies and the application of those policies in individual cases. Thus, primary responsibility for student discipline policy development and implementation rests with the local school districts and the schools are subject only to a limited number of state mandates or minimum standards. Districts are mandated to "…provide for disciplinary action against students who violate student codes of conduct." In addition, districts are directed to provide for parental involvement in developing and updating the codes.

The student codes of conduct must address a long list of behaviors that may occur on school grounds, at school-related activities, or on school buses. These behaviors range from physical assault and weapons offenses to "disrespectful conduct" and truancy. Each district must send a copy of its adopted policies to the GaDOE in order to be eligible for state education funding but the law makes no mention of any substantive review by GaDOE.

Georgia law continues the theme of local control by emphasizing the authority of the individual classroom teacher to maintain order. The teacher also has broad authority to remove from the classroom a student who repeatedly or substantially interferes with the teacher's ability to teach, subject to oversight and review by the local school principal.

Limited State Mandates

Georgia law does include a limited number of provisions establishing minimum standards or other requirements that are to be implemented by local school districts. Some of these provisions arguably weigh in favor of imposing a zero tolerance approach to student discipline. Other provisions, however, seem to point the way to a more nuanced discretionary approach.

For the most part, Georgia law defers to the districts the responsibility for determining the appropriate level of disciplinary response to violations of student codes of conduct. In a limited number of situations, however, the General Assembly has mandated certain minimum disciplinary responses which can be interpreted as "zero tolerance." Specifically, these provisions
can be activated by bringing a firearm to school, by multiple incidents of bullying, or by committing an act of physical violence against a teacher or other school personnel.

On the other hand, a number of statutory provisions arguably require the exercise of sound discretion in the development of school disciplinary policy. Of particular interest is the provision that requires that the district discipline policies include a "progressive discipline process." This process is defined as one designed to create the expectation that the degree of discipline will be in proportion to the severity of the behavior leading to the discipline, that the previous discipline history of the student being disciplined and other relevant factors will be taken into account, and that all due process procedures required by federal and state law will be followed. This provision can be read to prohibit any sort of zero tolerance or other policy that would limit the discretion of a school disciplinary official to take into account the factors listed in the statute.

In addition, a few statutory provisions require that codes of conduct be "age appropriate." At least implicitly, this is recognition that codes of conduct should provide sufficient discretion to take into account the relative culpability of students of significantly different levels of maturity.

The following language appears at several points in the school discipline statute: "It is the policy of this state that it is preferable to reassign disruptive students to alternative educational settings rather than to suspend or expel such students from school." This language would seem to be a clear statement that, at least as to "disruptive" students, out of school suspensions or expulsions alone should be an option of last resort. The law also authorizes training programs in conflict management and resolution and in cultural diversity for voluntary implementation by local boards of education for school employees, parents and guardians, and students. Finally, GaDOE is required to provide assistance upon request to school districts seeking to establish a "climate management program." One of the purposes of such a program is to decrease "... student suspensions, expulsions, dropouts, and other negative aspects of the total school environment."

**Keys to Effective Student Discipline**

An effective student discipline program in a school is one that properly balances the need to maintain an environment for all students that is safe and conducive to learning with the right of each student to have a reasonable opportunity to obtain an adequate education. While there are circumstances that warrant the imposition of disciplinary action that removes a student from the classroom, such action should be taken only after a reasonable effort is made to address the student’s behavior through less stringent measures unless immediate action is required to protect the safety of the student or others.

Based upon our interviews with educational stakeholders from around the state and our independent research and analysis, Georgia Appleseed has identified the following attributes of an effective student discipline program. Many of these attributes are the same as those that contribute to a school’s overall educational excellence. This is not surprising since effective
student discipline does not exist in its own discrete “box” but rather must part of an integrated learning delivery strategy.

In the report, we address and discuss in detail the need for:

- Focused and Intentional Leadership
- Committed and Well-Trained Teachers
- Parental/Community Engagement, and
- An Integrated Approach involving equally robust attention to all four required elements of a student code of conduct:
  - Standards of Behavior
  - Progressive Discipline Process
  - Student Support Process
  - Parental Involvement Process

We also spend substantial time in the report discussing the potential implementation of the “positive behavioral interventions and supports” (“PBIS”) framework as at least one avenue to an integrated approach to effective student discipline and behavior management. A PBIS effort recently initiated in one Georgia school district was described as follows:

Positive Behavior Support, commonly referred to as PBS, is a proactive school-wide approach to discipline. In essence, it's a way to stop misbehavior before it starts through a systematic process of teaching, modeling, and reinforcing expected school behavior. PBS focuses on the creation of effective and positive learning environments as a means of increasing academic achievement. PBS methods are research-based and have a strong track record of significantly reducing the occurrence of problem school behaviors. Results include increased academic performance, increased safety, and more positive school climates.

A Perspective on Zero Tolerance

Many Georgia school districts have adopted zero tolerance policies designed to deter and punish various types of misbehavior. These policies mandate out-of-class discipline (and sometimes court referrals) for the prohibited behaviors without regard to the student’s intent or other mitigating circumstances. Several of the educators who participated in our interview process strongly support such policies and argue that they have been effective in limiting undesirable behavior such as fighting and drug use. Others argue against the use of these policies or at least urge that some level of discretion be exercised in their application. Doubters
point to numerous examples of absurd results that can be the unintended consequences of strict adherence to zero tolerance.

School districts have substantial authority to re-evaluate and modify any zero tolerance policies that go beyond state mandates. Furthermore, with regard to the state-mandated policies, two of the three expressly apply only to intentional acts so that the issue of intent must already be addressed in applying these policies. Avenues also exist to allow for the application of some discretion in the context of the firearms in school statute.

Given the strong divergence of views on this issue, Georgia Appleseed urges each school district to initiate a process to review carefully its zero tolerance policies. In particular, we suggest that districts consider whether it would be appropriate to make it clear that such policies apply only to knowing and intentional actions. This effort could be undertaken as part of the annual review of the student code of conduct carried out by most districts.

**Call to Action**

Georgia Appleseed has assessed student disciplinary data submitted by all schools in Georgia for the last seven complete school years. Georgia Appleseed has comprehensively analyzed the student discipline requirements imposed on and guidance provided to school systems by the General Assembly and by the state Department of Education. We have considered the findings of researchers who have assessed student discipline in other states. We have heard the voices of hundreds of education stakeholders through our interviews and the parent/student survey. Based on these efforts, Georgia Appleseed makes the following recommendations for action by state education policy makers and the parents of Georgia's current and future public school students.

**Public Education as “Priority No. 1”**

Public policy in an era of limited resources mandates the establishment of clear governmental spending priorities. Assuring quality public education for all of Georgia’s children should be Priority No. 1.

The investment that we make in our children today will pay a significant return in the form of the personal enrichment of each individual's life, the enhanced capacity of each individual to participate meaningfully in our democracy, and the heightened potential economic productivity of each individual. In addition, society will collectively benefit from reduced costs for social services and prisons. If we do not commit to this level of effort, however, even in the face of limited economic resources, we face the grim reality of a growing permanent underclass with all its associated economic and societal costs.
**Full Disclosure**

Georgia Appleseed recommends that each public school be required to make full public disclosure annually of its student discipline performance using data that is required to be collected under existing law. Specifically, the school should report incidence rates for in-school suspensions, out-of-school suspensions, and expulsions (with and without an alternative education setting placement). The incidence rates (i.e., percentage of students at the school and in the district receiving such discipline) should be compared to the state average incident rate and to the range of incident rates statewide for the school year in question. The data should be presented for all students and for individual subgroups based on grade level, gender, race, students with disability status, and eligibility for free and reduced lunch.

**Assessment of Alternative Education Settings**

The need for more and better alternative education options for students who do not perform well in the traditional general education setting was a recurring theme in our education stakeholder interviews. Georgia Appleseed recommends that the Georgia Department of Education carry out an assessment of the alternative education settings currently in place in Georgia and issue a report to the General Assembly and the public. The report should assess the quality of the educational experience in such settings based upon criteria to be developed by the Department. The report should also include recommendations as to actions that should be taken to assure that every alternative education setting provides a quality education opportunity to each assigned student.

**Training and Support**

**Effective Behavior Management**

The General Assembly should assure that adequate resources are provided so that training and support services are available to assure that every school that wishes to implement an integrated student behavior management program should be able to do so within the next five years.

**Special Education Students**

Another recurring theme, especially in survey comments from parents, was that general education teachers were often ill prepared to manage the behaviors of students with disabilities assigned to their classroom. A detailed study of the extent to which general education teachers receive such specialized training and the feasibility of expanding such training opportunities were beyond the scope of this report. Because of the prevalence of these comments, however, Georgia Appleseed recommends that the Georgia Department of Education evaluate any such need for increased training.
Statutory Revisions

School Disruption

Section 20-2-1181 of the Georgia Code makes it unlawful "... for any person to knowingly and intentionally or recklessly disrupt or interfere with the operation of any public school, public school bus, or public school bus stop." A violation of this provision is punishable as a misdemeanor of a high and aggravated nature.

Based on our review of a number of juvenile court records this “disruption” statute is widely used and sometimes reflects the highest number of individual counts filed. Despite a recent amendment, this law provides too great an opportunity for unnecessary criminalization of behavior that should be handled at the school level rather than by the court system. Any serious misbehavior by a student can still be charged under a wide variety of specific statutory provisions.

Since the statute may well have a legitimate purpose if applied to someone who is not a student at the school, we suggest that language be added to the statute to make it clear that it does not apply to a student who is enrolled in the public school or is assigned to the school bus or bus stop where the disruption occurs.

Tribunal Witness Subpoenas

Before a long term suspension or an expulsion is imposed, the student may dispute the proposed action at an administrative hearing or "tribunal." In tribunal proceedings, due process for students includes, among other rights, the ability to present evidence relevant to the disposition of the disciplinary matter. Georgia law provides that school boards have the authority to summon witnesses. Students and their parents periodically request that subpoenas be issued to witnesses to compel their presence at tribunal hearings. A recent Georgia appeals court ruling concluded that such summons were not enforceable. As a matter of fundamental fairness, we urge the General Assembly to enact legislation as soon as possible to make school board subpoena power enforceable.

Student Discipline Reporting Matters

Our analysis revealed that school referrals to juvenile and adults courts are not being consistently reported by all school systems. In addition, many school systems make extensive use of an identifier code designated “other discipline incident” which makes it difficult to assess the reported data meaningfully. It is important to all of Georgia's K-12 public education stakeholders that student discipline data be accurately and consistently reported at the school, district and state level. We urge GaDOE to work with the stakeholders to:

- Add appropriate codes to the student discipline data reporting guidance to assure accurate reporting of disciplinary referrals to alternative education programs;
• Clarify the scope of the requirement to report court referrals from the schools;

• Clarify the circumstances in which the Discipline Incident Type Code 24 ("Other Discipline Incident") may be used.

**It Takes a Parent**

In most Georgia school districts, the student codes of conduct focus much more on standards of behavior and progressive discipline procedures than they do on student supports and parental involvement. We urge the school systems to address this issue through the implementation of an integrated behavioral management approach that gives proper effect to all four co-equal requirements for the student code of conduct.

**This call, however, is directed to parents.**

Georgia Appleseed recognizes that many parents are already deeply and effectively involved in the education of their children. Many parents, however, are not. Georgia Appleseed is also fully aware of the many obstacles to effective parental involvement especially for low income or single parent families or for parents who are English Language Learners or are from cultures where direct involvement in schools is not the norm.

The unfortunate truth, however, is that systemic change will not likely occur in many school districts without an effective demand for such change by a broad cross section of parents. Therefore, we urge parents who review this report to become aware of the disciplinary practices and outcomes in their district and school and to advocate for change in circumstances where the system relies excessively upon out of class disciplinary actions.

Georgia Appleseed hopes to be able to facilitate a response to this call for enhanced parental involvement. We will advocate for the full disclosure of disciplinary action data as discussed in this Call to Action. We also plan to present the findings of this report to groups of parents around the state. Such presentations will be tailored to present data relating to the district and schools in the locale where the presentation is being made. In cooperation with other stakeholder and advocacy groups we will also seek to inform parents as to effective means to coalesce on a “grassroots” level and present their views to decision makers at the state, district and school level.

Many important players must be involved to assure that Georgia students have both a safe school environment and a meaningful opportunity to obtain a quality high school education. One thing is sure though: It takes a parent!
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APPENDIX B
PUBLIC SCHOOL STUDENT DISCIPLINE
DISTRICT/SCHOOL POLICIES

In this section, school disciplinary policies of fifteen select Georgia school districts and individual public schools within those districts will be discussed and analyzed.\(^1\) To select the fifteen school districts and individual public schools, Georgia Appleseed used certain key parameters such as size of the student body, racial and ethnic demographics, economic affluence, and geographic location of the district within the State. The basic goal of this selection process was to ensure that these fifteen districts are generally representative of the current population in Georgia’s K-12 public school system.

After selecting these school districts, the *Code of Student Conduct* ("Code") for each district and school (if applicable) was reviewed. Georgia Appleseed was assisted in this review process by volunteer lawyers and staff from the Atlanta office of the law firm of Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough.

The review focused on identifying any "zero tolerance" or similar policies adopted by the school or the school district. For the purposes of this research, a zero tolerance policy is defined as a policy of imposing discipline of out-of-school ("OSS") suspension for ten days or more, expulsion, referral to an alternative education setting, or referral to juvenile court for any infraction of a provision of a Code or any other rule, regardless of intent or extenuating circumstances.

Most of the individual public schools do not have policies that are distinct from the district’s policies, but rather, these individual schools adhere to a district wide policy. Additionally, within some of these districts, only one policy exists across all grade levels, elementary, middle and high school.

In Part A, we evaluate district/school policies applicable to the behaviors for which specific disciplinary responses are mandated by Georgia statutory law.\(^2\) In Part B, we assess district/school policies applicable to the much broader range of student behaviors that must be addressed in a code of conduct but for which the appropriate disciplinary response is left to the discretion of the district/school.

A. **Offenses Subject to State-Mandated Minimum Discipline**

The Georgia General Assembly subjects school districts to a limited number of mandatory minimum disciplinary standards to ensure school safety. These standards apply to students who have been determined to have possessed a weapon on school grounds, to have

\(^1\) The fifteen school districts are the Bartow, Bibb, Calhoun City, Chatham, Chattahoochee, Columbia, DeKalb, Dooly, Henry, Jeff Davis, Liberty, Meriwether, Oconee, Rabun, and Valdosta City school districts. The individual schools assessed within each district are listed in Attachment 1.

\(^2\) See the discussion in Appendix E.
engaged in multiple acts of bullying, or to have committed physical violence against a teacher, school bus driver, or other school official or employee (hereinafter, collectively referred to as “School Personnel”).

1. Weapons at School.

Georgia law dictates that each district maintain a policy that expels from school, for a period of not less than one calendar year, any student who brings a weapon to school. A "weapon" is defined as a firearm as that term is defined under federal law. Additionally, under section 16-11-127.1 of the Georgia criminal code, no person, including a student, is allowed to bring within a school’s safety zone any weapon or explosive compound. The definition of weapon under this statute encompasses more items than what is prescribed by federal law. This law, however, does not mandate the school’s disciplinary actions in the event of such a situation, but rather establishes the criminal penalties associated with this act.

Of the fifteen school districts reviewed and analyzed every school district has a policy against student possession of weapons on school grounds or at school functions. In all districts administrators will expel and notify law enforcement authorities of students possessing or controlling a firearm on school grounds, on school buses, or at school functions.

Many school districts, such as Bartow, Bibb, DeKalb, Henry, Liberty, Oconee, Rabun and Valdosta City, have zero tolerance policies for students who possess weapons that are not specifically covered under Georgia law. The scope of the term “weapon” in some districts includes “water pistols, or any instrument that projects liquids, toy guns, matches, lighters, laser pointers, or any object capable of inflicting bodily injury as a weapon or giving the appearance of a weapon.”

For example, in the DeKalb school district, similar to all other districts, the Code prohibits students from possessing, handling or transmitting any weapon or any other tool or instrument capable of inflicting bodily injury as a weapon. While the Code explicitly provides that students will be expelled for possessing firearms, a student found guilty of possessing any type of weapon from its long list of weapons and similar to the list of weapons banned on school

4 O.C.G.A. § 20-2-751(4); see 18 U.S.C. § 921 (a)(3) (2009) (“The term ‘firearm’ means (A) any weapon . . . [that can] expel a projectile by the action of an explosive; (B) the frame or receiver of any such weapon; (C) any firearm muffler or firearm silencer; or (D) any destructive device.”).
5 O.C.G.A. § 16-11-127.1. "Weapon" means and includes any pistol, revolver, or any weapon designed or intended to propel a missile of any kind, or any dirk, bowie knife, switchblade knife, ballistc knife, any other knife having a blade of two or more inches, straight-edge razor, razor blade, spring stick, metal knucks, blackjack, any bat, club, or other bludgeon-type weapon, or any flailing instrument consisting of two or more rigid parts connected in such a manner as to allow them to swing freely, which may be known as a nun chahka, nun chuck, nunchaku, shuriken, or fighting chain, or any disc, of whatever configuration, having at least two points or pointed blades which is designed to be thrown or propelled and which may be known as a throwing star or oriental dart, or any weapon of like kind, and any stun gun or taser as defined in subsection (a) of Code section 16-11-106. This paragraph excludes any of these instruments used for classroom work authorized by the teacher. Id.
7 Id.
grounds under section 16-11-127.1 will be suspended for ten days and referred to the Student Evidentiary Hearing Committee or tribunal, which could subject a student to long-term suspension, an alternative school, or expulsion. Additionally, the Henry and Chatham districts include mace and any pepper spray in their lists of prohibited weapons. Administrators in these school districts must discipline students with ten days of OSS for bringing to or possessing at school such weapons. Students also face tribunal hearings that could place them in an alternative education program or expel them.

In contrast, the Oconee district permits administrators to exercise discretion in its disciplinary standards. As such, the potential discipline ranges from a written reprimand to expulsion for such an infraction. However, regardless of the circumstances or the discipline imposed, the administrators must notify law enforcement of the incident.

In summary, while all districts have a policy that expels students for bringing “firearms” to school or school related events, all districts, except Oconee, also have zero tolerance policies that exceed this minimum standard by including more than just “firearms” into their respective definitions of weapons. Zero tolerance policies enforced by the schools’ Code leave no discretion for administrators to resolve these types of infractions, regardless of the circumstances or the type of weapon involved, and thus, the minimum consequence for bringing any type of weapon is ten days of OSS.

2. Bullying.

Section 20-2-751.4 requires schools to adopt certain policies, applicable to students in grades six through twelfth, in connection with "bullying." Bullying by a student of another student is to be prohibited and the law requires a school to assign an offending student (in grades six through twelve) to an alternative school after that student commits three instances of such behavior in a school year.

In many of the districts, the act of bullying includes both verbal and physical bullying, threats to staff and / or students, and ethnic or religious harassment. While all districts must

---

8 Id. (The term “weapon” includes, but is not limited to, the following items: any loaded, unloaded, operable or inoperable firearm (e.g., pistol, blank pistol, signal pistol, starter pistol, revolver, rifle, shotgun, stun-gun, pellet or BB gun, paintball gun, look-alike firearms, etc.); any knife (e.g., Bowie, Dirk, lock-blade, hunting, pen, pocket, switchblade, utility, knives of any size, etc.); any razor (e.g., straight, regular, retractable, double-sided, etc.); any defensive device (e.g., gas repellent, mace, stun-gun, chemical sprays, etc.); any martial arts device (e.g., throwing star, nunchaku, dart, etc.); or any tool or instrument which school staff could reasonably conclude as being a violation of the intent of this offense section, which, by way of illustration shall include, but is not limited to, blackjack, chain, club, metal/brass or any artificial knuckles, night stick, pipe, rings, studded/painted/ sharpened bracelets or other similar jewelry, ax handles, ice pick, etc. A student shall not supply, possess, handle, use, threaten to use, or transmit any explosive device or item that ejects or releases a spray, foam, gas, spark, fire, smoke, odor, etc. Such devices or items shall include, but are not limited to, bullets, ammunition of any type, fireworks of any type and size, smoke bomb, paint bomb, stink bomb, any type of homemade bomb, or items which by virtue of shape or design gives the appearance of any of the aforementioned (e.g., fake bombs, firework fuses, etc.), or gasoline, kerosene, explosive or corrosive chemicals, or any explosive aids, devices, or caps.); compare with § 16-11-127.1.

9 The bullying statute was significantly amended by the 2010 Georgia General Assembly. See Appendix E for a discussion of the new version of the law.
remove students from school upon a third instance of bullying in a year, the DeKalb district also mandates that the student receive ten days of OSS for such behavior.

For each school district reviewed, the school administration has discretion in the disciplinary policy they wish to administer for the first two instances of this behavior. (For example, in the Bartow school district, the disciplinary action for this behavior can range from a conference between the student and the administration to short-term OSS for the first two occurrences in a school year.) Based on the discretion of the school administration, students can be suspended or even expelled, following the relevant proper due process requirements, for any instance of bullying, but the respective school’s Code does not mandate this disciplinary consequence. In sum, although schools must remove students from school upon the third instance of bullying in a school year, none of the districts reviewed impose zero tolerance policies for the first two instances of bullying in a given school year.

3. Physical Violence.

Georgia law also mandates that the districts adopt specific discipline policies for students committing acts of physical violence against School Personnel.\(^\text{10}\) In this provision the term "physical violence" can either fall under Category 1 or Category 2 acts, as discussed in Appendix A.

The law requires that a student accused of either category of physical violence must be suspended pending a tribunal hearing. If a student is found to have committed Category 1 physical violence, then the student may be disciplined by expulsion, long-term suspension, or short-term suspension.

Zero tolerance exists for Category 2 behavior because if a student is guilty of a Category 2 physical violence (i.e., physical violence resulting in physical harm), then the student must be expelled from the public school system for the remainder of that student's eligibility to attend public school.\(^\text{11}\) Furthermore, any student who is found to have committed Category 2 physical violence against School Personnel must be referred to juvenile court with a request for a petition alleging delinquent behavior.

While districts are mandated to expel students who physically injure School Personnel, districts do not have to abide by these disciplinary standards for behavior involving physical violence by students against other students. Nevertheless, most districts have zero tolerance policies for fighting, battery, and assault committed by one student against another or even dangerous behavior committed against oneself.

The Chatham, Jeff Davis, Columbia, Liberty, Dooly, Henry, and Meriwether school districts do not employ zero tolerance policies for physical violence beyond what the State mandates. However, these districts do discretionarily discipline students for such behavior and the discipline can range from detention to expulsion or from corporal punishment to suspension.

\(^{10}\) § 20-2-751.6.

\(^{11}\) See the discussion in Appendix E.
to any relevant disciplinary technique that positively promotes desired character trait(s) as required in the Liberty district.

The Dooly district does not have a zero tolerance policy for student-to-student physical violence as defined in this memo; the discipline imposed for fighting or committing battery against another student is nine days of OSS with the matter referred to a tribunal hearing to determine whether the student will be expelled and referral to the local law enforcement. Similarly, in the Henry district, students are suspended for five days with the matter being submitted to a disciplinary hearing officer to determine whether the student will be expelled or placed in an alternative education program. Finally, Meriwether school district does not have any policies regarding physical violence.

All other districts have zero tolerance policies for committing battery, fighting, or for both. The Calhoun district only has a zero tolerance policy for student fighting and not for battery. For fighting, a student is given ten days of OSS and is subject to a tribunal hearing to determine if additional discipline is warranted. DeKalb, Bartow, and Oconee districts have policies for both fighting and committing battery. Specifically, in the Oconee district, a student is expelled for engaging in a fight, but only suspended for committing battery against another student. DeKalb is unique in its “Bystander Battery” rule, a rule where a student who engages in a fight out of self-defense will be subject to ten days of OSS if he or she had the opportunity to avoid the brawl. The rest of the school districts reviewed have zero tolerance policies for committing a battery against another student, but no separate policies for fighting.12

B. Discretionary Disciplinary Actions

The following section compares and analyzes certain behaviors that occur during school, school functions, or on the school bus13 that the State mandates school districts must address in their disciplinary policies, but does not mandate a required disciplinary response.14 These behaviors include, but are not limited to:

- Verbal or physical assault, sexual harassment, and threat of physical violence of School Personnel or other students;
- Disrespectful conduct toward School Personnel and other students, including use of vulgar or profane language;
- Failure to comply with compulsory attendance as required under Georgia law;
- Vandalism of real or personal property of the school or to personal property of any person legitimately at the school;

---

12 Battery for most schools is defined as: 1) making intentional contact of an insulting or provoking nature; or 2) causing intentional harm to another.
13 For a limited number of the listed offenses, the code may address activities outside of normal school hours, e.g., defacing school property.
• Inciting, advising, or counseling of others to engage in prohibited acts;
• Unlawful use or possession of illegal drugs or alcohol;
• Willful and persistent violation of the Student Code of Conduct;
• False Alarms or Reports.

• Off-campus behavior of a student that could result in the student being criminally charged with a felony and which makes the student's continued presence at school a potential danger to persons or property at the school or which disrupts the educational process.¹⁵

1. Disrespectful and Disruptive Conduct toward School Personnel and Other Students.

Of the fifteen school districts reviewed and analyzed, no district has a zero tolerance policy for disrespectful conduct. However, the Bibb, DeKalb, and Chattahoochee school districts prohibit students from engaging in behavior that substantially disrupts the orderly process of the classroom on a serious or persistent basis. More specifically, these acts include terrorist threats, gang-related activities, walk-outs, sit-downs, rioting, picketing, trespassing, inciting disturbances, threats to the school, pranks, and/or actual violence during the period of disruption. In Bibb and DeKalb county public schools, students found violating this policy face immediate removal from class and will be subject to long-term suspension and placement in alternative education programs or expulsion based on the findings of the tribunal.

Based on the gravity of the circumstance and the discretion of the administrators, in the Bartow, Chattahoochee, and Oconee districts, a student’s disciplinary consequence for directing profanities toward School Personnel could be as severe as OSS. The potential disciplinary consequences, however, range from a verbal reprimand to OSS. Moreover, the Valdosta City school district also has a policy against “chronic disruption.” After a student initiates disruptive behavior several times,¹⁶ a student can be removed from the classroom and referred to the Juvenile Court system.¹⁷

This section combines policies that address both disrespectful and disruptive behavior. While disrespectful conduct toward School Personnel carries greater potential disciplinary consequences than such conduct directed toward another student, none of the districts impose zero tolerance policies for such behavior alone. The disruptive conduct must be serious and not just a momentary distraction to warrant a suspension. In sum, when the conduct is not egregious, administrators have more latitude to prescribe the discipline.

¹⁵ Id. § 20-2-751.5(c).
¹⁶ Note that the gravity of the disruption should determine whether it is considered an infraction of the policy before a student is referred to Juvenile Court System for “chronic disruption.”
¹⁷ A behavior support process must be initiated for chronically disruptive students prior to referring to referring the student to Juvenile Court System.
2. Physical or Verbal Threats to School Personnel and Other Students

Physical threats in this section do not include actions constituting bullying or sexual, religious, or ethnic harassment even though such conduct can be interrelated. In many of the districts, these policies involving physical threats also bar assault, intimidation, blackmail, and extortion. None of the school districts reviewed have zero tolerance policies for physically threatening or assaulting another student or School Personnel. Nevertheless, in DeKalb, Bibb, Columbia, Liberty, Rabun, Calhoun, and Valdosta City schools, students assaulting or physically threatening a student or School Personnel will face immediate suspension that can range from two to ten days. The verbal or physical assault must indicate some threat of physical injury to another. Additionally, students will face a tribunal hearing with the recommendation that they be expelled and / or removed from their current school and placed in an alternative education program.

Bartow and Chatham county public schools use a progressive discipline method for behavior inciting school disturbances, intimidating school staff, and extorting or blackmailing school staff. In Bartow County, the discipline ranges from ISS to OSS pending notification to the proper authorities and a tribunal hearing. For students in Bartow elementary schools, the minimum consequences are less harsh for such behavior compared to middle and high school students. For example, where middle and high school students will receive at least in school suspension for physical or verbal threats, an elementary school student can receive a conference with administration and the student’s parents to discuss the behavior. In the Chatham school district, a student will be immediately removed from class if the student assaulted another individual at school, but the disciplinary consequences for such an activity ranges from an unsatisfactory conduct grade to a recommendation to the tribunal for permanent expulsion and / or a referral to the Juvenile Justice System.

None of the school districts reviewed have a policy where students automatically receive long-term OSS or expulsion for physical or verbal threats, but in these schools, administrators have great discretion in deciding the appropriate discipline. Thus, even after one occurrence of such behavior, students risk being suspended for this type of offense.

3. Sexual harassment or Sexual Offenses toward School Personnel and Other Students.

Many of the school districts break down these offenses by conduct (i.e. harassment, lewdness, indecency, battery). Typically, sexual battery covers rape and statutory rape, sodomy, child molestation, and indecent fondling of the private body parts of another.

---

18 In Liberty school district, the student will be suspended immediately pending investigation of the allegation. Additionally, because the district adheres to a progressive discipline policy, the administration may assign discretionary punishment as appropriate. Depending upon the offense and the circumstances, the alternative punishment might be given in lieu of or in addition to the progressive punishment outlined in the Code of Conduct.
In the Chattahoochee, DeKalb, Dooly, and Liberty school districts, disciplinary action for sexual battery, misconduct and harassment is an automatic ten day OSS with a possible referral for permanent expulsion and notification of the proper law enforcement agencies. Additionally, those students found to be engaging in sexual relations of any type, on campus or at school-sponsored events, will receive an immediate ten day OSS from Valdosta city schools and additional penalties may apply. In Bibb County, if a student engages in sexual battery, and in Liberty County, if a student engages in indecency with a child, they are automatically expelled after the first offense. Students at Valdosta City schools who sexually harass other students or School Personnel will be suspended for ten days after three occurrences of this type of behavior.

Calhoun, Chatham, and Columbia school districts will immediately suspend and refer to a tribunal for additional disciplinary measures to students who sexually batter or assault another student or School Personnel. Bibb, Columbia, and Bartow counties have a similar policy for conduct that involves public lewdness, indecent exposure, sexual conduct, or dissemination or acceptance of pornographic materials.

Administrators in Chatham, Jeff Davis, Bartow, Columbia, Oconee, and Chattahoochee districts take into consideration the circumstances and other factors before determining the disciplinary action for such behavior. As such, in Chatham county public schools, a student is prohibited from sexually or emotionally harassing another through any forms of communication including but not limited to mail, computer networks, electronic devices, and telephone. At minimum, a student faces detention and parental notification for such behavior after the first occurrence, but if the student repeats the act three or more times during a school year the principal will request that the tribunal sentence the student to long-term suspension from regular school and placement in an alternative education program.

Bartow County distinguishes verbal, non-verbal, and physical sexual harassment as distinct offenses. In all Bartow public schools, a student, at minimum, will have to attend a conference with School Personnel; however, based on the severity of the act, the child might receive OSS for four to ten days from elementary school for such behavior or OSS pending a tribunal hearing and referral to the proper law enforcement agency for middle and high school students.

In Jeff Davis and Chattahoochee districts, a first and subsequent offense for sexual battery, “inoffensive touching,” or harassment can warrant corporal punishment, in-school suspension, detention, and/or extended work assignments, or suspension at the discretion of the principal.

In Oconee and Columbia, sexual offenses can vary from downloading pornographic content to engaging in rape. The principal’s discretion the discipline for sexual harassment ranges from a verbal reprimand to expulsion.

---

19 Students in elementary schools will only be expelled if they are found guilty of committing the conduct on school property or while attending a school sponsored event. For middle and high school students.
20 For first and second time offenses, a student will receive three (3) and five (5) days of suspension.
While not all of the districts maintain zero tolerance policies, each of the districts permit administrators to impose harsh discipline based on the nature of the behavior. Those districts that have Codes that are more detailed in listing specific behavior have more zero tolerance policies. In contrast, districts that cover behaviors in a broad manner (i.e. sexual offense versus indecent exposure) will be more likely to have a broad list of disciplinary outcomes.

4. **Vandalism of Real or Personal Property of the School or to Personal Property of Any Person Legitimately at the School**

Only the DeKalb and Liberty districts had zero tolerance policies regarding vandalism and theft of the school’s property and of other’s property. In both districts, not all acts of vandalism or theft are subject to ten days of OSS with a recommendation to a tribunal for harsher disciplinary outcomes. Only students who steal or vandalize property valued greater than one hundred dollars are subject to such zero tolerance consequences in DeKalb county public schools. In Liberty county zero tolerance only applies to students whose actions involve violations of the state law.

While not technically a zero tolerance policy, in the Bibb and Bartow district, for acts of arson or criminal damage to school property, administrators will immediately remove a student from school and the student will be subject to long-term OSS, expulsion, or notification to the local law enforcement agency pending the tribunal’s decision. Accordingly, while not initially suspended, after a tribunal hearing, the student faces the risk of being expelled.

Finally, in other districts, such as Oconee, Valdosta City, or Chattahoochee, while the minimum punishment may be a verbal reprimand, the maximum disciplinary consequences can include up to ten days of OSS and / or referral to a tribunal hearing and the proper law enforcement authority for greater discipline.

Administrators not mandated to suspend students for vandalizing or stealing the school’s or another’s property still have great authority and discretion to impose penalties that could lead to long-term suspension, expulsion, or even incarceration for students.

5. **Unlawful Use or Possession of Illegal Drugs or Alcohol.**

For alcohol and drug use, possession, or distribution on school property, the majority of schools include prescription and over the counter drugs in such offenses. While only Bibb, DeKalb, and Liberty districts have zero tolerance policies to address alcohol and drug possession on school or school-related function, many other districts maintain rules that can lead to long-term suspension or expulsion, without the opportunity to attend an alternative school even after only one occurrence of such behavior.

In Bibb, DeKalb, and Liberty school districts, administrators can immediately give students ten days of OSS for a first time offense of possessing or selling drugs or drug
paraphernalia.\textsuperscript{21} While not technically a “zero tolerance” policy as defined in this memo, the Dooly Middle and High Schools impose a nine day suspension with referral to a tribunal for recommendation for expulsion and / or notification of the proper authorities for possession, use, or distribution of drugs or alcohol on school premises.

Other school districts, Jeff Davis Valdosta City, Bartow, Columbia, and Chattahoochee school districts, impose short term OSS, with a possible referral to a disciplinary tribunal for additional discipline action and/or notification to the local law enforcement agency. For possession or use related first offenses, a student in these school districts can reduce the number of days suspended by attending a school-sponsored drug education program. Each of these school districts employs a tribunal to recommend further discipline in certain situations.

Rabun, Oconee and Chatham public schools and Jeff Davis and Dooly elementary schools, use a progressive discipline process, which takes into account the particular student’s discipline history, the age of the student, and other relevant factors to ensure that the degree of discipline imposed is proportionate to the severity of the behavior. Parents are notified and requested to attend a mandatory conference to determine the student’s discipline for all drug related offenses, but the disciplinary action can range from a simple written reprimand or unsatisfactory conduct grade to permanent expulsion and court referral, based on the circumstances of the situation and whether the student, with a parent or guardian, attends a school-sponsored drug and alcohol education program.

In contrast, the Meriwether school district in the high school code of conduct forbids students from bringing to school tobacco, drugs, and alcohol. For such behavior, the school will only mandate that the student surrender such items to the school administrators, and will be returned only to a student’s parent or guardian.

Only Chatham, Chattahoochee, DeKalb, Oconee, Bartow, and Valdosta City schools have zero tolerance policies regarding tobacco use. For all of these districts, it is assumed based on the progressive discipline process used in the district that a student needs to engage in such behavior several times before suspension results. For example, in DeKalb County, after the third or subsequent occurrence a student be suspended or even expelled in a “local formal hearing” or “student evidentiary hearing.”

Overall, most of the school districts reviewed do not have zero tolerance policies in regard to alcohol or drug possession or use, but still maintain rules that can lead to long-term suspension or expulsion for students caught engaging in this behavior.

6. \textit{Willful and Persistent Violation of the Code.}

\textsuperscript{21} Bibb County school district automatically places students in an alternative education program if the student has been arrested, indicted, adjudicated, convicted, or had an information filed for drug-related conduct that occurs off-campus, and while the student is not in attendance at a school related event or activity. Additionally, a student in an alternative education program is expelled for using, possessing, or selling dangerous drugs or alcohol, if such conduct is punishable as a felony. \textit{BIBB CODE OF STUDENT CONDUCT} 54-55 (2009-2010), available at \url{http://www.bibb.k12.ga.us/secondary_conduct.pdf}; see infra at Part B.10.
Many school districts described this behavior as repeated violations of the Code and more specifically, behavior that repeatedly or chronically disrupts or disturbs the educational process, the orderly operation of school, school activities, or the school bus. Usually the third violation of the Code in a given school year will permit the administration to use this policy to discipline a student. DeKalb is the only school district to have a zero tolerance policy for chronic misbehavior. After two infractions of the Code, DeKalb administrators can give students ten days of OSS, given that prior to the application of this rule, the student must be warned of possible consequences, a referral made to a school counselor or social worker, and/or other appropriate resource personnel and the parent/guardian must be contacted about the misbehavior, given an opportunity to observe their child in school, and given an opportunity to participate in the development of a student discipline correction plan.

Similarly, in the Columbia, Bibb, Meriwether and Chattahoochee districts, consequences for chronic disruptions or misbehavior include removing students immediately from class for such behavior. Administrators in those districts, however, will impose short term OSS, with a possible referral to a disciplinary tribunal to recommend further discipline or placement in an alternative education program in certain situations.

In most districts, the administrators have more latitude in determining the disciplinary consequences for repeated acts of misbehavior. Nonetheless, even in those districts, the administration must exhaust all less severe consequences prior to suspending a student.

7. False Alarms or Reports.

DeKalb is the only school district to have a zero tolerance policy for providing false information. Specifically, actions the DeKalb school district prohibits include, but are not limited to, falsifying school records, forging signatures, making or providing false statements, cheating, bribing, or using an unauthorized computer user ID or password. On the third or subsequent occurrence of such behavior, administrators can give students ten days of OSS and recommend to the tribunal hearing that the student be placed in an alternative school or be expelled.

The Bibb district prohibits making false reports of school emergencies. As such, if a student makes a false bomb threat or improperly discharges a fire alarm, administrators will remove students immediately from class for such behavior. Administrators in those districts, however, will impose short term OSS, with a possible referral to a disciplinary tribunal to recommend further discipline in certain situations.

Other school districts like Bartow, Valdosta City, Chatham or Oconee permit administrations and tribunals to sanction students for such behavior by expelling them, but do not require such disciplinary consequences. Thus, administrators, in most of the districts reviewed, have great liberty in the type of discipline they wish to set for lying or reporting false emergency situations.
8. Failure to Comply with Compulsory Attendance as Required under Georgia Law.

For excessive tardiness or truancy, in all schools the parent or guardian will be informed that, if a student accumulates a total of five unexcused absences, a referral may be made to the Juvenile Court System or charges filed against the parent or guardian. In Valdosta City public schools, the administration can decide that the student be placed in an alternative educational program and a referral will be made to the truancy officer upon the third or subsequent unexcused absence. No other district automatically removes a child to alternative school for excessive skipping, but many districts give the administration leeway to administer corporal punishment, ISS, or even OSS for such behavior.


No school district reviewed had zero tolerance policies against inciting others to engage in prohibited acts, but like other policies listed here, administrators in some jurisdictions are given the authority to impose disciplinary consequences based on their judgment of the situation. For example in the Oconee district, if a student encourages others to make prank phone calls, activate a fire alarm without justification, or falsely report a fire, bomb, terroristic act or any other threat the student will be punished for such behavior. The discipline, however, ranges from verbal reprimand to expulsion based on the seriousness of the activity.

10. Off-Campus Behavior of a Student that Could Result in the Student Being Criminally Charged with a Felony.

Of the fifteen school districts reviewed and analyzed, only DeKalb and Liberty districts had zero tolerance policies for off-campus behavior that could result in the student being criminally charged for a felony and that could adversely affect the educational process or endanger students. Students will receive ten days of OSS for such actions and the administration can recommend to the tribunal to expel the student or to refer the student to an alternative school. An example of such a situation is when, a student is caught selling or buying felony class drugs. Nonetheless, in Liberty county public schools, while the Code states the punishment is ten days of OSS, it also provides that the administration may assign discretionary punishment, and so its policy is not a pure zero tolerance rule.

In the Bibb and Bartow school districts, for student conduct punishable as a felony or for a delinquent act punishable as a felony if the student is an adult, administrators will immediately remove a student from school and the student will be subject to long-term OSS, expulsion, or notification to the local law enforcement agency pending the tribunal’s decision.

While the state authorizes school districts to develop rules to discipline students convicted or charged with felonies committed off-campus in non-school related activities, only a few school districts impose zero tolerance policies for such behavior. The remaining districts leave the disciplinary consequences for the administration to form based on the circumstances and other factors.
11.  **Gang-Related Activity.**

Policies against gang-related activities include, but are not limited to prohibiting recruiting, gathering, intimidating, or initiating activities for the gang. In the Dooly school district, for gang related activity, the administration can suspend a student for up to ten days and refer the matter to a tribunal hearing to expel the student. DeKalb County does not label the behavior as gang-activity, but rather can discipline students for such conduct under its school disturbance zero tolerance policy as discussed above in subsection 1 of this section. Finally, in the Rabun school district, while gang-related activities are strictly prohibited and policies relating to such behavior are labeled as “zero tolerance” policies, the specific level of disciplinary action is still determined by the circumstances of the offense. Accordingly, the consequences range from a warning to a referral to a tribunal for long-term suspension, expulsion, referral to law enforcement or juvenile court, or placement in an alternative education program.

Henry county schools do not have explicit policies for most student conduct; however, after four occurrences of gang related activities, the administration will discipline students with OSS. After a seventh occurrence of gang-related activities, students will face a tribunal that determines their disciplinary consequences. Prior infractions only lead to short term OSS.

Bartow and Chatham county public schools use a progressive discipline method to deter such behavior. The discipline for students ranges from ISS to OSS, pending notification to the proper authorities and a tribunal hearing. Additionally, although a student who pursues gang-related activities in the Chatham school district will be immediately removed from class, the disciplinary consequences for third or subsequent gang activity range from an unsatisfactory conduct grade to a recommendation for permanent expulsion.

In Valdosta City schools, gang-related activities include, but are not limited to: gang-related drawings done by the student or found on their person or in their personal belongings and locker; the use of gang-related hand signs; the use of gang-related slang; the wearing of any colors or designs that affiliate the student with a gang; the wearing or use of certain clothes that are identified as gang related. Any of these related items will be confiscated from the student and the disciplinary action taken will be at the discretion of the administrators of the school.

The Meriwether school district forbids students from bringing to school “bandanas of all colors, head cloths (doo-rags), gang insignia, confederate/ rebel flag insignia, and Malcolm ‘X’ insignia”. However, for such behavior, the school will only make the student surrender such items to the school administrators who will return the surrendered items only to a student’s parent or guardian.

12.  **Other Zero Tolerance Behavior.**

DeKalb school district has a couple of other policies that are zero tolerance that do not fit in any of the previous categories. DeKalb has zero tolerance policies for parking and traffic violations for high school students or repeated occurrences of loitering or trespassing on school grounds by students at any grade level. Even after one instance of reckless driving on school grounds, or after a third instance of parking on school property without a permit, the
administration can give a student ten days of OSS. The DeKalb Code also prohibits students from entering the premises of a school other than his or her school, unless prior permission is received from an administrator of the school to be visited, or unless the school is hosting a school-related function, such as an academic or athletic activity. Moreover, a student may not enter or remain in any school building on weekends or after school hours without authorization or permission. After three instances of such conduct, a student will receive ten days OSS with referral to a tribunal for additional disciplinary action. If a student refuses to leave any school property and/or returns to any school property after being instructed by school staff or law enforcement staff to leave the property, the student will be in violation of this section and the matter will be referred to law enforcement.

Although not a pure zero tolerance policy, in Bibb county public schools, students committing computer violations will be immediately removed from school and be subject to long-term suspension, expulsion, or placement in an alternative school by a tribunal. Computer violations include, but are not limited acts of copyright infringement, software piracy, vandalism, theft, sabotage, electronic distribution of inappropriate material such as pornography.

C. Conclusion

The State mandates school districts to enforce certain zero tolerance policies regarding behavior concerning possessing firearms, bullying, and committing physical violence. While all the districts have policies that abide by these minimum standards, most districts also have policies that include more behavior than demanded from the State. This finding is especially true of the larger districts in the study that develop and execute more comprehensive Codes.

Zero tolerance policies as we have defined them for the purposes of this analysis do not dominate the district disciplinary polices that we reviewed. Indeed, the overwhelming attribute of district and school disciplinary policies is the broad discretion granted to school administrators and tribunals to impose a broad range of disciplinary sanctions for almost any violation of the student code of conduct.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>Elementary</th>
<th>Middle</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dekalb</td>
<td>Dresden</td>
<td>Sequoyah</td>
<td>Cross Keys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kingsley</td>
<td>Peachtree</td>
<td>Dunwoody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chamblee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry</td>
<td>Luella Ola</td>
<td>Luella Ola</td>
<td>Luella Ola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Henry County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Henry County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chatham</td>
<td>Bloomingdale</td>
<td>Coastal</td>
<td>Savannah Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>East Broad</td>
<td>Hubert</td>
<td>Beach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>Euchee Creek</td>
<td>Harlem</td>
<td>Harlem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bibb</td>
<td>Bernd</td>
<td>Appling</td>
<td>Northeast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carter</td>
<td>Rutland</td>
<td>Rutland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberty</td>
<td>Joseph Martin</td>
<td>Lewis Frasier</td>
<td>Bradwell Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bartow</td>
<td>Euharlee</td>
<td>Woodland at Euharlee</td>
<td>Woodland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valdosta City Schools</td>
<td>Sallas Mahone</td>
<td>Valdosta</td>
<td>Valdosta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Newbern</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oconee</td>
<td>Oconee County</td>
<td>Oconee County</td>
<td>Oconee County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meriwether</td>
<td>George E Washington</td>
<td>Greenville</td>
<td>Greenville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeff Davis</td>
<td>Jeff Davis (3rd-5th)</td>
<td>Jeff Davis</td>
<td>Jeff Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabun</td>
<td>Rabun County (3rd-6th)</td>
<td>Rabun County (7th-8th)</td>
<td>Rabun County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dooley</td>
<td>Dooley County</td>
<td>Dooley County</td>
<td>Dooley County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chattahoochee</td>
<td>Chattahoochee County Education Center</td>
<td>Chattahoochee County</td>
<td>Chattahoochee County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calhoun City Schools</td>
<td>Calhoun</td>
<td>Calhoun</td>
<td>Calhoun</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Effective Student Discipline: Keeping Kids In Class

Improving the “School to Success Pipeline”

An Assessment of Georgia’s Public School Disciplinary Policies, Practices and Outcomes And Recommendations for Change

Appendix C
Georgia Department of Education 2004-2005 Analysis of Statewide Disciplinary Data
Local school systems are required by the Official Code of Georgia Annotated 20-2-740 to report disciplinary actions in eleven categories: 1) corporal punishment, 2) in-school suspension, 3) out-of-school suspension ten days or less, 4) out-of-school suspension greater than 10 days, 5) non-permanent expulsions, 6) permanent expulsion, 7) suspension from riding the bus, 8) assigned to alternative education, 9) removal from class at the teachers request, 10) juvenile or court system referral, and 11) all other disciplinary actions. For each category of disciplinary action, local school systems are also required to provide data on students’ age, race, gender, grade level and eligibility for free or reduced-priced meals. The State Board of Education is required by Official code of Georgia annotated 20-2-740 to conduct a study for each school year based upon the statistical data submitted by local boards. It was also mandated that this study would utilize demographic data on school personnel as needed to establish trends in discipline.

The data on disciplinary actions in Georgia from school years 2000-01 to 2004-05 were collected in such a manner as to allow descriptive analyses of discipline data disaggregated by student and administrator demographics. The discipline data included in this report illustrate the five-year trend disaggregated by race, gender, grade level and eligibility for free and reduced meals.

**Disaggregated Disciplinary Data**

**Race.** With the exception of the percentages of students assigned alternative education and the percentages referred to juvenile or court system, Black students comprise the majority of students who were assigned every other type of disciplinary action. Although Black students represent 38 percent of the student population in Georgia\(^1\), for many types of disciplinary actions, they represent over 50 percent of students who were assigned each type disciplinary action. For certain disciplinary actions, the percentage of Black students receiving certain types of disciplinary actions is more disparate than others. For example, Black students comprised 74 percent of the students who were assigned removal from class by teacher’s request during the 2003-04 school year. This trend of over-representation in the percentage of students receiving disciplinary actions is generally consistent for school years 2000-01 through 2004-05. The trend indicates a need for further research comparing the types of disciplinary actions by racial group.

---

\(^1\) Population numbers were obtained from FTE counts 2005-3 available on the Georgia Department of Education’s website at [http://app.doc.k12.ga.us/ows-bin/owa/fte_pack_ethnicsex.entry_form](http://app.doc.k12.ga.us/ows-bin/owa/fte_pack_ethnicsex.entry_form)
to determine if disparities in the discipline data can be attributed to differential treatment of the various racial subgroups.

**Gender.** For each type of disciplinary action, male students represented over 65 percent of students who were assigned the action. The percentages students receiving certain types of disciplinary actions by gender fluctuated across types of actions and across school years. The greatest disparity between the percentages of male and female students occurred during the 2001-02 school year in which 84 percent of the students assigned removal from class at teacher’s request were male students. Further research is needed to determine if disparities can be attributed to differential treatment of male and female students.

**Grade Level.** The percentages students receiving certain types of disciplinary actions by grade level fluctuated across types of actions and across school years. For example, students in Grades Pre-K-Grade 5 represent the majority of students who were assigned corporal punishment across the five years of data. However, students in Grades 6-8 and Grades 9-12 represent nearly equal percentages of students who were assigned in-school-suspension and out-of-school suspension. Students in Grades 9-12 represent the majority of students who were assigned disciplinary actions such as permanent and non-permanent expulsion, referral to juvenile or court system, and those assigned to alternative education. Students in Grades Pre-K-Grade 5 represented 71 percent of students who were removed from class at the teacher’s request during the 2002-03 school year.

**Eligibility for Free and Reduced Priced Meals.** The percentages students receiving certain types of disciplinary actions by eligibility for free and reduced priced meals fluctuated across types of actions and across school years. In general, students eligible for free and reduced priced meals represented the majority of those assigned the various disciplinary actions. There are a few exceptions. Students who were assigned permanent and non-permanent expulsion showed the greatest amount of fluctuation across the five years of data. The majority of students who were assigned permanent expulsion were students who were not eligible for free and reduced priced meals during the school years of 2000-01 and 2001-02. Likewise, the majority of students who were assigned non-permanent expulsion were students who were not eligible for free and reduced-priced meals during school years 2000-01, 2001-02 and 2002-03.

**Disciplinary Actions and Administrator Demographics**

The discipline data collected from local school systems included school administrators’ demographic data. The percentages of administrators (disaggregated by gender and race) who assigned the various types of disciplinary actions at any time during the school term were listed for the 2003-04 and 2004-05 school years (see Tables 46 and 47). The statewide demographic information of administrators was shown so that the disciplinary actions data can be compared to demographic information to gauge if specific demographic for a specific disciplinary action is under- or over-represented.
While there were other over- and under-representations that may implicate the need for further study, the largest over-representation in both the 2003-04 and 2004-05 data occurred in the percentages of male administrators who assigned permanent expulsion. The largest under-representation in both the 2003-04 and 2004-05 data occurred in the percentages of female administrators who assigned permanent expulsion.

While the descriptive data regarding disciplinary actions and administrators’ demographics is helpful, it does not allow us to fully understand the association between the race of administrators and the disciplinary actions assigned to students. A statistical analysis of administrator demographic data that is linked with student data and with the specific disciplinary action assigned is necessary to fully investigate issues of equity in the assignment of disciplinary actions by administrators.

This study was not intended to provide detail on which schools are more likely to take harsher disciplinary actions or which schools tend to have more serious discipline offenses than others. Further study in these areas could provide information that could serve as a foundation for future discipline policies and procedures.
Local school systems are required by the Official Code of Georgia Annotated 20-2-740 to report disciplinary actions in eleven categories: 1) corporal punishment, 2) in-school suspension, 3) out-of-school suspension ten days or less, 4) out-of-school suspension greater than 10 days, 5) non-permanent expulsions, 6) permanent expulsion, 7) suspension from riding the bus, 8) assigned to alternative education, 9) removal from class at the teachers request, 10) juvenile or court system referral, and 11) all other disciplinary actions. For each category of disciplinary action, local school systems are also required to provide data on students’ age, race, gender, grade level and eligibility for free or reduced-priced meals. The State Board of Education is required by Official code of Georgia annotated 20-2-740 to conduct a study for each school year based upon the statistical data submitted by local boards. It was also mandated that this study would utilize demographic data on school personnel as needed to establish trends in discipline. Findings from the analysis of the discipline data collected during 2000-01 through 2004-05 are summarized in this report.

During the 2004-2005 school year, local school systems reported taking a total of 1,013,515 disciplinary actions against 337,067 (unduplicated count) students in grades K-12. The duplicated count of 507,004 students was also calculated so that data on students’ age, race, gender, grade level and eligibility for free or reduced-priced meals can be compiled for each category of disciplinary action. The following scenario explains the differences between unduplicated and duplicated student counts.

During a specific school year, a student may have been assigned the following disciplinary actions: out-of-school suspension on two occasions and corporal punishment on one occasion. In the grand total of all disciplinary actions (across all disciplinary action types), this student is counted three times: two times under out-of-school suspension and one time under corporal punishment (representing a duplicated count). However, within the specific category of out-of-school suspension, the student is counted only once (representing an unduplicated count), even though the student was assigned out-of-school suspension on two occasions. This student would be counted once within the specific category of corporal punishment as well, representing an unduplicated count. Thus, the total student count across all disciplinary actions is duplicated (see Figure 1) and the total student count within each type of disciplinary action is unduplicated (see Figure 2).

2 Students who received more than one type of disciplinary action are counted only once in the “unduplicated count”.
3 Students who were assigned more than one disciplinary action are included in the count for each disciplinary action category. In other words, they are counted more than once when the various types of disciplinary actions are totaled in the “duplicated count”.
Total Disciplinary Actions by Type

The data shown in Figure 1 are based on the total number of disciplinary actions which were assigned during the 2003-04 and 2004-05 school years. During the school year 2004-05, the five most frequently assigned types of disciplinary actions were in-school suspension, out-of-school suspension (ten days or less), suspension from riding bus, other disciplinary actions, and corporal punishment.

- In-school suspension represented half of all disciplinary actions assigned.
- Out-of-school suspension for ten days or less represented 31 percent of disciplinary actions.
- Suspension from riding the bus, other disciplinary actions, and corporal punishment represented 7, 6, and 4 percent of all disciplinary actions, respectively.
- The remaining actions including assignment to alternative education, out-of-school suspensions (greater than 10 days), non-permanent expulsions, juvenile or court system, referrals, removal from class at the teacher’s request, and permanent expulsions each represented less than one percent of all disciplinary actions.

Figure 1. Percentages of Disciplinary Actions by Type (2003-04, 2004-05)

The data displayed in Table 1 shows the demographics of the duplicated and unduplicated count of students assigned disciplinary actions for the 2004-05 school year. A duplicated count of students is necessary so that data on students’ age, race, gender, grade level and eligibility for free or reduced-priced meals can be compiled for each category of disciplinary action.
Table 1. 2004-05 Students Assigned Disciplinary Actions by Demographics (All K-12 Grades)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disciplinary Action</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Race/ Ethnicity</th>
<th>Grade Level</th>
<th>Free/ Reduced /SAS</th>
<th>Total Students*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>11,411</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>600</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>284</td>
<td>7,505</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9,509</td>
<td>6,590</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3,733</td>
<td>15,340</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4,492</td>
<td>19,832</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4,628</td>
<td>15,204</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>11,411</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,850</td>
<td>121,078</td>
<td>12,803</td>
<td>284</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3,934</td>
<td>82,152</td>
<td>23,790</td>
<td>96,504</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>101,807</td>
<td>133,351</td>
<td>88,750</td>
<td>222,101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>77,284</td>
<td>144,817</td>
<td>1,850</td>
<td>121,078</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12,803</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>3,934</td>
<td>82,152</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23,790</td>
<td>96,504</td>
<td>101,807</td>
<td>133,351</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>133,351</td>
<td>88,750</td>
<td>222,101</td>
<td>222,101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,014</td>
<td>2,518</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2,398</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>136</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>925</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>303</td>
<td>1,515</td>
<td>1,714</td>
<td>2,278</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,254</td>
<td>3,532</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>808</td>
<td>2,366</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2,094</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>93</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>951</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>79</td>
<td>1,129</td>
<td>1,966</td>
<td>1,811</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,363</td>
<td>3,174</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>172</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>475</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>244</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>407</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>352</td>
<td>759</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14,914</td>
<td>35,646</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>28,345</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2681</td>
<td>2,051</td>
<td>1,014</td>
<td>18,850</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18,124</td>
<td>22,541</td>
<td>9,894</td>
<td>36,996</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13,564</td>
<td>50,560</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,962</td>
<td>5,687</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>4,334</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>518</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>2,571</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>146</td>
<td>3,258</td>
<td>4,245</td>
<td>4,494</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3,155</td>
<td>7,649</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>434</td>
<td>1,085</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1,111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>154</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>195</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>967</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1,005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>514</td>
<td>1,519</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>631</td>
<td>1,698</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1,103</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>161</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>991</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>92</td>
<td>1,025</td>
<td>1,212</td>
<td>1,178</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,151</td>
<td>2,329</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10,974</td>
<td>26,065</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>22,224</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,669</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>628</td>
<td>12,223</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12,684</td>
<td>13,064</td>
<td>11,291</td>
<td>24,573</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12,466</td>
<td>37,039</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>162,966</td>
<td>344,038</td>
<td>3,546</td>
<td>300,334</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25,959</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>8,925</td>
<td>167,661</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>94,145</td>
<td>207,461</td>
<td>205,396</td>
<td>326,220</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>180,784</td>
<td>507,004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Due to missing data, the total student values in the subgroup columns for each demographic area may not sum to the duplicated count of 507,004 in the total students column.
National School Discipline Data

For a number of years, national statistics have indicated racial disparities in discipline data. For example, according to the U.S. Education Department, Office of Civil Rights statistics, during the 1997 school year, African American students represented 17 percent of the U.S. student population, yet represented 32 percent of those who were suspended from school. Researchers have identified three common factors that may explain these racial disparities in discipline as 1) cultural misperception and misinterpretation, 2) student defiance, and 3) lack of academic and social support.

Cultural misperception and misinterpretation stems from differences in the level of diversity in the student population and the teaching force. While many school districts are growing more diverse, the teaching force remains predominately European American and female. Some educators have concluded a teacher’s lack of familiarity with multicultural perspectives often lead to misunderstandings about student behavior and intentions.

Student resistance of teacher authority is another common factor that may impact disparities in discipline. Student resistance can often be a reaction to inequities in the educational system. This resistance can be demonstrated in a variety of ways including, breaking school rules, being disruptive in the classroom and refusing to learn. Lack of academic support is a third common factor that may impact discipline referrals. Disruptive students may act out of frustration due to the lack of academic and social support to meet grade level expectations. In many instances, a disruptive student is sent out of the classroom for disciplinary action which leads to lower achievement due to missed instruction and, consequently, more disruptive behaviors.

Researchers have identified positive discipline practices which may reduce the disparities in discipline referrals (See Skiba, Michael, Nardo and Peterson, 2002; Ferguson, 2000; Educational Testing Service, 1999; Bear, G., 1998). These practices include strategies for students, teachers and schools designed to build cultural competence and provide a positive school climate. Classroom management strategies based on clear expectations and consistency promote positive and consistent treatment of all students which may also reduce disparities in discipline (See Bullara, 1993).

To better understand student discipline in Georgia, demographic data of the student, the teacher referring the student and the administrator who assigned the disciplinary action are needed. Data indicating the academic success of the student and the type of discipline infraction are also necessary. These data can be analyzed to determine if the trends in the discipline data of

---


students in Georgia are similar to trends identified in the national literature. If so, changes in discipline policies and practices that include the discipline strategies mentioned above can be used to impact the disparities that exist in Georgia.

**Disaggregated Data on Disciplinary Actions**

Local school systems were required to provide data on students’ race, gender, grade level and eligibility for free or reduced-priced meals for each category of disciplinary data. The data displayed in Figures 2 through 45 on are based on the unduplicated count of students within each category of disciplinary action.

*Corporal Punishment.* The data in Figure 2 show the percentages of students who were assigned corporal punishment in each school year between 2000-01 and 2004-05. For each school year, Black students comprised the majority of students receiving corporal punishment. The percentage ranges from 55 percent to 60 percent. White students comprised the second largest subgroup who received corporal punishment, ranging from 36 percent to nearly 41 percent across the five years of data.

Figure 2. Percentages of Students Assigned Corporal Punishment by Race

![Bar chart showing percentages of students assigned corporal punishment by race from 2000-01 to 2004-05.]

The data in Figure 3 show that for each year of data between 2000-01 and 2004-05, male students comprise more than two-thirds of the students who were assigned disciplinary actions. For each of the five years of data, male students comprised over 76 percent of students who were assigned corporal punishment.
Figure 3. Percentages of Students Assigned Corporal Punishment by Gender

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000-01</td>
<td>78.11%</td>
<td>21.89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001-02</td>
<td>77.69%</td>
<td>22.31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002-03</td>
<td>77.08%</td>
<td>22.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003-04</td>
<td>76.56%</td>
<td>23.44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004-05</td>
<td>76.66%</td>
<td>23.34%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Figure 4, higher percentages of corporal punishment were evident in lower grade levels than for the upper grade levels. For each year of data, Pre-K through Grade 5 represented approximately 50 percent of the students who were assigned corporal punishment. Conversely, students in Grades 6 through 8 represented roughly 30 to 34 percent of the students receiving corporal punishment.

Figure 4. Percentages of Students Assigned Corporal Punishment by Grade Level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Pre-K-5</th>
<th>Grades 6-8</th>
<th>Grades 9-12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000-01</td>
<td>50.75%</td>
<td>30.37%</td>
<td>18.88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001-02</td>
<td>48.06%</td>
<td>34.25%</td>
<td>17.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002-03</td>
<td>50.97%</td>
<td>33.52%</td>
<td>15.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003-04</td>
<td>48.63%</td>
<td>33.98%</td>
<td>17.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004-05</td>
<td>47.95%</td>
<td>33.23%</td>
<td>18.82%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Figure 5, with the exception of 2001-02, the students who were eligible for free or reduced price meals and those with special assistance status accounted for over 70 percent of the students who were assigned corporal punishment during the school years from 2000-01 to 2004-05. Overall, the distribution of percentages receiving corporal punishment by race, gender and

---

8 Special Assistance Status refers to students who are served meals at no charge based upon percentages established during the base year of eligibility. Special Assistance Provisions are federal paperwork reduction options under which schools are eligible to serve free meals to all students until the next base year eligibility is determined.
grade level were relatively consistent over the five years of data. The five-year trend in the percentages of students receiving corporal punishment by eligibility for free/reduced meals fluctuated more than that of other demographic categories.

Figure 5. Percentages of Students Assigned Corporal Punishment by Eligibility for Free/Reduced Priced Meals

![Figure 5](image)

In-School Suspension. The data in Figure 6 show the percentages of students who were assigned in-school suspension in each school year between 2000-01 and 2004-05. For each school year, Black students comprised the majority of students receiving in-school suspension. White students were the second largest subgroup receiving in-school suspension, accounting for roughly 40 percent during the five years of data.

Figure 6. Percentages of Students Assigned In-School Suspension by Race

![Figure 6](image)
The data in Figure 7 show that for each year of data between 2000-01 and 2004-05, male students accounted for about 66 percent of students who were assigned in-school suspension, which is approximately two times the percentage of female students who were assigned in-school suspension for each year of data between 2000-01 and 2004-05.

Figure 7. Percentages of Students Assigned In-School Suspension by Gender

![Bar chart showing percentages of students assigned in-school suspension by gender from 2000-01 to 2004-05.]

As shown in Figure 8, for each year of data, roughly equal portions (around 44 percent) of students assigned in-school suspension were students in Grades 6-8 and Grades 9-12. Throughout the five years of data, less than 15 percent of students who were assigned in-school suspension were students in Pre-K-Grade 5.

Figure 8. Percentages of Students Assigned In-School Suspension by Grade Level.

![Bar chart showing percentages of students assigned in-school suspension by grade level from 2000-01 to 2004-05.]
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As shown in Figure 9, the students who were eligible for free or reduced price meals and those with special assistance status\(^9\) ranged from 50 to 60 percent of the students who were assigned in-school suspension during the school years from 2000-01 to 2004-05. Overall, the distribution of percentages receiving in-school suspension by race, gender and grade level were relatively consistent over the five years of data. The five-year trend in the percentage of students receiving in-school suspension by eligibility for free/reduced meals fluctuated more than that of other demographic categories.

Figure 9. Percentages of Students Assigned In-School Suspension by Eligibility for Free/Reduced Priced Meals

![Bar chart showing percentages of students assigned in-school suspension by eligibility for free/reduced price meals from 2000-01 to 2004-05.]

Out-of School Suspension (10 Days or Less). The data in Figure 10 show the percentages of students who were assigned out-of-school suspension in each school year between 2000-01 and 2004-05. For each school year, Black students comprised the majority of students receiving out-of-school suspension. The percentages range from 65 percent to nearly 67 percent over the five years. White students comprised the second largest subgroup who received out-of-school suspension, ranging from nearly 26 percent to nearly 30 percent across the five years of data.

---

\(^9\) Special Assistance Status refers to students who are served meals at no charge based upon percentages established during the base year of eligibility. Special Assistance Provisions are federal paperwork reduction options under which schools are eligible to serve free meals to all students until the next base year eligibility is determined.
Figure 10. Percentages of Students Assigned Out-of-School Suspension (10 days or less) by Race.

The data shown in Figure 11 show that for each year of data between 2000-01 and 2004-05, male students accounted for about 70 percent of students who were assigned out-of-school suspension. For each year of data between 2000-01 and 2004-05, the percentage of male students who were assigned out-of-school suspension is more than two times the percentage of female students who were assigned in-school suspension.

Figure 11. Percentages of Students Assigned Out-of-School Suspension (10 days or less) by Gender
As shown in Figure 12, roughly equal percentages (around 40 percent) of students assigned out-of-school suspension were students in Grades 6-8 and Grades 9-12. Throughout the five years of data, less than 22 percent of students who were assigned out-of-school suspension were students in Pre-K-Grade 5.

Figure 12. Percentages of Students Assigned Out-of-School Suspension (10 days or less) by Grade Level

According to the data shown in Figure 13, students who were eligible for free or reduced price meals and those with special assistance status\(^\text{10}\) ranged from 57 to 66 percent of the students who were assigned out-of-school suspension during the school years from 2000-01 to 2004-05. Overall, the distribution of percentages receiving out-of-school suspension by race, gender and grade level were relatively consistent over the five years of data. The greatest fluctuation in percentages occurred when the data was disaggregated by eligibility for free and reduced priced meals.

---

\(^{10}\) Special Assistance Status refers to students who are served meals at no charge based upon percentages established during the base year of eligibility. Special Assistance Provisions are federal paperwork reduction options under which schools are eligible to serve free meals to all students until the next base year eligibility is determined.
Figure 13. Percentages of Students Assigned Out-of-School Suspension (10 days or less) by Eligibility for Free and Reduced Priced Meals.

Out-of School Suspension (More Than 10 Days). The data in Figure 14 show the percentages of students who were assigned out-of-school suspension for more than 10 days in each school year between 2000-01 and 2004-05. For each school year, Black students comprised the majority of students receiving out-of-school suspension for more than 10 days. The percentages range from 59 percent to nearly 68 percent over the five years. White students comprised the second largest subgroup who received out-of-school suspension for more than 10 days, ranging from 26 percent to nearly 35 percent across the five years of data.

Figure 14. Percentages of Students Assigned Out-of-School Suspension (More than 10 Days) by Race
The data shown in Figure 15 show that for each year of data between 2000-01 and 2004-05, male students comprised between 71 percent and 74 percent of students who were assigned out-of-school suspension for more than 10 days. For each year of data between 2000-01 and 2004-05, the percentage of male students is more than two times the percentage of female students who were assigned in-school suspension for more than 10 days.

Figure 15. Percentages of Students Assigned Out-of-School Suspension (More Than 10 Days) by Gender

As shown in Figure 16, roughly equal percentages (around 40 percent) of students out-of-school for more than 10 days were students in Grades 6-8 and Grades 9-12. According to the data shown in Figure 17, students who were eligible for free or reduced price meals and those with special assistance status ranged from 55 to nearly 60 percent of the students who were assigned out-of-school suspension for more than 10 days during the school years from 2000-01 to 2004-05.

Figure 16. Percentages of Students Assigned Out-of-School Suspension (More than 10 Days) by Grade Level
Figure 17. Percentages of Students Assigned Out-of-School Suspension (More than 10 days) by Eligibility for Free and Reduced Priced Meals.

Non-Permanent Expulsion. The data displayed in Figure 18 show the percentages of students who were assigned non-permanent expulsion in each school year between 2000-01 and 2004-05. For each school year, Black students comprised the majority of students receiving non-permanent expulsion. Over the five years of data, the percentage ranged from 59 percent to nearly 68 percent. White students comprised the second largest subgroup who received non-permanent expulsion, ranging from nearly 27 percent to 37 percent across the five years of data.

Figure 18. Percentages of Students Assigned Non-permanent Expulsion by Race.
The data in Figure 19 show that for each year of data between 2000-01 and 2004-05, male students comprised between 71 and 80 percent of students who were assigned non-permanent expulsion. For each year of data between 2000-01 and 2004-05, the percentage of male students who were assigned non-permanent expulsion is over two times the percentage of female students who were assigned non-permanent expulsion.

Figure 19. Percentages of Students Assigned Non-permanent Expulsion by Gender.

As shown in Figure 20, the majority of students who were assigned non-permanent expulsion were students in Grades 9-12. The data shown in Figure 21 indicate that the majority of students who were assigned non-permanent expulsion in 2000-01 and 2001-02 were students who were not eligible for free or reduced-priced meals, while the reverse is true for school years 2002-03, 2003-04 and 2004-05.

Figure 20. Percentages of Students Assigned Non-Permanent Expulsion by Grade Level.
Figure 21. Percentages of Students Assigned Non-Permanent Expulsion by Eligibility for Free or Reduced-Priced Meals.

Permanent Expulsion. The data displayed in Figure 22 show the percentages of students who were assigned permanent expulsion in each school year between 2000-01 and 2004-05. For each school year, Black students comprised the majority of students receiving permanent expulsion. Over the five years of data, the percentage ranged from 51 percent to nearly 68 percent. White students comprised the second largest subgroup who received permanent expulsion, ranging from nearly 24 percent to over 44 percent across the five years of data.

Figure 22. Percentages of Students Assigned Permanent Expulsion by Race.

The data in Figure 23 show that for each year of data between 2000-01 and 2004-05, male students comprised over 74 percent of students who were assigned permanent expulsion. For each year of data between 2000-01 and 2004-05 except 2003-04, the percentage of male students
who were assigned permanent expulsion is over three times the percentage of female students who were assigned permanent expulsion.

Figure 23. Percentages of Students Assigned Permanent Expulsion by Gender.

![Graph showing percentages of students assigned permanent expulsion by gender.]

As shown in Figure 24, the majority of students who were assigned permanent expulsion were students in Grades 9-12. The data shown in Figure 25 indicate that the majority of students who were assigned permanent expulsion in 2000-01 and 2001-02 were students who were not eligible for free or reduced-priced meals, while the reverse is true for school years 2002-03, 2003-04 and 2004-05.

Figure 24. Percentages of Students Assigned Permanent Expulsion.

![Graph showing percentages of students assigned permanent expulsion by grade level.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade Level</th>
<th>2000-01</th>
<th>2001-02</th>
<th>2002-03</th>
<th>2003-04</th>
<th>2004-05</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-K-5</td>
<td>4.80%</td>
<td>12.78%</td>
<td>1.24%</td>
<td>1.37%</td>
<td>1.58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grades 6-8</td>
<td>20.09%</td>
<td>26.43%</td>
<td>22.83%</td>
<td>19.21%</td>
<td>39.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grades 9-12</td>
<td>75.11%</td>
<td>60.79%</td>
<td>75.93%</td>
<td>79.42%</td>
<td>58.50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 25. Percentages of Students Assigned Permanent Expulsion by Eligibility for Free and Reduced-Priced Meals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Eligible</th>
<th>Not Eligible</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000-01</td>
<td>43.23%</td>
<td>56.77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001-02</td>
<td>38.68%</td>
<td>61.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002-03</td>
<td>45.65%</td>
<td>54.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003-04</td>
<td>52.66%</td>
<td>47.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004-05</td>
<td>53.62%</td>
<td>46.38%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Suspended from Riding the Bus. The data displayed in Figure 26 show the percentages of students who were suspended from riding the bus in each school year between 2000-01 and 2004-05. For each school year, Black students comprised the majority of students who were suspended from riding the bus. Over the five years of data, the percentage ranged from nearly 53 percent to 56 percent. White students comprised the second largest subgroup of students who were suspended from riding the bus, ranging from 37 percent to nearly 44 percent across the five years of data.

Figure 26. Percentages of Students Suspended from Riding the Bus by Race.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Black</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Hispanic</th>
<th>Multiracial</th>
<th>Asian</th>
<th>Indian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000-01</td>
<td>52.72%</td>
<td>43.64%</td>
<td>2.24%</td>
<td>1.05%</td>
<td>0.27%</td>
<td>0.08%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001-02</td>
<td>54.60%</td>
<td>41.11%</td>
<td>2.43%</td>
<td>1.26%</td>
<td>0.29%</td>
<td>0.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002-03</td>
<td>54.15%</td>
<td>40.70%</td>
<td>3.26%</td>
<td>1.42%</td>
<td>0.37%</td>
<td>0.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003-04</td>
<td>55.19%</td>
<td>39.17%</td>
<td>3.38%</td>
<td>1.75%</td>
<td>0.38%</td>
<td>0.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004-05</td>
<td>56.06%</td>
<td>37.28%</td>
<td>4.06%</td>
<td>2.01%</td>
<td>0.47%</td>
<td>0.13%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data in Figure 27 show that for each year of data between 2000-01 and 2004-05, male students comprised over 70 percent of students who were suspended from riding the bus. For
each year of data between 2000-01 and 2004-05 except 2003-04, the percentage of male students who were suspended from riding the bus is over two times the percentage of female students who were suspended from riding the bus.

Figure 27. Percentages of Students Suspended from Riding the Bus by Gender.

As shown in Figure 28, with the exception of the 2000-01 data, the majority of students who were suspended from riding the bus were students in Grades 6-8. The data shown in Figure 29 indicate that the majority of students who were suspended from riding the bus for each school year between 2000-01 and 2004-05 were students who were eligible for free or reduced-priced meals.

Figure 28. Percentages of Students Suspended from Riding the Bus by Grade Level.
Figure 29. Percentages of Students Suspended from Riding the Bus by Eligibility for Free and Reduced-Priced Meals.

Assigned to Alternative Education. The data displayed in Figure 30 show the percentages of students who were assigned to alternative education in each school year between 2000-01 and 2004-05. With the exception of the 2000-01 school year, Black students comprised the majority of students who were assigned to alternative education. Over the five years of data, the percentage ranged from nearly 46 percent to 56 percent. White students comprised the second largest subgroup of students who were assigned to alternative education, ranging from nearly 34 percent to nearly 50 percent across the five years of data.

Figure 30. Percentages of Students Assigned to Alternative Education by Race.
The data in Figure 31 show that for each year of data between 2000-01 and 2004-05, male students comprised over 74 percent of students who were assigned to alternative school. For each year of data between 2000-01 and 2004-05, the percentage of male students is over two times the percentage of female students who were assigned to alternative education.

Figure 31. Percentages of Students Assigned Alternative Education by Gender.

As shown in Figure 32, with the exception of the 2000-01 data, the majority of students who were assigned to alternative education were students in Grades 9-12. The data shown in Figure 33 indicate that the majority of students who were assigned alternative education for each school year between 2002-03 and 2004-05 were students who were eligible for free or reduced-priced meals.

Figure 32. Percentages of Students Assigned Alternative Education by Grade Level.
Figure 33. Percentages of Students Assigned Alternative Education by Eligibility for Free and Reduced Priced Meals.

Removed from class by teacher’s request. The data displayed in Figure 30 show the percentages of students who were removed from class by teacher’s request in each school year between 2000-01 and 2004-05. For each school year, Black students comprised the majority of students who were removed from class by teacher’s request. Over the five years of data, the percentage ranged from nearly 65 percent to 75 percent. White students comprised the second largest subgroup of students who were removed from class by teacher’s request, ranging from nearly 13 percent to 32 percent across the five years of data.

Figure 34. Percentages of Students Removed from Class by Teacher’s Request by Race.
The data in Figure 35 show that for each year of data between 2000-01 and 2004-05, male students comprised over 70 percent of students who were assigned to alternative school. For each year of data between 2000-01 and 2004-05, the percentage of male students who were removed from class by teacher’s request is over two times the percentage of female students who were removed from class by teacher’s request.

Figure 35. Percentages of Students Removed from Class by Teacher’s Request by Gender.

As shown in Figure 36, with the exception of the 2000-01 data, the majority of students who were removed from class by teacher’s request were students in Pre-K - Grade 5. The data shown in Figure 37 indicate that the majority of students who were removed from class by teacher’s request for each school year between 2000-01 and 2004-05 were students who were eligible for free or reduced-priced meals.

Figure 36. Percentages of Students Removed from Class by Teacher’s Request by Grade Level.
Figure 37. Percentages of Students Removed from Class by Teacher’s Request by Eligibility for Free and Reduced-Priced Meals.

![Bar chart showing percentages of students removed from class by teacher’s request by eligibility for free and reduced-priced meals.]

Figure 38. Percentages of Students Referred to Juvenile or Court System by Race.

![Bar chart showing percentages of students referred to juvenile or court system by race for each school year between 2000-01 and 2004-05.]

**Referred to Juvenile or Court System.** The data displayed in Figure 38 show the percentages of students who were referred to juvenile or court system in each school year between 2000-01 and 2002-03. For each school year, white students comprised the majority of students who were referred to juvenile or court system. Over these three years of data, the percentage ranged from nearly 48 percent to 52 percent. Black students comprised the largest subgroup of students who were referred to juvenile or court system during school years 2003-04 and 2004-05, comprising 46 percent and 47 percent, respectively.
The data in Figure 39 show that for each year of data between 2000-01 and 2004-05, male students comprised over 72 percent of students who were assigned to alternative school. For each year of data between 2000-01 and 2004-05, the percentage of male students who were referred to juvenile or court system is over two times the percentage of female students who were referred to juvenile or court system.

Figure 39. Percentages of Students Referred to Juvenile or Court System by Gender

As shown in Figure 40, with the exception of years 2000-01 and 2001-02, the majority of students who were referred to juvenile or court system were students in Grades 9-12. The data shown in Figure 41 indicate that the majority of students who were referred to juvenile or court system for each school year between 2000-01 and 2004-05 were students who were eligible for free or reduced-priced meals.

Figure 40. Percentages of Students Referred to Juvenile or Court System by Grade Level.
Figure 41. Percentages of Students Referred to Juvenile or Court System by Eligibility for Free and Reduced Priced Meals.

![Bar chart showing percentages of students referred to juvenile or court system by eligibility for free and reduced priced meals. ]

**Assigned Other Disciplinary Actions.** The data displayed in Figure 42 show the percentages of students who were assigned other disciplinary actions in each school year between 2000-01 and 2004-05. For each school year, Black students comprised the majority of students who were assigned other disciplinary actions. Over the five years of data, the percentage ranged from nearly 56 percent to 65 percent. White students comprised the largest subgroup of students who were assigned other disciplinary actions, ranging from 33 percent to 44 percent.

Figure 42. Percentages of Students Assigned Other Disciplinary Actions by Race.

![Bar chart showing percentages of students assigned other disciplinary actions by race. ]
The data in Figure 43 show that for each year of data between 2000-01 and 2004-05, male students comprised over 70 percent of students who were assigned to other disciplinary actions. For each year of data between 2000-01 and 2004-05, the percentage of male students who were assigned other disciplinary actions is over two times the percentage of female students who were assigned other disciplinary actions.

Figure 43. Percentages of Students Assigned Other Disciplinary Actions by Gender.

As shown in Figure 43, with the exception of years 2000-01 and 2001-02, the majority of students who were assigned other disciplinary actions were students in lower and middle grades. The data shown in Figure 44 indicate that the majority of students who were assigned other disciplinary actions for each school year between 2000-01 and 2004-05 were students who were eligible for free or reduced-priced meals.

Figure 44. Percentages of Students Assigned Other Disciplinary Actions by Grade Level.
Disciplinary Actions and Administrator Demographics

The discipline data collected from local school systems included school administrators’ demographic data. The data in Tables 46 and 47 represent the percentages of administrators (disaggregated by gender and race) who assigned the various types of disciplinary actions at any time during the school term for the 2003-04 and 2004-05 school years. The percentages within each type of disciplinary action were averaged to obtain the values listed in the rows entitled “average of all disciplinary actions”. The statewide demographic information of administrators is shown so that the values can be compared to the percentage of administrators in each demographic area to gauge if specific demographic for a specific disciplinary action is under- or over-represented.

From the data shown in Table 46, the largest over-representation in the 2003-04 percentages occurred in the percentage of male administrators who assigned permanent expulsion. The statewide percentage of male administrators is 35 percent and the percentage of male administrators who assigned permanent expulsion is 65 percent, which is a difference of 30 percentage-points. The percentage of Black administrators who assigned out-of-school suspension (greater than 10 days) reflects an over-representation of 17 percentage-points. Another notable over-representation in the 2003-04 percentages occurred in the percentage of Black administrators who assigned alternative education. The statewide population of Black administrators is 28 percent while the percentage of Black administrators assigning alternative education was 38 percent.

The largest under-representation occurred in the percentage of female administrators who assigned permanent expulsion (35 percent) which is 30 percentage-points less than the percentage of female administrators in the statewide population of administrators. White administrators were under-represented in the percentage of administrators assigning suspension...
(greater than 10 days) by 10 percentage-points. Black administrators were under-represented in assigning corporal punishment by 4 percentage-points.

Table 46
Percentage of Disciplinary Actions by Administrator Demographics (2003-04)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disciplinary Action</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Race</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>Am-Indian</td>
<td>Multi-Racial</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporal Punishment</td>
<td>56.9</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>74.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-School Suspension</td>
<td>53.3</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>65.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-of-School Suspension (10 days or less)</td>
<td>56.1</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>63.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-of School Suspension (greater than 10 days)</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>53.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Permanent Expulsion</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>64.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>61.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent Expulsion</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>65.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>65.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspended From Riding The Bus (10 Days Or Less)</td>
<td>51.0</td>
<td>49.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>66.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assigned To Alternative Education</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>61.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removal from Class at Teacher's Request</td>
<td>64.3</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>70.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile Or Court System Referral</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>65.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Disciplinary Actions</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>67.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average of All Disciplinary Categories</td>
<td>48.6</td>
<td>51.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>64.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statewide Demographics of Administrators</td>
<td>65.2</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>71.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The statewide demographics were obtained from the 2003-04 Annual Report Card available at [http://reportcard.gaosa.org/](http://reportcard.gaosa.org/)

From the data shown in Table 47, the largest over-representation in the 2004-05 percentages occurred in the percentage of male administrators who assigned permanent expulsion. The statewide percentage of male administrators is 34 percent and the percentage of male administrators who assigned permanent expulsion is 66 percent, which is a difference of 32 percentage-points. The percentage of Black administrators who assigned removal from class at the teacher’s request reflects an over-representation of 18 percentage-points. Another notable over-representation in the 2004-05 percentages occurred in the percentage of White administrators who assigned corporal punishment. The statewide population of administrators is 70 percent while the percentage of White administrators assigning corporal punishment was 76 percent.

The largest under-representation occurred in the percentage of female administrators who assigned permanent expulsion (34 percent) which is 31 percentage-points less than the percentage of female administrators in the statewide population of administrators. White administrators were under-represented in the percentage of administrators assigning removal from class at the teacher’s request by 18 percentage-points. Black administrators were under-represented in assigning corporal punishment by 5 percentage-points.
Table 47
Percentage of Disciplinary Actions by Administrator Demographics (2004-05)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disciplinary Action</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Race</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporal Punishment</td>
<td>56.4</td>
<td>43.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-School Suspension</td>
<td>52.8</td>
<td>47.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-of-School Suspension (10 days or less)</td>
<td>56.1</td>
<td>43.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspended greater than 10 days</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>57.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Permanent Expulsion</td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td>60.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent Expulsion</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>65.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspended From Riding The Bus (10 Days Or Less)</td>
<td>51.3</td>
<td>48.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assigned To Alternative Education</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>58.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removed from class at Teacher's Request</td>
<td>60.5</td>
<td>39.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile Or Court System Referral</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td>55.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Disciplinary Action</td>
<td>56.9</td>
<td>43.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average of All Disciplinary Categories</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>51.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statewide Demographics of Administrators</td>
<td>65.4</td>
<td>34.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The statewide demographics were obtained from the 2004-05 Annual Report Card available at http://reportcard.gaosa.org/

While the descriptive information displayed in Tables 46 and 47 regarding disciplinary actions and administrators’ demographics is helpful, it does not allow us to fully understand the association between the race of administrators and the disciplinary actions assigned to students. A statistical analysis of administrator demographic data that is linked with student data and with the specific disciplinary action assigned is necessary to fully investigate issues of equity in the assignment of disciplinary actions by administrators.

Summary and Recommendations

The data on disciplinary actions in Georgia from school years 2001-02 to 2004-05 was collected in such a manner as to allow descriptive analyses of discipline data disaggregated by student and administrator demographics. The discipline data included in this report illustrate the five-year trend disaggregated by race, gender, grade level and eligibility for free and reduced meals. The following paragraphs summarize the data on disciplinary actions. Recommendations for further research and analysis are also included.

Disaggregated Data

Race. With the exception of the percentages of students assigned alternative education and the percentages referred to juvenile or court system, Black students comprise the majority of students who were assigned every other type of disciplinary action. Although Black students
represent 38 percent of the student population in Georgia\textsuperscript{11}, for many types of disciplinary actions, they represent over 50 percent of students who were assigned each type disciplinary action. For certain disciplinary actions, the percentage of Black students receiving certain types of disciplinary actions is more disparate than others. For example, Black students comprised 74 percent of the students who were assigned removal from class by teacher’s request during the 2003-04 school year. This trend of over-representation in the percentage of students receiving disciplinary actions is generally consistent for school years 2000-01 through 2004-05. The trend indicates a need for further research comparing the types of disciplinary actions by racial group to determine if disparities in the discipline data can be attributed to differential treatment of the various racial subgroups.

\textit{Gender}. For each type of disciplinary action, male students represented over 65 percent of students who were assigned the action. The percentages students receiving certain types of disciplinary actions by gender fluctuated across types of actions and across school years. The greatest disparity between the percentages of male and female students occurred during the 2001-02 school year in which 84 percent of the students assigned removal from class at teacher’s request were male students. Further research is needed to determine if disparities can be attributed to differential treatment of male and female students.

\textit{Grade Level}. The percentages students receiving certain types of disciplinary actions by grade level fluctuated across types of actions and across school years. For example, students in Grades Pre-K-Grade 5 represent the majority of students who were assigned corporal punishment across the five years of data However, students in Grades 6-8 and Grades 9-12 represent nearly equal percentages of students who were assigned in-school-suspension and out-of-school suspension. Students in Grades 9-12 represent the majority of students who were assigned disciplinary actions such as permanent and non-permanent expulsion, referral to juvenile or court system, and those assigned to alternative education. Students in Grades Pre-K-Grade 5 represented 71 percent of students who were removed from class at the teacher’s request during the 2002-03 school year.

\textit{Eligibility for Free and Reduced Priced Meals}. The percentages students receiving certain types of disciplinary actions by eligibility for free and reduced priced meals fluctuated across types of actions and across school years. In general, students eligible for free and reduced priced meals represented the majority of those assigned the various disciplinary actions. There are a few exceptions. Students who were assigned permanent and non-permanent expulsion showed the greatest amount of fluctuation across the five years of data. The majority of students who were assigned permanent expulsion were students who were not eligible for free and reduced priced meals during the school years of 2000-01 and 2001-02. Likewise, the majority of students who

\textsuperscript{11} Population numbers were obtained from FTE counts 2005-3 available on the Georgia Department of Education’s website at \url{http://app.doc.k12.ga.us/ows-bin/owa/fte_pack_ethnicsex.entry_form}
were assigned non-permanent expulsion were students who were not eligible for free and reduced-priced meals during school years 2000-01, 2001-02 and 2002-03.

**Disciplinary Actions and Administrator Demographics.** The discipline data collected from local school systems included school administrators’ demographic data. The percentages of administrators (disaggregated by gender and race) who assigned the various types of disciplinary actions at any time during the school term were listed for the 2003-04 and 2004-05 school years (see Tables 46 and 47). The statewide demographic information of administrators was shown so that the disciplinary actions data can be compared to demographic information to gauge if specific demographic for a specific disciplinary action is under- or over- represented.

While there were other over- and under-representations that may implicate the need for further study, the largest over-representation in both the 2003-04 and 2004-05 data occurred in the percentages of male administrators who assigned permanent expulsion. The largest under-representation in both the 2003-04 and 2004-05 data occurred in the percentages of female administrators who assigned permanent expulsion.

While the descriptive data regarding disciplinary actions and administrators’ demographics is helpful, it does not allow us to fully understand the association between the race of administrators and the disciplinary actions assigned to students. A statistical analysis of administrator demographic data that is linked with student data and with the specific disciplinary action assigned is necessary to fully investigate issues of equity in the assignment of disciplinary actions by administrators.

This study was not intended to provide detail on which schools are more likely to take harsher disciplinary actions or which schools tend to have more serious discipline offenses than others. Further study in these areas could provide information that could serve as a foundation for future discipline policies and procedures.

*For more information regarding the contents of this policy research report, contact:*

Joy Mordica, Ph.D.
Policy, Research and Evaluation Analyst
Georgia Department of Education
Policy Division
2053 Twin Towers East
Atlanta, GA 30334
(404) 657-2965

The Policy Division at the Georgia Department of Education is comprised of former K-12 educators, college faculty, and policy practitioners with expertise in policy analysis, education research, evaluation, and project management. The division's principal function is to coordinate the development of policy, research, and evaluation projects for the Department of Education.
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DATA SUMMARY

File Summary:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File Type</th>
<th>School Years Provided</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student Discipline</td>
<td>2004-2010</td>
<td>Listing of all discipline incidents by student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Enrollment</td>
<td>2004-2010</td>
<td>Listing of enrollment by student for each system and school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Information</td>
<td>2004-2010</td>
<td>Listing of student demographic information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certified Personnel</td>
<td>2004-2010</td>
<td>Listing of administrator demographic information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metadata files</td>
<td>2004-2010</td>
<td>Lookup tables for detailed files provided</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This document contains a description of the data files provided to Georgia Appleseed in response to the request for data for the Effective Student Discipline Project, Phase II.

FILES PROVIDED:

sr_fy2004-2010.zip – this zip archive contains the following fixed-width text files:

sr2010_student_doe_id.txt
sr2010_stu_enroll_doe_id.txt
sr2010_discipline_doe_id.txt
sr2009_student_doe_id.txt
sr2009_stu_enroll_doe_id.txt
sr2009_discipline_doe_id.txt
sr2008_student_doe_id.txt
sr2008_stu_enroll_doe_id.txt
sr2008_discipline_doe_id.txt
sr2007_student_doe_id.txt
sr2007_stu_enroll_doe_id.txt
sr2007_discipline_doe_id.txt
sr2006_student_doe_id.txt
sr2006_stu_enroll_doe_id.txt
sr2006_discipline_doe_id.txt
sr2005_student_doe_id.txt
sr2005_stu_enroll_doe_id.txt
sr2005_discipline_doe_id.txt
sr2004_student_doe_id.txt
sr2004_stu_enroll_doe_id.txt
sr2004_discipline_doe_id.txt

cpi_FY2004-FY2010.zip – this zip archive contains the following fixed-width text files:

cpi_2010_1_a_doe_id.txt
cpi_2010_1_b_doe_id.txt
cpi_2010_1_c_doe_id.txt
cpi_2010_2_a_doe_id.txt
cpi_2010_2_b_doe_id.txt
cpi_2010_2_c_doe_id.txt
cpi_2009_1_a_doe_id.txt
cpi_2009_1_b_doe_id.txt
cpi_2009_1_c_doe_id.txt
cpi_2009_2_a_doe_id.txt
cpi_2009_2_b_doe_id.txt
cpi_2009_2_c_doe_id.txt
cpi_2008_1_a_doe_id.txt
cpi_2008_1_b_doe_id.txt
cpi_2008_1_c_doe_id.txt
cpi_2008_2_a_doe_id.txt
cpi_2008_2_b_doe_id.txt
cpi_2008_2_c_doe_id.txt
cpi_2007_1_a_doe_id.txt
cpi_2007_1_b_doe_id.txt
cpi_2007_1_c_doe_id.txt
cpi_2007_2_a_doe_id.txt
cpi_2007_2_b_doe_id.txt
cpi_2007_2_c_doe_id.txt
cpi_2006_1_a_doe_id.txt
cpi_2006_1_b_doe_id.txt
cpi_2006_1_c_doe_id.txt
cpi_2006_2_a_doe_id.txt
cpi_2006_2_b_doe_id.txt
cpi_2006_2_c_doe_id.txt
cpi_2005_1_a_doe_id.txt
cpi_2005_1_b_doe_id.txt
cpi_2005_1_c_doe_id.txt
cpi_2005_2_a_doe_id.txt
cpi_2005_2_b_doe_id.txt
cpi_2005_2_c_doe_id.txt
cpi_2004_1_a_doe_id.txt
cpi_2004_1_b_doe_id.txt
cpi_2004_1_c_doe_id.txt
cpi_2004_2_a_doe_id.txt
cpi_2004_2_b_doe_id.txt
cpi_2004_2_c_doe_id.txt
cpi_code_tables_through_2009-2.zip – this zip archive contains code tables for the fields in CPI files for the years 2004 through 2009. The code table files are in Excel format.

cpi_code_tables_2010-1_and_later.zip – this zip archive contains code tables for the fields in CPI files for the 2010 school year. The code table files are in Excel format.

sr_code_tables.xls – this Excel file contains the code tables for fields in SR files for all school years provided.

sr_discipline_study_file_layouts.xls – this Excel file contains the file layouts for the SR data files. There are columns for field name, length, start and end position of field.

cpi_file_layouts.xls – This Excel file contains the file layouts for the CPI data files. There are columns for field name, length, start and end position of field.

doe_data_collection_file_layouts.zip – this zip archive contains file layouts and edits rules for the CPI and SR data as collected by DOE. While these file layouts are different from the data provided with regards to the physical layout of the provided data files, they contain descriptions and code tables for all of the fields provided in the data files. These file layout/field definition documents are in Word format.

Data Set Descriptions

Student Record

The discipline data collected by the State of Georgia is collected as part of the Student Record (SR) data collection system. Student Record is collected once per school year, at the end of the school year, with the normal collection window taking most of the month of June. The data collected are a cumulative record covering the entire school year. The data requested by Georgia Appleseed are contained within the student-level records, the student enrollment records, and the student discipline records.

One student-level record is reported from each school for each student who attended the school at any time during the school year. One enrollment record is reported for each continuous enrollment period for which the student attended the school. One or more discipline records are reported for each discipline incident the student was involved in during the school year. These records may be linked together by joining on the fields SYSTEM_ID, SCHOOL_ID, and STUDENT_DOE_ID. The STUDENT_DOE_ID is an encrypted number that preserves student anonymity while still providing a unique number identifying all of the data records for a single student. For mobile students, one can search for a single STUDENT_DOE_ID in the entire record set to find the student’s data from all of the schools the student attended during the school year. This field also links across years, so one may link across different years of SR data to find longitudinal data for students.

To compile enrollment data per student for a complete school year, one can order the school entries and withdrawals by using the school entry date and withdrawal date fields. If a student has multiple enrollment records per school due to transience, sum up the days present and days absent to arrive at total days present and absent at that particular school. Similarly, a
student’s total year enrollment may be found by summing only on a student ID basis, so that
days enrolled are counted from multiple schools or systems. A student’s final end-of-year status
is found by identifying the withdrawal reason with the most recent date. Null fields for
withdrawal reason code and date indicate that the student finished the year in active status at the
indicated school. A student may be reported as active in only one location in a given SR year,
though the student may be reported as withdrawn from multiple locations. (Caveat – due to
differences in bookkeeping methods at a school level, there may be cases where a student is
reported as withdrawn from more than one location on a single date.)

Discipline events may be reported in one or more records per event. While most
discipline events can be captured in a single record (with one offense/Incident Type and one
Action), allowances are made to report either multiple incidents per event or multiple actions per
event. All discipline events are tied to students by linking the SYSTEM_ID, SCHOOL_ID, and
STUDENT_DOE_ID. The Incident Number (INCIDENT_NO) is used to identify distinct
discipline events – these numbers increment per student, and multiple records for a single student
with the same INCIDENT_NO value are tied to the same event and will report either multiple
incidents or multiple actions. The INCIDENT_INDICATOR field will distinguish between
records that contain both the incident type and action for the event
(INCIDENT_INDICATOR=1), second or other incident types for the same event
(INCIDENT_INDICATOR=2), or second or other actions for the same event
(INCIDENT_INDICATOR=3).

In the doe_data_collection_file_layouts ZIP archive, DOE Data Collection file layouts
for the SR student records, enrollment records, and discipline records are provided. These
contain brief descriptions of the fields and code tables where applicable, and a review of the edit
rules will show how the fields fit together. Please note that the field lengths/positions in these
files do not correspond to the provided data files, and that some fields are defined in these
documents that are not provided as part of this request.

Certified Personnel Information (CPI)

A portion of the request relates to information for school personnel involved in discipline
events. The discipline records contain a field for the administrator ID and, for the discipline
action code 90 – Removed from Class at Teacher’s Request, a field for the teacher ID of the
teacher requesting the student’s removal. Both of these fields map to the SSN_DOE_ID field in
the provided Certified Personnel Information (CPI) data files. For any given school year there
are two CPI collections: the CPI-1 count in October of the school year (e.g. CPI 2010-1 is the
CPI count from October 2009, the first CPI count of the 2009-2010 school year) and the CPI-2
count in May of all school years 2008-09 and prior and in March for school years 2009-10 and
later.

Each CPI count is a full roster of all certified and classified (non-certified) personnel
employed in the school system during the collection window and of all employees who have
terminated since the last CPI count (e.g. CPI 2009-2 reports those employees active in May 2009
and who have terminated between the October 2008 count and the May 2009 count). There are
three record types which combine together to provide the full record set of an employee. The
“A” record set contains the person’s name and personal demographics (age, gender,
race/ethnicity). The “B” record set contains the person’s professional demographics –
employment basis for certified or classified employment, contract salary, contract days, National Board Certification status, years of experience, etc., as well as the termination code and date for terminated employees. The “C” record set contains the assignment data for each job to which an employee is assigned – this includes job code, facility/school code, subject matter, certificate field, funding source, and percent of time assigned to the job. With a couple of exceptions detailed in the CPI documentation, every employee (active or terminated) will receive one A record and one B record per system in which they are assigned, and active employees will receive one or more C records, one per job assignment (i.e. any variation in school, job code, subject matter, fund source, etc. requires a separate assignment record, with the appropriate percent of time filled out). All records for an employee may be found by linking all three record sets from any given CPI count on SYSTEM_ID and SSN_DOE_ID. As with the student IDs, the encryption method preserves employee anonymity while providing a unique identifier that may be linked either within a data set or across different data sets to find longitudinal data. Both the Teacher ID and Administrator IDs in the SR Discipline data map to the SSN_DOE_ID field in CPI, but any employee reported in a given SR year may be found in either or both CPI counts of the same school year.

In the doe_data_collection_file_layouts ZIP archive, DOE Data Collection file layouts for the CPI records are provided. These contain brief descriptions of the fields and code tables where applicable, and a review of the edit rules will show how the fields fit together. Please note that the field lengths/positions in these files do not correspond to the provided data files, and that some fields are defined in these documents that are not provided as part of this request.
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PUBLIC SCHOOL STUDENT DISCIPLINE
LEGAL SETTING

The bulk of the statutory law related to public school student discipline is found in Title 20, Chapter 2, Article 16, Part 2 of the Georgia Code. In particular, the General Assembly substantially rewrote the student discipline law when it passed the "Improved Student Learning Environment & Discipline Act of 1999." Some vestiges of the earlier law remain in force and the 1999 legislation has been subject to some amendments.

A. General Requirements/Principles

1. Local Disciplinary Policies

Primary responsibility for student discipline policy development and implementation rests with the local school districts and the schools, subject to a limited number of state mandates or minimum standards.

a. General Content

The law provides that:

... each local board of education shall adopt policies designed to improve the student learning environment by improving student behavior and discipline. These policies shall provide for the development of age-appropriate student codes of conduct containing standards of behavior, a student support process, a progressive discipline process, and a parental involvement process. The State Board of Education shall establish minimum standards for such local board policies. The Department of Education shall make available for utilization by each local board of education model student codes of conduct, a model student support process, a model progressive discipline process, and a model parental involvement process.

---

1 Except where otherwise indicated, textual references to a "Section" of pertinent Georgia statutory law will be to the most recent provision found in the Official Code of Georgia Annotated, e.g., "Section 20-2-730."

2 In a different context, the Supreme Court of Georgia has very recently noted the "... fundamental principle of exclusive local control of general primary and secondary (K-12) public education ...." Gwinnett County School Dist. v. Cox, No. S10A1773, 2011 WL 1836092, at *1 (Ga. May 16, 2011).

3 O.C.G.A. § 20-2-735(a) (2009). The mandatory requirement for the development of model codes of conduct apparently supersedes an earlier provision which stated: "The state board shall, upon request of a local school system, produce model codes of behavior and discipline and shall produce guidelines for application and administration of such codes." §20-2-155 (emphasis added).
The law goes on to outline minimum expectations for district policies in the four areas mentioned in the provision quoted above, i.e., standards of behavior, student support process, progressive discipline process, and parental involvement process. Of particular relevance is the requirement for a "progressive discipline process," which is described as one that is designed to create the expectation that the degree of discipline will be in proportion to the severity of the behavior leading to the discipline, that the previous discipline history of the student being disciplined and other relevant factors will be taken into account, and that all due process procedures required by federal and state law will be followed.

Districts are mandated to "... provide for disciplinary action against students who violate student codes of conduct." In addition, districts are directed to provide for parental involvement in developing and updating the codes.

Each district must send a copy of its adopted policies to the Georgia Department of Education ("GaDOE") in order to be eligible for state education funding but the law makes no mention of any substantive review by GaDOE.

b. Types of Conduct Required to Be Addressed

Section 20-2-751.5 requires that each student code of conduct address (in an age appropriate manner) an extensive list of offenses or other activities when they occur during school hours, at school related functions or on the school bus. The offenses listed include, but are not limited to:

1. Verbal assault, including threatened violence, of teachers, administrators, and other school personnel;
2. Physical assault or battery of teachers, administrators, and other school personnel;
3. Disrespectful conduct toward teachers, administrators, and other school personnel, including use of vulgar or profane language;
4. Verbal assault of other students, including threatened violence or sexual harassment as defined pursuant to Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972;
5. Physical assault or battery of other students, including sexual harassment as defined pursuant to Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972;

---

4 Id. § 20-2-735(b)-(e).
5 Id. § 20-2-735(d).
6 Id. § 20-2-736(b).
7 Id. § 20-2-736(c).
8 Id. § 20-2-741.
9 For a limited number of the listed offenses, the code may address activities outside of normal school hours, e.g., defacing school property.
(6) Disrespectful conduct toward other students, including use of vulgar or profane language;

(7) Verbal assault of, physical assault or battery of, and disrespectful conduct, including use of vulgar or profane language, toward persons attending school related functions;

(8) Failure to comply with compulsory attendance as required under Code Section 20-2-690.1;

(9) Willful or malicious damage to real or personal property of the school or to personal property of any person legitimately at the school;

(10) Inciting, advising, or counseling of others to engage in prohibited acts;

(11) Marking, defacing, or destroying school property;

(12) Possession of a weapon, as provided for in Code Section 16-11-127.1;

(13) Unlawful use or possession of illegal drugs or alcohol;

(14) Willful and persistent violation of the student code of conduct;

(15) Bullying as defined by Code Section 20-2-751.4;

(16) Marking, defacing, or destroying the property of another student; and

(17) Falsifying, misrepresenting, omitting, or erroneously reporting information regarding instances of alleged inappropriate behavior by a teacher, administrator, or other school employee toward a student.

In addition, student codes must address specific activities on school buses.\(^\text{10}\) Concerns about actions involving physical violence, verbal assault and bullying are restated. In addition, student codes of conduct must prohibit students from using electronic equipment on the bus or using mirrors, lasers, flash cameras, or any other lights or reflective devices in a manner that might interfere with the school bus driver's operation of the school bus.

Finally, the law provides that each student code of conduct must contain provisions that address any off-campus behavior of a student which could result in the student being criminally charged with a felony and which makes the student's continued presence at school a potential danger to persons or property at the school or which disrupts the educational process.\(^\text{11}\)

c. Dissemination of Codes of Conduct

Districts are required to assure that a copy of the student code of conduct is provided to each student at the time of enrollment and to use reasonable efforts to provide a copy to each

\(^{10}\) Id. § 20-2-751.5(b).

\(^{11}\) Id. § 20-2-751.5(c). For a more detailed discussion of this provision, see Part F.3.
parent or guardian. In addition, a copy is to be available at each school and in each classroom.\textsuperscript{12} If a district or school produces a "student handbook," the code of conduct must be included in the handbook or a copy must accompany the handbook.\textsuperscript{13}

2. \textit{Teacher Control of Classroom}

Georgia law emphasizes the authority of the individual classroom teacher to maintain order.

A teacher shall have the authority, consistent with local board policy, to manage his or her classroom, discipline students, and refer a student to the principal or the principal's designee to maintain discipline in the classroom. The principal or the principal's designee shall respond when a student is referred by a teacher by employing appropriate discipline management techniques that are consistent with local board policy.\textsuperscript{14}

The teacher also has broad authority to mandate the removal of a student from the classroom, as discussed in more detail in Part B.1. below.

3. \textit{Preference for Alternative Education Assignment}

The following language appears at several points in the school discipline code: "It is the policy of this state that it is preferable to reassign disruptive students to alternative educational settings rather than to suspend or expel such students from school."\textsuperscript{15}

B. \textit{Disciplinary Actions}

1. \textit{Removal from Classroom}

The statute provides that teachers are vested with the authority to remove a student from the classroom if the student "repeatedly or substantially interferes" with the teacher's ability to communicate effectively with the rest of class or with the ability of the rest of the class to learn and where the student's behavior is in violation of the student code of conduct. The teacher must have previously filed a disciplinary report (discussed in Part D.1 below) on the student or must determine that such behavior of the student constitutes "... an immediate threat to the safety of the student's classmates or the teacher."\textsuperscript{16} The law goes on to state:

Each school principal shall fully support the authority of every teacher in his or her school to remove a student from the classroom under this Code section. Each school principal shall implement the policies and procedures of the superintendent and local board of

\begin{footnotes}
\item \textsuperscript{12} \textit{Id.} § 20-2-736(a).
\item \textsuperscript{13} \textit{Id.} § 20-2-751.5(e).
\item \textsuperscript{14} \textit{Id.} § 20-2-738(a).
\item \textsuperscript{15} \textit{Id.} §§ 20-2-735(f); 20-2-751.5(d); 20-2-768(c).
\item \textsuperscript{16} \textit{Id.} § 20-2-738(b).
\end{footnotes}
education relating to the authority of every teacher to remove a student from the classroom and shall disseminate such policies and procedures to faculty, staff, and parents or guardians of students.\textsuperscript{17}

The decision of a teacher to remove a student from the classroom can trigger a fairly elaborate process. First, the teacher must promptly file with the principal\textsuperscript{18} a brief written report on the incident and the principal must promptly send a copy to the removed student's parents.\textsuperscript{19} An informal conference must then be held involving the principal, the teacher and the student either on the day of removal or at the beginning of the next school day. At this conference, the principal is required to give the student oral or written notice of the grounds for the removal from class and, if the student denies the alleged conduct, the principal is to explain the evidence that supports removal from class and give the student an opportunity to present his or her explanation of the situation.\textsuperscript{20}

Several scenarios can then ensue.

- **Scenario One:** The principal agrees with the teacher's decision to remove the student and takes appropriate placement and disciplinary action.\textsuperscript{21}

- **Scenario Two:** The principal decides to return the student to the classroom and the teacher consents to the return. In this case, the student may be returned to the classroom but the principal is authorized to impose additional discipline. Such action may include: (1) placing the student in an alternative education program; (2) imposing out-of-school suspension for not more than ten school days (including any time during which the student was subject to out-of-school suspension after removal from class) or (3) making another disciplinary decision or recommendation consistent with local board policy.\textsuperscript{22}

- **Scenario Three:** The principal decides that the student should be returned to the classroom but the teacher disagrees and does not consent. In this case, the principal is required promptly to decide on an appropriate interim placement (which cannot be back to the original classroom absent the teacher's consent) while the matter is considered by a "placement review committee." Each school has a placement review committee composed of two teachers appointed by the faculty and one administrator appointed by the principal.\textsuperscript{23} The committee must

\textsuperscript{17} Id.

\textsuperscript{18} In many of its provisions, the law allows the principal to appoint a designee to act in his/her stead. For convenience, we will not repeat the "or the principal's designee" language in this memo.

\textsuperscript{19} Id. Similarly, the code provisions almost always refer to the parent "or guardians." We will not repeat this phrase.

\textsuperscript{20} Id. § 20-2-738(c).

\textsuperscript{21} This scenario is implicit in the statutory language but not expressly articulated. The statute focuses on what happens if the principal wants to return the student to the classroom.

\textsuperscript{22} Id. §§ 20-2-738(c); 20-2-738(e) (1).

\textsuperscript{23} Id. § 20-2-738(c).

\textsuperscript{24} The teacher withholding consent cannot serve on the placement review committee. The faculty elects an alternate member who would serve under this circumstance or, presumably, if a primary teacher member was otherwise unavailable.
convene and take action within three school days after the classroom teacher has withheld consent to a proposed return of the student. The committee may decide to return the student to the teacher's class upon determining "that such placement is the best alternative or the only available alternative." In such a case, the student may be returned to the classroom subject to the same ability of the principal to impose disciplinary action as set forth in Scenario Two above.

- Scenario Four: The committee supports the teacher's decision to remove the student and overrides the principal. Under this scenario, the law provides:

If a placement review committee decides not to return a student to a class from which he or she was removed, the principal or the principal's designee shall implement such decision of the placement review committee. In addition, the principal or the principal's designee shall determine an appropriate placement for the student and may take action to discipline the student, in a manner consistent with any applicable procedural requirements of the Constitutions of the United States and this state and after considering the use of any appropriate student support services, as follows, provided that the placement or disciplinary action is authorized as a response to the alleged violation of the student code of conduct by local board policies adopted pursuant to [this]Code:

(A) Place the student into another appropriate classroom or an alternative education program;

(B) Impose out-of-school suspension for not more than ten school days, including any time during which the student was subject to out-of-school suspension after his or her removal from class … ; or

(C) Make another placement or disciplinary decision or recommendation consistent with local board policy; or

(D) Implement or recommend any appropriate combination of the above and return the student to the class from which he or she was removed upon the completion of any disciplinary or placement action taken pursuant to this paragraph.26

25 Id. § 20-2-738(d).
26 Id. § 20-2-738(e)(2).
The law thus gives strong deference to teachers in removal decision making and makes it difficult to override a teacher's decision in this area. As a possible check on the potential for abuse, however, the law provides:

Any teacher who removes more than two students from his or her total class enrollment in any school year under subsection (b) of Code Section 20-2-738 who are subsequently returned to the class by a placement review committee because such class is the best available alternative may be required to complete professional development to improve classroom management skills, other skills on the identification and remediation of academic and behavioral student needs, or other instructional skills as identified in a plan derived by the principal of the school in consultation with the teacher.27

2. **Specific Disciplinary Mandates**

For the most part, Georgia law defers the responsibility for determining the appropriate level of disciplinary response to violations of student codes of conduct to the districts. In a limited number of situations, however, the General Assembly has mandated certain minimum disciplinary responses.

a. **Weapon at School**

Section 20-2-751.1 requires each district to adopt a policy requiring the expulsion from school for a period of not less than one calendar year of any student who is determined to have brought a weapon to school. For the purpose of this section a "weapon" is defined as a firearm as that term is defined under federal law.28 The district, however, is authorized to modify such expulsion requirement on a case by case basis and a student violator can be assigned to an alternative education setting.29

This provision was likely adopted in response to a mandate found in the federal Gun-Free Schools Act of 1994.30

b. **Bullying**

Section 20-2-751.4 mandates certain district policies in connection with "bullying." This provision of the law was substantially amended in the 2010 session of the Georgia General Assembly.31 The definition of the term "bullying" has been substantially broadened to mean:

---

27 Id. § 20-2-210(f).
28 Id. § 20-2-751(4) (citing 18 U.S.C. § 921)).
29 Id. 20-2-751.1(b) & (c).
31 S.B. 250, 150th Gen. Assem., 2d Reg. Sess. (Ga. 2010) (hereinafter "SB 250"). Subsequent citations to Section 20-2-751.4 will be to that section as amended by the 2010 bill.
...[A]n act which occurs on school property, on school vehicles, at designated school bus stops, or at school related functions or activities, or by use of data or software that is accessed through a computer, computer system, computer network, or other electronic technology of a local school system, that is:

(1) Any willful attempt or threat to inflict injury on another person, when accompanied by an apparent present ability to do so;
(2) Any intentional display of force such as would give the victim reason to fear or expect immediate bodily harm; or
(3) Any intentional written, verbal, or physical act, which a reasonable person would perceive as being intended to threaten, harass, or intimidate, that:
   (A) Causes another person substantial physical harm within the meaning of Code Section 16-5-23.1 or visible bodily harm as such term is defined in Code Section 16-5-23.1;
   (B) Causes substantial damage to another person's property;
   (C) Has the effect of substantially interfering with a student's education;
   (D) Is so severe, persistent, or pervasive that it creates an intimidating or threatening educational environment; or
   (E) Has the effect of substantially disrupting the orderly operation of the school.\(^{32}\)

Prior to the 2010 amendment, the law did not include the listing of the locations where bullying may occur and did not specifically make reference to the potential for "cyber-bullying." In addition, the only bullying activities referenced specifically in the statute were the injury and bodily harm provisions contained in subsections (1) and (2) of the provision quoted immediately above.

School districts are mandated to adopt policies, by no later than August 1, 2011, prohibiting bullying by any student upon any other student.\(^{33}\) The prior version of the law required such policies be established only for middle and high schools.

Upon a finding by a hearing officer, panel or tribunal\(^{34}\) that a student in grades six through 12 has committed a third bullying offense in a school year, the student must be assigned to an alternative school. This action was mandated under the law prior to the 2010 amendment. In addition, the school district is now given the authority to reassign any student regardless of grade level who has committed one or more bullying offenses to a school outside the student's attendance area. Furthermore, a school administrator may assign a student regardless of grade level who has committed one or more bullying offenses to another classroom to separate the

\(^{32}\) O.C.G.A. § 20-2-751.4(a).
\(^{33}\) Id. § 20-2-751.4(b)(1).
\(^{34}\) The disciplinary hearing process is discussed at Section C. below.
student from the victim.35 The district policy must provide for general notice to all students and parents of the prohibition against bullying. In addition the district must notify the parent when a student has been determined to have committed an act of bullying.36

The 2010 amendment requires GaDOE to develop a model policy regarding bullying by January 1, 2011. The model policy must include:

(1) A statement prohibiting bullying;

(2) A requirement that any teacher or other school employee who has reliable information that would lead a reasonable person to suspect that someone is a target of bullying shall immediately report it to the school principal;

(3) A requirement that each school have a procedure for the school administration to promptly investigate in a timely manner and determine whether bullying has occurred;

(4) An age-appropriate range of consequences for bullying which shall include, at minimum and without limitation, disciplinary action or counseling as appropriate under the circumstances;

(5) A procedure for a teacher or other school employee, student, parent, guardian, or other person who has control or charge of a student, either anonymously or in such person's name, at such person's option, to report or otherwise provide information on bullying activity;

(6) A requirement that a parent, guardian, or other person who has control or charge of a student who is a target of bullying or student who bullies another shall be notified;

(7) A statement prohibiting retaliation following a report of bullying; and

(8) A procedure for disseminating and publishing such policy37

35 O.C.G.A. §§ 20-2-751.4(b)(1) & (2).
36 Id. §§ 20-2-751.4(b)(3) & (4).
37 Id. § 20-2-751.4(c). This policy was published by GaDOE in the fall of 2010. See Ga. Dep't of Educ., Policy for Prohibiting Bullying, Harassment and Intimidation (Sept. 9, 2010), available at http://www.doe.k12.ga.us/DMGetDocument.aspx/GaDOE%20Bullying%20Policy.pdf?p=6CC6799F8C1371F67D7FD6A93F3EB1530C42FA71B560D45A5EF719CD34428842&Type=D.
The law also requires GaDOE to post on its website recommended sources of anti-bullying training and materials. 38 Finally, the new law provides immunity to civil liability for any person who reports an incident of bullying in good faith. 39

\[c\]. Physical Violence

Georgia law also mandates that the districts adopt specific discipline policies for students committing acts of physical violence against a teacher, school bus driver, or other school official or employee. 40 In this provision the term "physical violence" is defined to establish two categories, i.e., (1) intentionally making physical contact of an insulting or provoking nature with the person of another; or (2) intentionally making physical contact which causes physical harm to another unless the student can make a valid self defense claim.

The law requires that a student accused of either category of physical violence must be suspended pending a disciplinary hearing. 41 If a student is found to have committed Category 1 physical violence then the student may be disciplined by expulsion, long-term suspension, or short-term suspension.

If a student is found to have committed Category 2 physical violence, then the student must be expelled from the public school system for the remainder of that student's eligibility to attend public school. The district may, but is not required to, allow the student to attend an alternative education program for the period of expulsion. If the student is in kindergarten through eighth grade at the time of the offense, the district may allow the student to return to public school for the ninth through twelfth grade if the tribunal holding the hearing so recommends. 42

Furthermore any student who is found to have committed Category 2 physical violence against a teacher, school bus driver, school official, or school employee must be referred to juvenile court with a request for a petition alleging delinquent behavior.

\[C\]. Procedural Due Process

The law requires each district to provide certain minimum procedural protections to students subject to disciplinary action. In particular a disciplinary hearing must be held before a

---

38 Id. § 20-2-751.4(d). Appendix C to the policy document cited in Note 36 contains a list of "Bullying Prevention Resources."

39 Id. § 20-2-751.4(e).

40 Id. § 20-2-751.6.

41 The disciplinary hearing process is discussed at Part C below.

42 In addition, if there is no alternative education setting in the district program for students in kindergarten through grade six, the local school board at its discretion may permit a student in kindergarten through grade six who has committed a Category 2 act of physical violence to reenroll in the public school system.
disciplinary hearing officer, panel or tribunal\(^{43}\) when the principal recommends expulsion or a suspension of greater than 10 days.\(^{44}\)

1. **Notice & Hearing**

The disciplinary hearing process is required to afford the student with basic constitutional due process. Specifically, the tribunal must provide reasonable notice of the hearing, including a statement of the time, place and nature of the hearing, a short and plain statement of the matters asserted, a statement of the right of all parties to present evidence and to be represented by legal counsel.\(^{45}\) The hearing is to be held within 10 school days of the start of the suspension, absent agreement by the school and the parents to an extension.\(^{46}\) At the hearing, all parties are to be afforded an opportunity to present and respond to evidence and to examine and cross-examine witnesses on all unresolved issues.\(^{47}\) A verbatim written or recorded transcript of the hearing is to be made available to all parties.\(^{48}\)

2. **Decision**

After receiving all evidence at the hearing, the tribunal is required to render its decision, which decision must be based solely on the evidence received at the hearing. The decision must be in writing and given to all parties within ten days of the close of the record. The tribunal is authorized to determine what, if any, disciplinary action shall be taken. Such action may include, but is not limited to, expulsion, long-term suspension, or short-term suspension. Any action taken by the tribunal is subject to modification by the local school board on appeal as discussed immediately below.\(^{49}\)

3. **Appeal to District Board**

Any decision by the tribunal may be appealed to the local district board of education by filing a written notice of appeal within twenty days from the date the decision is rendered. Any disciplinary action imposed by the tribunal may be suspended by the school superintendent pending the outcome of the appeal.\(^{50}\) The local board of education is then required to review the record and render a decision in writing. The decision is to be based solely on the record and given to all parties within ten days (excluding weekends and holidays) from the date the local

\(^{43}\) The law gives districts broad discretion to adopt rules governing the manner of selecting hearing officers, panels, or tribunals of school officials to impose suspensions or expulsions. O.C.G.A. § 20-2-752. In this memorandum, for convenience, we will refer to these options collectively as the "tribunal."

\(^{44}\) *Id.* § 20-2-753. This statutory provision also mandates a hearing in the case of an alleged assault and battery upon a teacher, or other school official or employee "if such teacher or other school official so requests." This part of the provision may have been rendered largely irrelevant since Section 20-2-751.6 mandates a disciplinary hearing if a student is accused of physical violence.

\(^{45}\) *Id.* § 20-2-754(b)(1).

\(^{46}\) *Id.* § 20-2-754(b)(2).

\(^{47}\) *Id.* § 20-2-754(b)(3). In March 2011, a panel of the Court of Appeals of Georgia ruled that, while Code Section 20-2-1160(a) provides that school boards have the "power to summon witnesses," the law contains no specific enforcement mechanism. Accordingly attendance at tribunal hearings by witnesses who have been served with a school board subpoena is not mandatory. McIntosh v. Gordy, 2011 GA. APP. LEXIS 196 (March 15, 2011).

\(^{48}\) *Id.* § 20-2-754(b)(5).

\(^{49}\) *Id.* § 20-2-755.

\(^{50}\) *Id.* § 20-2-754(c).
board of education receives the notice of appeal. The board may take any action it determines appropriate, and any decision of the board shall be final. All parties have the right to be represented by legal counsel at any such appeal and during all subsequent proceedings.

4. **Appeal to State Board of Education**

The final decision of the local district Board may be further appealed to the State Board of Education pursuant to Section 20-2-1160. The scope of this review is quite limited and students rarely prevail. If the decision at the District level is supported by "any evidence," the State Board will uphold the decision and will not independently reweigh the evidence. The appellate review is limited to the facts presented in the action below and the State Board will not allow new evidence to be relied upon in the appeal. In addition, the State Board may only consider legal issues (such as constitutional claims) raised initially in the proceedings below. Finally the State Board takes the position that it does not have the power to modify the level of disciplinary action imposed by a District.

D. **Special Rules for Students with Disabilities**

1. **General**

The federal Individuals with Disabilities Education Act ("IDEA"), imposes certain limitations on the imposition of school disciplinary actions on a student who is a "child with a disability." These IDEA requirements are implemented in Georgia pursuant to GaDOE Rule 160-4-7-.10.

In summary, each student who is a child with a disability ("Special Education Student") is required to have an "individualized education program" ("IEP"). The IEP is a written statement that, among other things, describes the child's disability, establishes goals for the child's education, and lists the special education and related services to be provided to the child. GaDOE Rule 160-4-7-.06(1). Unless the IEP provides specifically otherwise, a Special Education Student is subject to the student code of conduct and may be disciplined in accordance with the terms of the code subject to the limitations discussed below.

2. **Manifestation Determination**

A Special Education Student may be removed from his/her current placement and be assigned to an alternative education setting or be suspended for up to 10 days for a violation of the code of conduct. If the school, however, seeks to remove the student from a current

51 Id. § 20-2-754(a).
53 The term "child with a disability" is defined as a child (i) with mental retardation, hearing impairments (including deafness), speech or language impairments, visual impairments (including blindness), serious emotional disturbance, orthopedic impairments, autism, traumatic brain injury, other health impairments, or specific learning disabilities; and (ii) who, by reason thereof, needs special education and related services. 22 U.S.C. § 1401(3)(A). At the discretion of the state and the local school district the term may also include a child between the ages of three and nine who is experiencing certain developmental delays. Id. § 1401(3)(B).
54 GaDOE Rule 160-4-7-.10(1)(b).
55 Id. 160-4-7-.10(2)(b).
placement for more than 10 consecutive days (or if the student has been removed for multiple similar actions for periods that cumulatively exceed 10 days), this action is considered a "change of placement." 56

Within 10 days of any decision by a school to make such a change of placement, the school, the student's parents, and appropriate members of the student's IEP team are required to make a "manifestation determination." Based on all available relevant information, the group is to determine if the conduct of the Special Education Student triggering the proposed change in placement was (a) caused by or had a direct and substantial relation to the child's disability or (b) was a direct result of the school's failure to implement the IEP. 57

If the group determines that the student's behavior was a manifestation of his/her disability, then the IEP team is required to conduct a "functional behavioral assessment" (if one has not already been done) and develop and implement a "behavioral intervention plan" for the child. If a behavioral intervention plan is already in place, the IEP team is required to review and modify it as appropriate. Following a determination that the conduct in question was a manifestation of the child's disability, no change of placement can be made unless the school and the parents agree to a change as part of a modification to the behavioral intervention plan (subject to the "special circumstances" discussed below). 58

If the school/parents/IEP team determines that the conduct was not a manifestation of the student's disability, then the student may be subject to any disciplinary action that may be properly imposed under the school code of conduct. The student, however, is entitled to continue to receive educational services so as to allow the student to continue participating in the general educational curriculum and to progress toward meeting the goals in the IEP. In addition, the student may receive functional behavioral assessment and intervention services designed to avoid a recurrence of the conduct giving rise to discipline. 59

3. Special Circumstances

For certain misconduct involving weapons possession, drug possession, use, or sale, or infliction of serious bodily harm, a Special Education Student may be removed to an interim alternative education setting for a period of not more than 45 school days without regard to whether the conduct was a manifestation of the student's disability. 60

4. Due Process

The GaDOE rules provide that a parent must be provided with notice of the decision to effect a removal of a Special Education Student that constitutes a change of placement on the day that such a decision is made. The notice must include detailed information concerning the procedural "safeguards" related to such actions. 61

56 Id. 160-4-7-.10(12).
57 Id. 160-4-7-.10(3).
58 Id. 160-4-7-.10(4).
59 Id. 160-4-7-.10(2)(e).
60 Id. 160-4-7-.10(5).
61 Id. 160-4-7-.10(6)(a); see also id. 160-4-7-.09.
A parent of a Special Education Student has the right to appeal a placement determination or the outcome of a manifestation determination by seeking a due process hearing before an independent administrative law judge or hearing officer ("ALJ"). In addition, the school may appeal the result of a manifestation determination if it believes maintaining the student's current placement "… is substantially likely to result in injury to the child or others …".62

The hearing will be held on an expedited basis.63 The ALJ, after hearing all the evidence, may return the child to the original placement if the ALJ finds a violation of GaDOE rules or finds that the conduct was a manifestation of the student's disability. Alternatively, the ALJ may order a change in placement to an alternative educational setting upon finding that maintaining the current placement is substantially likely to result in harm to the child or others.64

A final decision of an ALJ may be challenged by any aggrieved party by the filing of a civil action in any state court of competent jurisdiction or in a federal district court.65

E. Reporting Requirements

The law imposes a number of reporting obligations. These reports may be required to go to parents, to principals, or to local law enforcement officials. In addition, the law imposes a duty on districts to report certain disciplinary data to GaDOE and upon GaDOE to report on student disciplinary trends to the General Assembly.

1. Code Violations/Removal Actions

District policies must require that a teacher make a prompt (within one day) written report to the principal when the teacher has knowledge that a student has exhibited behavior that repeatedly or substantially interferes with the teacher's ability to communicate effectively with the students in his or her class or with the ability of such student's classmates to learn, when such behavior is in violation of the student code of conduct. Within one day after receiving such a report the principal must transmit a copy to the parents together with information as to how the parent can contact the principal.66

If student support services are utilized or disciplinary action is taken in connection with such reported code violations, the principal must give written notification to the parent and to the teacher within one day after such action is taken. Again contact information for the principal must be provided.67

In addition, as discussed in Part B.1. above, a teacher who removes a student from the classroom must submit a report to the principal who must pass the report on to the parents.

---

62 Id. 160-4-7-.10(8)(a).
63 Id. 160-4-7-.10(8)(d).
64 Id. 160-4-7-.10(8)(b).
65 Id. 160-4-7-.12(3)(s).
66 O.C.G.A. § 20-2-737(a).
67 Id. § 20-2-737(b).
2. **Chronic Disciplinary Problem Student**

Anytime a teacher or a principal identifies a student as a "chronic disciplinary problem student," the principal is required to give notice of this determination to the parents. A chronic disciplinary problem student is defined as a student " ... who exhibits a pattern of behavioral characteristics which interfere with the learning process of students around him or her and which are likely to recur." The principal is also required to invite the parents to observe the student in class and to attend a conference designed to develop a disciplinary and behavioral correction plan.

See Part E.5. below for further discussion on the consequences of being identified as a chronic disciplinary problem student.

3. **Reports to Law Enforcement Officials**

Section 20-2-756(a) grants broad discretionary authority to a school administration, disciplinary hearing officer, panel, tribunal or the local district to report "any alleged criminal activity by a student" to the appropriate law enforcement agency or office to determine if criminal charges or delinquency proceeding should be initiated.

In addition to this discretionary power, Section 20-2-1184 imposes a mandatory duty on any teacher or other person employed at any public elementary or secondary school to report certain listed acts if the teacher or other employee "has reasonable cause to believe that a student has committed such act upon school property or at any school function ... ." If the principal has reasonable cause to believe that the report is valid, the principal is required to make an oral report immediately by telephone or otherwise to the appropriate school system superintendent and to the appropriate police authority and district attorney.

The acts that trigger the mandatory reporting obligation under this statutory provision include:

(a) Code Section 16-5-21, relating to aggravated assault if a firearm is involved;

(b) Code Section 16-5-24, relating to aggravated battery;

(c) Chapter 6 of Title 16, relating to sexual offenses;

(d) Code Section 16-11-127, relating to carrying deadly weapons at public gatherings;

---

68 Id. § 20-2-765.
69 Id. § 20-2-764(1).
70 Individuals making any such report are granted broad immunity from any action for malicious prosecution, malicious abuse of process, or malicious use of process. Id. § 20-2-756(b).
71 This duty also applies to teachers and employees at private schools and to any dean or public safety officer employed by a college or university.
72 Id. § 20-2-1184(b).
(e) Code Section 16-11-127.1, relating to carrying weapons at school functions or on school property or within school safety zones;

(f) Code Section 16-11-132, relating to the illegal possession of a pistol or revolver by a person under 18 years of age; or

(g) Code Section 16-13-30, relating to possession and other activities regarding marijuana and controlled substances.

Persons who, in good faith, report conduct pursuant to this provision or participate in judicial or other proceedings arising from the report are granted broad immunity from civil or criminal prosecutions. On the other hand, knowing and willful failure to make a required report is a misdemeanor.

4. Reports To Schools from Law Enforcement

Section 15-11-80 provides:

Within 30 days of any proceeding in which a child is adjudicated delinquent for a second or subsequent time or any adjudicatory proceeding involving a designated felony, the court shall provide written notice to the school superintendent or his or her designee of the school in which such child is enrolled or, if the information is known, of the school in which such child plans to be enrolled at a future date. Such notice shall include the specific delinquent act or designated felony act that such child committed.

Such reports can trigger school disciplinary action for off-campus behavior as contemplated by Section 20-2-751.5(c) of the Georgia Code (as discussed in Part A.1.b. above). See the discussion at Part E.3. below as to the further implications for students who are the subject of such a notification.

5. Reports on Annual Disciplinary Actions

Section 20-2-740 requires that each district report to the GaDOE each year the number of various types of disciplinary actions taken. The data are to be disaggregated based upon age/grade level, gender, race and eligibility for free or reduced lunch and are to be available for each school in the district. GaDOE is required to review the data and report annually to the General Assembly on trends.

Section 20-2-751.1 was amended in 2010 to add a requirement that school districts report annually regarding disciplinary and placement actions regarding any student determined to have brought a weapon to school. The type of weapon involved and the type of discipline/placement must be reported and shall be reported for each school. The data are to be disaggregated based

73 Id. § 20-2-1184(c).
74 Id. § 20-2-1184(d).
75 This term is defined at Section 15-11-63(2).
upon age/grade level, gender, race, and special education status. The data required by this new section may be included in the report required by Section 20-2-740 discussed above.76

F. Additional Provisions

1. Corporal Punishment

Georgia law leaves to each district the discretion to impose corporal punishment as an element of school discipline.77 The administration of corporal punishment is subject to the following limitations:

   (1) The corporal punishment shall not be excessive or unduly severe;

   (2) Corporal punishment shall never be used as a first line of punishment for misbehavior unless the pupil was informed beforehand that specific misbehavior could occasion its use; provided, however, that corporal punishment may be employed as a first line of punishment for those acts of misconduct which are so antisocial or disruptive in nature as to shock the conscience;

   (3) Corporal punishment must be administered in the presence of a principal or assistant principal, or the designee of the principal or assistant principal, employed by the board of education authorizing such punishment, and the other principal or assistant principal, or the designee of the principal or assistant principal, must be informed beforehand and in the presence of the pupil of the reason for the punishment;

   (4) The principal or teacher who administered corporal punishment must provide the child's parent, upon request, a written explanation of the reasons for the punishment and the name of the principal or assistant principal, or designee of the principal or assistant principal, who was present; provided, however, that such an explanation shall not be used as evidence in any subsequent civil action brought as a result of the corporal punishment; and

   (5) Corporal punishment shall not be administered to a child whose parents or legal guardian has upon the day of enrollment of the pupil filed with the principal of the school a statement from a medical doctor licensed in Georgia

stating that it is detrimental to the child's mental or emotional stability.78

Principals or teachers who administer corporal punishment in accordance with district rules are immune from civil liability or criminal sanctions if the corporal punishment is administered in good faith and is not excessive or unduly severe.79

2. Disrupting Public School

Prior to May 27, 2010, Section 20-2-1181 made it unlawful "… for any person to disrupt or interfere with the operation of any public school, public school bus, or public school bus stop … ." A violation of this provision was punishable as a misdemeanor of a high and aggravated nature. Some have argued that this provision has been used inappropriately by school officials to criminalize relatively minor school place misconduct.

The disruption statute was amended in 2010 to add an "intent" requirement. The law now makes it unlawful for "any person to knowingly and intentionally or recklessly disrupt or interfere with the operation of any public school, public school bus, or public school bus stop."80

3. Expulsion or Suspension for Felonies

Section 20-2-768(a) states:

Each local board of education is authorized to refuse to readmit or enroll any student who has been suspended or expelled for being convicted of, being adjudicated to have committed, being indicted for, or having information filed for the commission of any felony or any delinquent act under Code Section 15-11-28 which would be a felony if committed by an adult. If refused readmission or enrollment, the student or the student's parent or legal guardian has the right to request a hearing pursuant to the procedures provided for in Code Section 20-2-754.

On its face, the plain language of the statute seems to deal only with the proposed readmission or new enrollment of a student that has previously been suspended or expelled. We are advised by practitioners that some districts are interpreting this provision as providing authority for initial suspensions. In any event, the language at least implies that a prior suspension or expulsion could be based not only upon conviction or adjudication but also solely upon having an indictment issued or information filed, i.e., pre-conviction.

The statute does provide for a disciplinary hearing (Part C above) but it is not entirely clear that the fundamental decision to deny admission is subject to review. Subsection (b) of this provision states that, if a student is denied enrollment, a tribunal "shall be authorized to place a student denied enrollment … in an alternative educational system as appropriate and in the best

78 Id. § 20-2-731(1)-(5).
79 Id. § 20-2-732.
80 SB 250, codified at O.C.G.A. § 20-2-1181(emphasis added).
Interest of the student and the education of other students within the school system."\(^{81}\) Thus, it is not clear if the tribunal could override the district's decision and find that the student should be enrolled in a "regular" school.

School districts also rely upon Section 20-2-751.5(c) when imposing suspension or expulsion upon students for felonious conduct. This section states:

Each student code of conduct shall also contain provisions that address any off-campus behavior of a student which could result in the student being criminally charged with a felony and which makes the student's continued presence at school a potential danger to persons or property at the school or which disrupts the educational process.

The statute, thus, requires two separate conditions to be met prior to imposing a suspension or expulsion: (i) conduct which could result in the student being criminally charged with a felony and (ii) a nexus between the conduct and the school system. With respect to the first requirement, because those in juvenile court are not “criminally charged,” the language would seem to indicate that the statute only applies to students who are eligible for trial in the adult criminal system. With respect to the second requirement, school systems arguably should be required to present evidence at a due process hearing demonstrating the relationship between the off-campus conduct and a disruption to the educational environment.

An experienced juvenile justice practitioner has asserted that many school systems have expanded the scope of the statutory language in several ways, for example by eliminating the requirement that the off-campus conduct be felonious.\(^{82}\)

4. "Full Faith and Credit" to Disciplinary Orders from Other Schools

Georgia law authorizes (but does not require) districts to honor disciplinary orders issued by any public or private school in Georgia or any public school outside of Georgia which imposes short-term suspension, long-term suspension, or expulsion on a student enrolled or seeking to enroll in a Georgia public school.\(^{83}\) Although the language of the law could be more clear, it appears that the enrolling school can either refuse to enroll the student (presumably until the term of any prior disciplinary action has expired) or, if the student had already enrolled, suspend or expel the student for a term equal to the unexpired term of the other school's disciplinary action. In either case, the enrolling school must determine that the student behavior in the prior school was an offense that would have triggered suspension or expulsion under the enrolling school's code of conduct.

\(^{81}\) Id. § 20-2-768(b).
\(^{82}\) See e-mail from Randee Waldman, Esq., Director, Barton Juvenile Defender Clinic, Emory University School of Law, to Robert Rhodes, Director of Legal Affairs, Georgia Appleseed (May 31, 2010)(on file at the offices of Georgia Appleseed).
\(^{83}\) O.C.G.A. § 20-2-751.2.
The law goes on to allow an enrolling school to ask the schools that a student has previously attended whether or not a disciplinary order has been issued for the student. If one has been issued and is currently in force, Georgia public and private schools are required to send a certified copy to the enrolling school.84

If any school administrator determines from the information obtained pursuant to the enrollment process, or otherwise, that a student has been convicted of or has been adjudicated to have committed an offense which is a designated felony act under Section 15-11-63, such administrator is required to so inform all teachers and other school personnel to whom the student is assigned. Such teachers and other certificated professional personnel as the administrator deems appropriate may review the information in the student's file that has been received from other schools or from the juvenile courts or superior courts pursuant to this Code section. Such information is required to be kept confidential.85

5. **Chronic Disciplinary Problem Student–Return from Suspension/Expulsion**

Section 20-2-766 provides that, before any chronic disciplinary problem student (See Part D.2. above) is permitted to return from an expulsion or suspension, the school to which the student is to be readmitted shall request at least one parent or guardian to schedule and attend a conference with the principal to devise a disciplinary and behavioral correction plan. Failure of the parent or guardian to attend does not preclude the student from being readmitted to the school. At the discretion of the principal, a teacher, counselor, or other person may attend the conference.

6. **State Training and Support**

a. **Conflict Management/Diversity Training**

Section 20-2-739 requires that GaDOE "… shall provide training programs in conflict management and resolution and in cultural diversity for voluntary implementation by local boards of education for school employees, parents and guardians, and students."

b. **School Climate Management Program**

Section 20-2-155 provides that GaDOE is to establish a "state-wide school climate management program" designed to assist local schools and systems requesting assistance in developing school climate improvement and management processes. Such projects are to be designed to optimize local resources through voluntary community, student, teacher, administrator, and other school personnel participation. These processes are also to be designed for, but will not be limited to, promoting positive gains in student achievement scores, student and teacher morale, community support, and student and teacher attendance, while decreasing student suspensions, expulsions, dropouts, and other negative aspects of the total school environment. GaDOE, upon request of a local school system, is authorized to provide the necessary on-site technical assistance to local schools and systems and to offer other assistance

---

84 Id. § 20-2-751.2(c).
85 Id. § 20-2-751.2(d).
through regional and state-wide conferences and workshops, printed material, and such other assistance as may be deemed appropriate.
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